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ABSTRACT 

Captive breeding programmes (CBPs) offer a method for preventing the extinction of 

threatened species by assisting with species recovery, primarily by generating animals 

for reintroduction and supplementing wild populations. However, CBPs often have 

difficulty establishing self-sustaining populations, unable to maintain consistent 

reproduction and survivorship in captivity for reintroducing animals back into the wild. 

A contributing factor leading to this issue may be captive conditions producing 

phenotypes that differ from wild phenotypes. These phenotypic changes may lead to 

captive individuals having reduced survivorship, as well as reduced reproductive 

success, both in captivity and following reintroduction. Ultimately, a range of factors 

will determine the success of reintroductions; however, the phenotypic changes 

occurring in captivity, and how this may impact reintroduction success remains largely 

unknown. In this thesis, I outline how an animal’s phenotype may contribute to the 

success or failure of CBPs, and in turn, reintroduction success. I used a mammalian and 

an amphibian species as models to examine phenotypic changes in captivity and 

specifically looked at developmental, morphological and behavioural phenotypes. 

While the effects of captivity on behavioural and morphological phenotypes have been 

widely reported, few studies have compared differences between captive-reared and 

wild animals, the transgenerational effects on behavioural and morphological 

phenotypes, and potential differences between sexes in response to captivity, which are 

particularly relevant for determining reintroduction success. Using house mouse (Mus 

musculus) as a model species, I determined whether behavioural and morphological 

phenotypes in captive-reared and wild-caught animals differed. Specifically, for 

behavioural phenotypes, I sought to determine whether the boldness and activity 

behavioural type of captive-reared and wild-caught animals differed, whether these 

behavioural types were subject to transgenerational effects in captivity, and whether 

there were sex-specific differences in behavioural types. To do this, I examined the 

boldness and activity behavioural types displayed in a novel environment. I used an 

open field test (OFT) to simulate a novel environment. Mice reared in a captive 

environment were found to differ in their boldness and activity behavioural type 

compared with their wild-caught conspecifics. After one generation, there was evidence 
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for transgenerational effects in captivity on some behavioural traits but not behavioural 

type. Four behavioural traits (Perimeter: max speed, Perimeter: average speed, Mean 

speed, Distance) were driving the compositional differences in behavioural type 

between captive-reared F4 and captive-reared F5 females, and there was no evidence that 

changes in behavioural type were dependent on sex. Importantly however, behavioural 

type did differ between wild-caught females and males, suggesting that captivity 

resulted in the loss of sex specific behaviours. To determine whether the morphology of 

captive-reared and wild-caught animals differed, I compared the external and internal 

morphology of captive-reared and wild-caught animals, tested whether morphology was 

subject to transgenerational effects in captivity, and compared morphology between 

sexes in animals from both captive and wild environments. To do this, external body 

morphological trait measurements were made, and macroscopic dissection of organs 

conducted, to quantify morphological differences between wild-caught and captive-

reared mice. External traits included body mass, skull length, snout to vent length, tail 

length and foot length (right hind leg).  Internal traits included weights of brain, liver, 

kidney, heart, lungs, testes/ovaries, spleen, stomach, caecum, small- and large-intestine 

and the lengths of the small- and large-intestine. I found an absence of changes in 

external morphology masked internal morphological changes; there was a significant 

effect of rearing environment on kidney, spleen and caecum mass and small intestine 

length. There was also evidence for transgenerational effects in morphology between 

captive generations, however, only in internal morphology, and only in females; five 

morphological traits (brain, kidneys, stomach, caecum and ovaries) were driving 

compositional differences in internal morphology between captive-reared F4 and 

captive-reared F5 females. Morphological changes were also evident within the 

acclimation period, suggesting that phenotypic plasticity contributed to the rapid 

changes in morphology. Further, morphology significantly differed depending on sex, 

indicating that sexual dimorphism was maintained in captivity.  

I then examined the genetic mechanisms underpinning the observed transgenerational 

effects in the captive-reared house mouse (Mus musculus) population using broad sense 

heritability analyses including mid parent- and single parent-offspring regressions. 

Specifically, I measured the heritability of boldness and activity behavioural types as 

well as internal morphology. Slopes for boldness and activity were all positive, 
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indicating a low to moderate degree of heritability. The slopes for internal morphology 

were undetectable. Although none of the heritability estimates were statistically 

significant, likely due to small sample sizes, my findings suggest that the potential for 

genetic change in captivity might vary considerably between traits, with some but not 

all phenotypic traits displaying some degree of heritability, which may allow for rapid 

adaptation to captive conditions. Traits that were not highly heritable may be strongly 

influenced by environmental conditions and are likely to display a high degree of 

plasticity. Continuing to explore the potential for traits to evolve in captivity may help 

inform captive breeding and reintroduction programmes. 

Using the striped marsh frog (Limnodynastes peronii) as a model species, I examined 

how environmental conditions experienced in captivity influenced phenotypic traits. 

Food availability and temperature are known to trigger phenotypic change, however, the 

interactive effects between these factors are only beginning to be considered. The aim of 

this study was to examine the independent and interactive effects of long-term 

stochastic food availability and water temperature on larval survivorship, growth and 

development of the striped marsh frog, Limnodynastes peronii. To evaluate the effects 

of food availability and temperature, I exposed tadpoles to one of six experimental 

treatments (referred to as 1. Constant 18°C, 2. Constant 22°C, 3. Constant 26°C, 4. 

Stochastic 18°C, 5. Stochastic 22°C and 6. Stochastic 26°C) across a 14-week 

experimental period. Throughout the 14-week experimental period, I monitored the 

survivorship, development and growth of individual tadpoles in each experimental 

treatment on a weekly basis. This included recording the number of tadpoles surviving, 

the number of tadpoles reaching metamorphosis, the time taken to reach metamorphosis 

and tadpole growth. Changes in food availability mediated the effects of temperature, 

with slower larval growth and higher survivorship in stochastic food availability 

treatments. These findings suggest that interactions between environmental factors can 

influence anuran growth, development and survivorship. Furthermore, identifying the 

phenotypic traits that change and the specific mechanisms (i.e. the abiotic and biotic 

factors) associated with phenotypic change in captivity, can help managers develop and 

refine approaches used in captive-breeding and reintroduction programmes. 

Overall, my results have shown that captivity can result in changes to phenotypic traits. 

In addition, some but not all phenotypic traits may be heritable, allowing for rapid 
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adaptation to captive conditions. For other traits that did not display a shift in response 

to captive conditions, this may indicate such traits being strongly influenced by 

environmental conditions and displaying a high degree of plasticity. Further, the 

environmental conditions in captivity can alter developmental trajectories and 

survivorship. From an applied perspective, understanding how environmental factors 

interact to cause phenotypic change may assist with conservation by improving the 

number of individuals generated in captive breeding programmes. These results 

contribute to our understanding of the role of phenotypic variation in captive breeding 

programmes.   
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“In every remote corner of the world there are people… who have devoted their lives to 

saving threatened species. Very often, their determination is all that stands between an 

endangered species and extinction. 

But why do they bother? Does it really matter if the Yangtze river dolphin, or the 

kakapo, or the northern white rhino, or any other species live on only in scientists' 

notebooks? 

Well, yes, it does. Every animal and plant is an integral part of its environment: even 

Komodo dragons have a major role to play in maintaining the ecological stability of 

their delicate island homes. If they disappear, so could many other species. And 

conservation is very much in tune with our survival. Animals and plants provide us with 

life-saving drugs and food, they pollinate crops and provide important ingredients or 

many industrial processes. Ironically, it is often not the big and beautiful creatures, but 

the ugly and less dramatic ones, that we need most. 

Even so, the loss of a few species may seem irrelevant compared to major 

environmental problems such as global warming or the destruction of the ozone layer. 

But while nature has considerable resilience, there is a limit to how far that resilience 

can be stretched. No one knows how close to the limit we are getting. The darker it gets, 

the faster we're driving. 

There is one last reason for caring, and I believe that no other is necessary. It is 

certainly the reason why so many people have devoted their lives to protecting the likes 

of rhinos, parakeets, kakapos, and dolphins. And it is simply this: the world would be a 

poorer, darker, lonelier place without them.” 

 – Mark Carwardine
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 INTRODUCTION: THE EFFECTS OF CAPTIVITY ON PHENOTYPIC 

VARIATION 

1.1 Captive breeding programmes 

Captive breeding programmes (hereafter CBPs) are increasingly relied upon as an 

important conservation tool for threatened species management (Conde et al., 2011). 

Captive breeding programmes provide a controlled environment for the rearing, 

maintenance and preservation of many species challenged by key threatening processes 

in the wild (Bryant et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 2004). Fischer and Lindenmayer (2000) 

reported that only 13% of all reintroductions with a captive source population were 

ultimately considered successful, with success determined as self-sustaining populations 

following reintroduction. For example, captive-born carnivores have significantly lower 

survivorship (32% survival rate) compared to wild-born carnivores (53% survival rate) 

following reintroduction (Jule et al., 2008).  These are alarming statistics considering 

that captive breeding is the primary recovery action for many threatened species.  

Currently, the central focus of many captive breeding programmes is identifying and 

countering adverse genetic changes that occur in captivity. These typically include 

factors such as loss of genetic diversity, inbreeding depression and genetic adaptations 

to captivity, all of which can compromise individual viability and the success of 

reintroduction programmes (Frankham 2008; Williams and Hoffman 2009). However, 

captive conditions often represent an environment vastly removed from wild conditions, 

and as such, differing selection pressures arise, often resulting in reduced individual 

fitness upon reintroduction (Mathews et al., 2005).  

Reasons for failure vary greatly and are typically considered on a case-by-case basis. 

However, failures have been attributed to the excision of natural behavioural repertoires 

and/or changes in the animals’ physiology or morphology (Snyder et al., 1996; 

Birkhead et al., 2006; Teixeira et al., 2007). Tarszisz et al. (2014) conducted a detailed 

review of reintroduction failures and reported that while 78% of studies described 

behavioural phenotypes, only 9% of studies described physiological phenotypes in their 

reintroduction attempts. The success of reintroductions with captive sourced 

populations may be improved through pre-release screening for suitable traits (e.g. 

Mathews et al., 2005), or pre-release training to reinforce appropriate behaviours (e.g. 
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Shier and Owings, 2006). To date, however, the assessment of phenotypic traits in 

CBPs has been limited and may be a key factor in the poor success of reintroductions 

due to the reduced fitness of individuals in captivity. In this thesis, I suggest that 

reintroduction success might be substantially improved by incorporating an 

understanding of phenotypic traits into management programmes, and by starting to 

make holistic assessments of trait change in captivity (Tarszisz et al., 2014).  

1.2 The cause and effect of phenotypic variation  

Changes in the natural, sexual and artificial selective pressures that increase fitness in 

captivity can lead to a directional shift in phenotypic traits away from the wild 

phenotype towards an optimal mean trait value for captive conditions (McDougall et al., 

2006; McPhee and McPhee 2012). In concert, the uniform and unchallenging 

environments in captivity may cause rapid losses in genetic and phenotypic variation 

(Mathews et al., 2005; e.g. Briscoe et al., 1992). Phenotypic variation is widely 

recognised as a contributing factor to population persistence; multiple phenotypes 

(polyphenism) expressed within a population allow adaptation to environmental 

fluctuations via sub populations (Kussell and Leibler 2005). A theoretical framework 

study, which modelled the means and variances of phenotypes in response to 

environmental changes, determined that long term productivity of a functional group 

with similar resource requirements and predators was higher, with high phenotypic 

variation (Norberg et al., 2001). While short-term productivity was lower with high 

phenotypic variation, this was due to the presence of sub-optimal individuals, with 

phenotypic variance linearly associated with the ability to respond to environmental 

change (Norberg et al., 2001). Relating this theoretical knowledge to CBPs, we can 

infer that by maximising phenotypic variation we could improve the overall long-term 

productivity of the captive population and maximise its ability to respond to 

environmental change upon release.  

A growing number of studies have demonstrated that changes in selective pressure, and 

loss of phenotypic variation (leading to phenotypic homogeneity) in captive 

populations, has been attributed to poor reintroduction success (Snyder et al., 1996; 

Fischer and Lindenmayer 2000; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). Moreover, the degree of 

phenotypic homogeneity may increase with each captive generation, leading to 

phenotypes vastly removed from the wild phenotype (Wisely et al., 2002; McPhee 
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2004a, b). These phenotypic changes in response to captivity may lead to captive 

individuals having reduced survivorship compared with their wild conspecifics, as well 

as reduced reproductive success following reintroduction (Philippart 1995; Anthony and 

Blumstein 2000; Johnson et al., 2014). Furthermore, habituation to captive conditions 

and insufficient challenges during the rearing process may not adequately prepare 

captive bred individuals to challenges encountered in novel environments. For example, 

Christie et al. (2012) compared wild born and first-generation hatchery wild steelhead 

(Oncorhynchus mykiss) in captive and wild conditions and reported that first-generation 

hatchery fish exhibited increased reproductive success in captive conditions. However, 

the offspring of hatchery fish had reduced fitness in wild conditions, suggesting that an 

adaptation to captivity occurred within one generation, and that there may have been 

selection for traits maladaptive for wild conditions. These case studies, along with a 

multitude of others, exemplify how phenotypic changes can occur as a result of 

differences between captive and wild environmental conditions, and draw attention to 

the fact that these changes are likely to reflect differences in evolutionary processes 

(Kohane and Parsons 1988; Snyder et al., 1996).  

It is apparent that loss of phenotypic variation may have profound consequences, but to 

date only a few studies have attempted to investigate why loss of phenotypic variation 

occurs in captivity. Phenotypic homogeneity in captivity may occur as a result of 

uniform and unchallenging environments (Mathews et al., 2005). Furthermore, the 

accompanying changes in evolutionary processes occurring within captivity, such as 

relaxed selective pressures or directional selection for a suite of traits favoured in 

captivity (McDougall et al., 2006; McPhee and McPhee 2012), can potentially 

contribute to release failure (Kohane and Parsons 1988; Snyder et al., 1996). While 

there is a general acknowledgment of the potential “domestication” of animals in 

captivity (O'Regan and Kitchener 2005), to my knowledge limited research has been 

conducted to identify and potentially reduce adaptations to captivity, and most research 

has been conducted in birds (e.g. Munkwitz et al., 2005; Maxwell and Jamieson, 1997). 

Moreover, studies attempting to investigate morphological and physiological 

adaptations to captivity are notably lacking (O'Regan and Kitchener 2005; Tarszisz et 

al., 2014). Given the potential for phenotypic traits to change in response to selection 

pressures and environmental conditions that occur in captivity, it is imperative to gain 
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an understanding of how phenotypic change occurs in CBPs, as this knowledge may 

substantially improve reintroduction success. 

1.3 The effects of captivity on phenotypic traits 

Provided a captive source population has high phenotypic variation (i.e. is 

phenotypically diverse), it might not matter if a proportion of the captive population is 

unsuitable for release, as long as there has been pre-release screening for suitable traits 

(e.g. Mathews et al., 2005), or pre-release training to reinforce appropriate behaviours 

(e.g. Shier and Owings, 2006) and identify suitable founders for reintroductions. 

Numerous studies have investigated the behavioural, physiological and morphological 

adaptations of animals to captivity (Table 1.1; Carducci and Jakob 2000; Geiser and 

Ferguson 2001; Slade et al., 2014). However, few studies have explicitly compared 

phenotypic differences between captive-reared and wild-caught animals. Using an 

‘adaptive baseline’ provides the ability to demonstrate and track the effects of captivity. 

That is, the scale of phenotypic plasticity, the direction of change, and the specific 

phenotypic traits that change (Mathews et al., 2005; DeGregorio et al., 2013; Jarvie et 

al., 2015). For example, a comparison between captive-bred and wild caught feathertail 

gliders (Acrobatus pygmaeus) found captive-bred individuals had longer activity 

periods and less frequent torpor bouts (Geiser and Ferguson 2001). Indeed, 

characterisation of phenotypes such as behaviour is now being used as criterion for 

selecting animals suitable for reintroduction (Bremner-Harrison et al., 2004). Given the 

potential range of phenotypic traits that could change in captivity, studies attempting to 

investigate the influence of captivity should aim to compare a variety of phenotypic 

traits, including behavioural and morphological traits with wild-caught animals. Such 

research will provide important insights into the types of traits most susceptible to 

change, if the direction and magnitude of changes differ between phenotypic traits, and, 

ultimately, whether these trait changes have implications for post-release fitness 

(McPhee 2004a, b; McDougall et al., 2006; McPhee and Carlstead 2010).  

When considering how phenotypic traits change in captivity, it is also important to 

consider the effect of sex. It is well established that phenotypic traits can differ between 

the sexes due to sexual selection favouring different trait values in each sex (Schuett et 

al., 2010; Fresneau et al., 2014). In general, it is expected that intra- and inter-sexual 

selection (i.e. male-male competition and female mate choice) will favour sex-specific 
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behaviours and sexual dimorphism (Hedrick and Temeles 1989; Kokko 2005; 

McPherson and Chenoweth 2012). Differences between captive and natural 

environments, such as reduced competition for resources and artificial selection for 

animals suited to captivity, inadvertently lead to phenotypic change; in turn this may 

lead to changes to, or a reduction of, sexual dimorphism and behavioural differences 

(Table 1.1; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005; McPherson and Chenoweth 2012). For 

example, a study investigating the effects of captivity on morphology in American mink 

(Mustela vison) found a reduction of sexual dimorphism in body size and craniometric 

variation (Lynch and Hayden 1995). Given that sexual selection in phenotypic traits is 

evident across various taxa, captive-based research would benefit from determining the 

effects of captivity on the strengths and targets of sexual selection, and resultant 

phenotypic differences between the sexes. 
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Table 1.1 A detailed breakdown of the phenotypic traits and experimental factors considered in fifty one case studies investigating the effects of 

captivity on phenotypic traits. Phenotypic traits are separated into four distinct categories: Behavioural (B), morphological (M), physiological (P) 

or life-history traits (L). Experimental factors included whether multiple generations (Multi. Gen.), sex (Sex), wild comparisons (Wild comp.), 

were considered. Further, if animals were reintroduced (Reintro.), whether a pre-release assessment (Pre-release) was conducted. 

Taxa  Species B M P L Multi. Gen. Sex Wild comp. Reintro. Pre-release Ref 

Mammals            

 Bank vole 

Clethrionomys glareolus 
✓ 

 

     ✓ 

 

  

 

[1] 

 Meadow vole 

Microtus pennsylvanicus 
✓     ✓ ✓   [2] 

 Southern brown bandicoot 

Isoodon obesulus fusciventer 

  ✓ 

 

   ✓ 

 

  [3] 

 Oldfield mouse 

Peromyscus polionotus subgriseus 
✓ 

 

✓ 

 

  ✓  ✓   [4, 5] 

 European otter 

Lutra lutra 

   ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ ✓ 

 

 [6] 

 Feathertail glider 

Acrobates pygmaeus 
✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

  ✓ ✓   [7] 

 Numbat  

Myrmecobius fasciatus 

 ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

   ✓   [8] 

 House mouse 

Mus musculus 

 ✓ 

 

 ✓ 

 

 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  

 

[9] 

 Swift fox 

Vulpes velox 
✓ 

 

  ✓ 

 

✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ 

 

[10] 

 Black footed ferret 

Mustela nigripes 
✓ 

 

✓ 

 

  ✓ ✓ ✓   [11-13] 
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Taxa  Species B M P L Multi. Gen. Sex Wild comp. Reintro. Pre-release Ref 

Mammals            

 

 

European mink 

Mustela lutreola 
   ✓  ✓  ✓  [14] 

 Golden lion tamarin 

Leontopithecus rosalia 
✓    ✓  ✓   [15] 

 Lion 

Panthera leo 

 ✓    ✓ ✓   [16, 17] 

 Tiger 

Panthera tigris 
 ✓    ✓ ✓   [17] 

 Cavy  

Cavia aperea 
✓  ✓   ✓ ✓   [18] 

 Meerkat 

Suricata suricatta 
✓      ✓   [19] 

 Spotted hyaena 

Crocuta 
✓     ✓ ✓   [20] 

 Coyote 

Canis latrans 
✓      ✓   [21] 

 Bighorn sheep 

Ovis canadensis 

   ✓   ✓ ✓  [22] 

 Tasmanian devil 

Sarcophilus harrisii 

 ✓  ✓    ✓  [23] 

Birds            

 Loggerhead shrike 

Lanius ludovicianus 
✓       ✓ ✓ [24] 

 Brown teal 

Anas chlorotis 

 ✓    ✓ ✓   [25] 

 Dark-eyed junco 

Junco hyemalis 
 ✓ ✓    ✓   [26] 
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Taxa  Species B M P L Multi. Gen. Sex Wild comp. Reintro. Pre-release Ref 

Birds            

 Mallard 

Anas platyrhynchos 
✓ ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓  [27] 

 Red junglefowl 

Gallus gallus 
✓ ✓    ✓    [28, 29] 

 Houbara bustard 

Chlamydotis macqueenii 
✓ ✓     ✓ ✓  [30, 31] 

 Rufous-crested bustard  

Eupodotis ruficrista 

 ✓        [31] 

 White-bellied bustard 

Eupodotis senegalensis 

 ✓        [31] 

 Blue tit 

Cyanistes caeruleus  
✓     ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ [32] 

 Attwater’s Prairie chicken 

Tympanuchus cupido attwateri 
✓   ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓ [33] 

 Mountain chickadee 

Poecile atricapillus 
✓ ✓    ✓ ✓ ✓  [34] 

Fish            

 Guppy 

Poecilia reticulata 

 ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  [35-37] 

 Steelhead 

Oncorhynchus mykiss 
✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  [38, 39] 

 Atlantic salmon  

Salmo salar 

   ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  [40] 

 Amargosa river pupfish 

Cyprinodon diabolis 

 ✓ ✓ ✓      [41] 

 Electric fish 

Gnathonemus petersii 

  ✓   ✓    [42] 
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Taxa  Species B M P L Multi. Gen. Sex Wild comp. Reintro. Pre-release Ref 

Reptiles            

 Ratsnake 

Elaphe obsoleta 
✓      ✓  ✓ [43] 

 Tuatara 

Sphenodon punctatus 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ [44] 

 Lacertid lizard  

Psammodromus algirus 
✓   ✓   ✓ ✓  [45] 

 Otago skink  

Oligosoma otagense 
✓ ✓ ✓    ✓   [46] 

Amphibians            

 Mallorcan midwife toad 

Alytes muletensis 

 ✓ 

 

 ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

    [47] 

Invertebrates            

 Field cricket 

Gryllus campestris 
✓     ✓ ✓   [48] 

 Jumping spider 

Phidippus audux 
✓      ✓   [49] 

 Milkweed bug 

Oncopeltus fasciatus  

 ✓  ✓ ✓     [50] 

 Puget blue butterfly 

Icaricia icarioides blackmorei 

 ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓    [51] 
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1.4 Multiple generations in captivity: effect on phenotypic traits 

Phenotypic traits that are subject to fitness costs in captivity are predicted to shift away 

from the wild phenotype with each subsequent generation in captivity, leading to 

changes in life history traits including reproductive success and survivorship (Connolly 

and Cree 2008). The transgenerational shift in traits that increases fitness in captivity 

can be expected with change in the strength and targets of selection in captivity 

(McPhee 2004a, b; McPhee and McPhee 2012). These transgenerational effects on 

phenotypes in captivity may result from transgenerational plasticity or genetic changes, 

such as heritable genetic mutations (Chakravarti et al. 2016; Evans et al. 2014; Richards 

et al. 2010; Martos et al. 2015). If transgenerational effects result from 

transgenerational plasticity, environmental factors that the parental generation 

experiences will trigger particular trait expressions in offspring (e.g. maternal effects or 

epigenetic variation; Keller et al., 2001; Dor and Lotem 2009). Further, there is 

emerging evidence that transgenerational shift in traits can occur quickly. McPhee 

(2004b) tested for directional and relaxed selection in populations of oldfield mice 

(Peromyscus polionotus subgriseus) maintained in captivity for differing periods (2, 14 

and 35 generations) and found an increased magnitude of change in cranial and 

mandibular size and shape with each subsequent generation maintained in captivity. 

These findings have important implications as they suggest that captivity can impose 

changes in selective pressures, and that over multiple generations, these shifts can lead 

to the captive phenotype differing from the wild phenotype (O'Regan and Kitchener 

2005; McDougall et al., 2006; McPhee and Carlstead 2010). However, despite potential 

for trait change in the captive environment, few studies have examined the effects of 

captivity on phenotypic traits across multiple generations (Table 1.1; McPhee 2004b). 

Understanding and controlling transgenerational effects may be able to mitigate the 

effects of captivity, influencing the success of offspring in the wild. However, this 

requires a better understanding of transgenerational effects (Richards et al., 2010; Evans 

et al., 2014; Chakravarti et al., 2016). 

1.5 Stimulating phenotypic variation in captivity: Approaches and implications 

Selection in captivity should favour phenotypic traits that promote reproductive success 

of individuals (Smith 1978; Bull et al., 2004). This may also capitulate itself by 

selecting for easier to handle animals that increase breeding (Mason et al., 2013). 
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However, if CBPs aim to release the captive animals into a novel environment, the 

initial captive phenotype may not be the optimal phenotype for release situations 

(Fischer and Lindenmayer 2000; Ford 2002). For example, populations of released 

captive-bred mallards (Anas platyrhynchos) showed preference to anthropogenic food 

sources and, despite similar time budgets, never achieved an equivalent body condition 

of wild birds (Champagnon et al., 2012). Consequently, there was lower survival 

probability in captive-released mallards. Such examples demonstrate that a single 

phenotype displayed across an entire captive-bred population may not be optimal in 

both captive and in natural environments following reintroduction (Shoval et al., 2012). 

Consequently, it may be critical to identify methodologies to reduce the phenotypic 

changes occurring in captivity and maximise the potential for reintroduction success. 

One approach to improve the likelihood for success upon release may be to increase 

phenotypic variation within a population. This may be possible by increasing the 

expression of multiple phenotypes (polyphenism) or phenotypic plasticity, with the 

outcome of expressing phenotypes more suitable for the release environment.  

Phenotypic plasticity is the ability of an organism to change its phenotype in response to 

varying abiotic and biotic environmental factors (Miner et al., 2005). When faced with 

dynamic environmental conditions, some organisms can readily respond by changing 

phenotypes, allowing for a range of optimal phenotypes to be produced in response to 

multiple environments (DeWitt et al., 1998). If the optimal phenotype can change with 

environmental condition, this presents an adaptive advantage that can improve 

organismal fitness (De Jong 2005; Reed et al., 2010). Phenotypic variation is likely to 

be reinforced by the species’ level of phenotypic plasticity. That is, upon release into a 

novel environment, the individual has the ability to rapidly change their phenotype 

(Zalewski and Bartoszewicz 2012).  

Currently, captivity provides an environment resembling a static ‘ideal’ environment 

and does not necessarily provide the required environmental fluctuations or challenges 

that encourage the expression of a diverse range of phenotypes, or the generation of 

stochastic phenotype switching (Kussell and Leibler 2005; Mathews et al., 2005). If the 

CBP has the aim to provide animals for reintroduction, I suggest that the CBP rearing 

methodologies should increase the feature of the environmental characteristics of the 

reintroduction or translocation environments within captive conditions (Thomas, 2011; 
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Tarszisz et al., 2014). These challenges, dependent on the recommended CBP approach, 

should be either provided continuously or stochastically. Challenges may include 

exposure to the original cause of decline (Fischer and Lindenmayer 2000), 

environmental heterogeneity (West-Eberhard 1989), parasitism (Summers et al., 2003) 

or seasonal changes such as food availability. For example, exposure to parasites has the 

ability to generate polyphenism to promote variation in reproductive traits, such as 

courtship displays and genital morphology (Summers et al., 2003). The ability to 

rapidly produce multiple phenotypes via induced plastic changes in morphology, 

behaviour and physiology in response to challenges and novel environments is likely to 

increase the likelihood for survival (Price et al., 2003; Pfennig et al., 2010). As such, 

phenotypic plasticity has been identified as a key driver for the origin of novel 

phenotypes, divergence amongst populations and influencing the patterns of emerging 

diversity (Pfennig et al., 2010). Given the static ‘ideal’ captive environments, CBPs 

may not provide adequate conditions to promote such phenotypic plasticity or rather 

marginalise phenotypes, and as a result, released individuals may have a decreased 

likelihood of survival.  

1.6 Model species 

Model species provide a suitable alternative to examining the phenotypic changes in 

captivity and provide valuable information for applying to endangered species’ captive 

breeding (Table 1.1; Fischer and Lindenmayer 2000). This may include invasive 

procedures to determine the effects of captivity on phenotypic traits, such as internal 

morphology. For example, to understand the proximate mechanisms of phenotypic 

change, such as rapid alterations in morphology and behaviour in the endangered 

Devil’s Hole pupfish (Cyprinodon diabolis), a surrogate species Amargosa River 

pupfish (Cyprinodon nevadensis amargosae) was used to examine how environmental 

conditions influence morphological development (Lema and Nevitt 2006). Furthermore, 

captive populations may not yield suitable sample sizes (Réale et al., 1999; van Oers et 

al., 2004; van Oers et al., 2005). In light of these limitations, the use of model species 

can be a suitable alternative and provide valuable information for endangered species 

(Mathews et al., 2005). For this thesis, I used a mammalian and an amphibian species as 

models to investigate phenotypic responses to captivity, specifically looking at 

developmental, morphological and behavioural phenotypes. 
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1.6.1 Mammalian model species: house mouse (Mus musculus) 

Approximately twenty five percent of all mammals are at risk of extinction (Di Marco et 

al., 2012). Many mammalian species require captive breeding due to habitat loss or 

degradation, introduced predators, competitors and exposure to disease (Frankham 

2008). Small mammals, such as rodents, are an ideal model group to understand the 

phenotypic responses of terrestrial mammals to captivity (Dew-Budd et al., 2016). 

Rodents are easily maintained in captivity, and, due to short generation times, 

transgenerational studies can occur over short periods (O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). 

For these reasons, rodents such as house mouse are being increasingly used as a model 

to address questions related to small mammal captive breeding and reintroduction 

(O'Regan and Kitchener 2005; Paproth 2011; Slade et al., 2014). In my thesis, I used the 

house mouse (Mus musculus) as a model species for small mammals. Mus musculus is 

small rodent species that shares several life-history traits in common with other small 

mammals, including short generation time, large litter sizes, iteroparity, polygamous 

mating strategies, sexual dimorphism and early age at maturity (Glucksmann 1974; 

Millar and Zammuto 1983; Stearns 1983; Promislow and Harvey 1990; Austad 1997; 

Latham and Mason 2004). 

1.6.2 Amphibian model species: striped marsh frog (Limnodynastes peronii) 

Amphibians are declining faster than any other vertebrate group (Stuart et al., 2004; 

Gascon et al., 2007) and captive breeding programmes have been established for 

various amphibian species (Stuart et al., 2004; Gascon et al., 2007; Griffiths and 

Pavajeau 2008). However, many of these programmes have been unable to consistently 

generate large populations of healthy individuals. Empirical studies have now begun to 

address this issue by investigating how phenotypic traits such as growth, development 

and survivorship are influenced by various factors in the captive environment (Álvarez 

and Nicieza 2002; Christy and Dickman 2002; Ogilvy et al., 2012; Mantellato et al., 

2013). To establish optimal captive rearing environments for threatened amphibian 

species, exploring factors influencing growth and development in model species with 

analogous life histories to endangered species may provide a useful first step towards 

identifying optimal rearing conditions. For example, the establishment of ex-situ 

breeding programmes for threatened amphibian species, Geocrinia alba and Geocrinia 

vitellina were expedited by studying the growth and development of the common frog, 
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G. rosea (Mantellato et al., 2013). In my thesis, I used the striped marsh frog 

(Limnodynastes peronii) as a model species for aquatic frog species in the family 

Myobatrachidae that are listed as critically endangered under the IUCN Red List in 

Australia (IUCN, 2016; Hero et al., 2006). Limnodynastes peronii is a common 

Australian frog species with a wide distribution along the east coast, extending from 

cool temperate regions in Victoria to the tropical regions of northern Queensland 

(Wilson 2001). Many threatened anurans are temperate-zone pond-breeding species in 

which larvae experience marked fluctuations in temperature and food availability over 

extended developmental periods (i.e. >2 months). Larval L. peronii are found in various 

aquatic environments that experience a broad range of nutritional and temperature 

conditions, making L. peronii an ideal model species in which to examine the effects of 

several different variables (e.g. food availability in combination with temperature 

variation) on various phenotypic traits, including growth and development and 

survivorship (Niehaus et al., 2006). 

1.7 Thesis aims 

Ultimately, a range of factors will determine the success of reintroductions; however, 

incorporating an understanding of phenotypic traits and assessment of trait change in 

captivity may be a key factor in reintroduction success. In this thesis, I outlined how an 

animal’s phenotype may contribute to the success or failure of CBPs and, in turn, 

reintroduction success, with a specific focus on the changes to behaviour, morphology, 

and growth and development that occur in captivity. Further, I explored how 

manipulating environmental conditions in captivity can be used to promote phenotypic 

plasticity and the potential for inducing the expression of favourable phenotypic traits in 

populations of captive-bred species. 

My thesis had three main aims: 1) to determine the effect of captivity on phenotypic 

traits, including growth, developmental, morphological and behavioural phenotypes; 2) 

to measure the heritability of phenotypic traits to illuminate the potential for rapid 

adaptation to captivity; and 3) to better understand how environmental conditions in 

captivity interact to change phenotypic traits and how these phenotypic changes may 

improve the number and viability of individuals generated in captive breeding 

programmes. 
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1.8 Thesis outline 

Chapters in this thesis follow a journal article structure. As a result, methods are 

described sequentially in each chapter, with reference made to previous chapters where 

necessary. This structure has resulted in some degree of overlap, particularly in the 

methods sections for Chapter 2, 3 and 4. 

In Chapter 2, I have used house mouse (Mus musculus) as a model species to 

determine whether behaviour in captive-reared and wild-caught animals differs. While 

the effects of captivity on behaviour have been widely reported, few studies have 

compared differences between captive-reared and wild animals, the transgenerational 

effects on behaviour, and potential differences between sexes in response to captivity. 

Even fewer studies have examined behavioural types (a composition of behavioural 

traits) displayed in novel environments, which are particularly relevant for determining 

reintroduction success. Mice reared in a captive environment were found to differ in 

their boldness and activity behavioural type compared with their wild-caught 

conspecifics. After one generation, there was evidence of transgenerational effects in 

captivity on some behavioural traits but not the behavioural type, and there was no 

evidence that changes in behavioural type were dependent on sex. Importantly, however 

behavioural type did differ between wild-caught females and males, suggesting that 

captivity resulted in the loss of sex specific behaviours. These findings contribute to a 

small but growing body of evidence that captivity can result in a change of behavioural 

type and the loss of sex-specific behaviours, and phenotypic plasticity might have a 

significant influence on behavioural types across captive generations. 

In Chapter 3, I have used the house mouse (Mus musculus) as a model species to test 

whether i) external and internal morphology differ between captive and wild animals; ii) 

morphology was subject to transgenerational effects in captivity; and iii) morphology 

differed between the sexes in animals from captive versus wild environments. While 

captivity is known to cause changes in external morphological traits, captivity can also 

drive changes in internal morphology. However, few studies have explicitly compared 

morphological differences between captive and wild animals, and even fewer have 

examined internal morphology. In this chapter I provide evidence to suggest that subtle 

external changes can mask more pronounced internal changes, and that phenotypic 

plasticity may have a significant influence on morphology across captive generations, as 
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well as between sexes. A key discussion point is that changes in internal morphology 

could have severe and unforeseen effects on the viability of captive animals following 

release. 

In Chapter 4, I have examined how the captive phenotype can shift away from the wild 

phenotype with each subsequent generation in captivity, via transgenerational effects. 

There is emerging evidence that controlling transgenerational effects may be able to 

mitigate the potentially detrimental effects of captivity, influencing the success of 

offspring in the wild. However, it remains largely unknown whether transgenerational 

changes occur via genetic mechanisms of inheritance (i.e. heritability). The overall aim 

of this study was to investigate the heritability of phenotypic traits using house mouse 

(Mus musculus) known to display transgenerational effects. Chapter 4 investigates what 

factors may be driving transgenerational effects in captivity. The findings presented in 

this chapter suggest that some, but not all, phenotypic traits may display some degree of 

heritability, and demonstrate an evolutionary potential for the rapid adaptation to 

captive conditions. For other phenotypic traits, heritability, was very low, or even 

undetectable, which suggests that some phenotypic traits are strongly influenced by 

environmental conditions, and are likely to display a high degree of plasticity. The main 

conclusion of this chapter is that identifying mechanisms that drive transgenerational 

effects, such as heritability occurring in captivity, may be important for the development 

of control measures to regulate adaptations to captivity. 

In Chapter 5, I have examined the independent and interactive effects of long-term 

stochastic environmental conditions in captivity, specifically food availability and water 

temperature, on larval, growth, development and survivorship of the striped marsh frog 

(Limnodynastes peronii). While the independent effects of food availability and 

temperature on growth and development in larval species are well established, the 

interactive effect of these factors on growth, development and survival to maturity is 

only just beginning to be considered, with evidence emerging to suggest that such 

interactions can alter developmental trajectories. Changes in food availability mediated 

the effects of temperature, with slower larval growth and higher survivorship in 

stochastic food availability treatments. These findings suggest that interactions between 

environmental factors can influence anuran growth, development and survivorship. 
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Such advances have the potential to improve the output of amphibian captive breeding 

programmes and assist with amphibian conservation. 

The General Discussion (Chapter 6) section synthesises all chapters and makes 

management recommendations based on my findings. I discuss the findings and how 

they contribute to the current knowledge of captive breeding programmes and 

reintroductions, and consider the wider implications and future directions of my 

findings for the role of phenotypic variation in captive breeding programmes. This 

chapter is intended primarily for captive breeding specialists, and is intended to aid in 

the development of strategies for managing phenotypic change and maintenance in 

captive breeding programmes.  
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2.1 Abstract 

Captive breeding programmes offer a method for preventing the extinction of threatened 

species but often have difficulty establishing self-sustaining populations, with CBPs 

unable to maintain consistent reproduction and survivorship in captivity to allow for the 

reintroduction of animals. This difficulty can arise because the behaviour of captive-

reared animals differs from wild animals. While the effect of captivity on animal 

behaviour has been widely reported, few studies have explicitly compared differences 

between captive-reared and wild-caught animals. Even fewer have examined 

behavioural types (a composition of behavioural traits) displayed in novel 

environments, which is particularly relevant for determining reintroduction success. 

Further, the transgenerational effects on behavioural type, and potential differences 

between sexes in response to captivity, remain almost completely unknown. Using 

house mouse (Mus musculus) as a model for small mammals, I tested whether boldness 

and activity behavioural types (boldness: an individual’s reaction to risky situations 

including novel environments; activity: general activity level of an individual) displayed 

in a novel environment differed between captive-reared and wild-caught animals. In 

addition, it was tested whether behavioural types were subject to transgenerational 

effects in captivity, and whether there were sex-specific differences in behavioural 

types. I used an open field test to simulate a novel environment. Captive-reared mice 

were found to have differing boldness and activity behavioural types compared to wild-

caught mice. There was marginal evidence for transgenerational effects on behavioural 

type in captivity, but three behavioural traits displayed a shift away from wild 

behaviours.  Furthermore, behavioural types of individuals in captivity did not differ 

depending on sex, however behavioural type did differ between wild-caught females 

and males. These findings suggest that captivity can result in behavioural changes and 

loss of sex-specific behaviours. In addition, phenotypic plasticity may have a significant 

influence on behavioural type. This knowledge may be critical for developing methods 

to improve small mammal reintroduction programmes. 

Key words: Captive breeding, behaviour, reintroduction, phenotypic plasticity, 

captivity, transgenerational effects 
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2.2 Introduction 

Captive breeding programmes (hereafter CBPs) are increasingly relied upon as an 

important conservation tool for threatened species management (Conde et al., 2011). 

Captive breeding programmes provide a controlled environment for the rearing, 

maintenance and preservation of many species challenged by key threatening processes 

in the wild (Thomas et al., 2004; Bryant et al., 1999). However, captive populations 

often produce behavioural phenotypes that differ from wild populations (Snyder et al., 

1996). Behaviour has been shown to be highly heritable in captivity, leading to a shift 

away from the wild behavioural phenotype with each subsequent generation maintained 

in captivity (Araki et al. 2009; McPhee 2004; McPhee and McPhee 2012; Ariyomo et 

al. 2013; Dingemanse et al. 2002; Drent et al. 2003). Furthermore, these behavioural 

changes may lead to captive individuals having reduced survivorship compared with 

their wild conspecifics, as well as reduced reproductive success following 

reintroduction (Johnson et al., 2014; Anthony and Blumstein, 2000; Philippart 1995). It 

is understood that the captive environment induces changes to the behavioural 

phenotype, but identifying specific mechanisms that cause such changes can be 

challenging, largely due to a multitude of abiotic and biotic differences between captive 

and natural environments. For instance, differences in behavioural phenotypes between 

captive-reared and wild individuals have been associated with environmental 

enrichment, habitat complexity and social learning environment (see Shier and Owings 

2006; Bremner-Harrison et al., 2004; Geiser and Ferguson 2001; Carducci and Jakob 

2000).  

While the effects of the captive environment on behaviour have been widely reported 

(Snyder et al., 1996), few studies have quantified the particular composition of 

behavioural traits that an individual expresses (hereafter referred to as behavioural type; 

Bell 2007) in comparison to a control group of wild animals. Using an ‘adaptive 

baseline’ provides the ability to demonstrate and track the effects of captivity. That is, 

the scale of behavioural plasticity, the direction of change, and the specific behavioural 

traits that change (Jarvie et al., 2015; Mathews et al., 2005). For example, in a study 

comparing the behaviour of captive-bred versus wild-caught bank voles (Clethrionomys 

glareolus) it was found that captive-bred individuals displayed some wild-caught nest 

building and burrowing behaviours. However, captive-bred individuals were unable to 
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utilise key food resources, and were less dominant in their interactions with conspecifics 

than wild-caught individuals. As a consequence, the captive-bred individuals were 

determined unsuitable for release (Mathews et al., 2005). 

Of note, few studies have attempted to investigate behavioural types that may impact 

the fitness of individuals following reintroduction (Moseby et al., 2014; Smith and 

Blumstein 2008; McDougall et al., 2006). 

Testing behaviour in a novel environment (e.g. open field test) is a commonly used tool 

for determining behavioural types, such as activity or boldness (Réale et al., 2007; Yuen 

et al., 2015; Rosemberg et al., 2011). Consequently, measuring behavioural types in a 

novel environment, and quantifying any changes resulting from maintenance in 

captivity may provide a valuable approach for increasing the success of captive-

breeding and reintroduction programmes. Indeed, behavioural characterisation has been 

used as a criterion for selecting animals for reintroduction (Bremner-Harrison et al., 

2004; Mathews et al., 2005). Specifically, boldness and activity relate to the tendency of 

an individual to take risks and explore novel environments (Réale et al., 2007; Coleman 

and Wilson 1998). In addition, boldness has been used to predict the probability that 

individuals survive and reproduce following reintroduction (Herborn et al., 2010; 

Wilson and Godin 2009). If changes in these behavioural types occur in captivity, the 

probability of an individual’s survival and reproductive success might decline, and in 

turn, impact the likelihood that the reintroduction programme is successful. Based on 

optimality theory, an optimal level of boldness and activity would be expected for any 

given species in any given environment, with extremes on the axes of variation (shy-

bold; inactive-active) being costly and selected against (Herborn et al., 2010). Boldness 

and activity can affect performance and fitness, and by determining these behavioural 

types, this information may be used to determine an individual’s suitability for release 

(Mathews et al., 2005). Further, knowledge of behavioural changes occurring in 

captivity may be used to develop strategies to alleviate problems associated with 

domestication (Mason et al., 2013), or the effect of captivity on behaviours considered 

important for reintroduction success (McDougall et al., 2006). 

How directional selection and phenotypic plasticity alter behavioural traits in the 

captive environment is only beginning to be investigated (Evans et al., 2014; Nelson et 

al., 2013). Developmental plasticity in behaviour allows individuals to alter their 
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behavioural traits to suit their captive environment. In contrast, transgenerational effects 

in the captive environment influence the behavioural traits passed from parents onto 

offspring (Evans et al., 2014). Due to changes in the strengths and targets of selection in 

captivity, and the heritable nature of behavioural traits, a shift in behaviour that 

increases fitness in the captive environment can be expected (McPhee 2004). Therefore, 

one might expect behaviour to shift away from the wild behavioural phenotype with 

each subsequent generation in captivity. Indeed, there is a growing body of evidence for 

transgenerational behavioural changes occurring in captivity. Previous research has 

shown that animals maintained in captivity for multiple generations usually display a 

consistent directional shift in behaviour away from the wild phenotype. Furthermore, 

these transgenerational behavioural changes have been shown to increase fitness within 

the captive environment (Johnson et al., 2014; Mason et al., 2013; Christie et al., 2012; 

McPhee 2004). Commonly reported transgenerational behavioural changes include loss 

of anti-predator responses and reduced exploratory behaviour (Håkansson and Jensen 

2008). For example, refuge-seeking behaviour of Oldfield mice (Peromyscus polionotus 

subgriseus) decreased in frequency with an increasing number of generations 

maintained in captivity (McPhee 2004). 

The way behavioural traits change in captivity, and the direction of transgenerational 

effects, could depend on a multitude of factors, but one of the most important is likely 

to be sex. It is well established that behavioural types can differ between the sexes due 

to sexual selection favouring different trait values in each sex (Fresneau et al., 2014; 

Schuett et al., 2010). In general, it is expected that intra- and inter-sexual selection 

(male-male competition and female mate choice) will favour bolder and aggressive 

males and shy and discriminant females (Kokko 2005). However, such effects might be 

species- or taxon-specific. For example, a study investigating the effect of reproductive 

tactics on behavioural syndromes (i.e. personality) in African striped mice (Rhabdomys 

pumilio) found consistent sex-based differences in activity, boldness, exploration and 

aggression (Yuen et al., 2015). Given that sexual selection in behavioural types is 

evident across various taxa, captive-based research stands to benefit enormously from 

exploring the effects of captivity on the strengths and targets of sexual selection, and 

resultant behavioural differences between the sexes. A small number of behavioural 

studies on captive populations have examined the effects of captivity and sex on 
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behaviour (see Benson-Amram et al., 2013; Herborn et al., 2010; Mathews et al., 2005; 

Bremner-Harrison et al., 2004). Of these studies, only one examined the interaction 

between rearing environment and sex on behaviour, therefore more studies are required. 

The overall aim of this study was to investigate whether behaviour in captive-reared and 

wild-caught animals differ using house mouse (Mus musculus) as a model species. To 

address this overall aim, I had three specific aims i) to compare behavioural types 

displayed by captive-reared and wild-caught individuals in a novel environment; ii) to 

determine whether behavioural types are subject to transgenerational effects in the 

captive environment; and iii) to examine the behavioural types displayed by each sex. 

The respective predictions for these aims were i) the captive-reared animals would 

display differing trait values for boldness and activity behavioural types compared to 

wild-caught individuals; ii) the behavioural type would be subject to transgenerational 

effects in the captive rearing environment, with captive-reared individuals displaying 

behavioural types that do not significantly differ from their captive-reared parents, but 

do significantly differ from wild-caught individuals; and iii) the behavioural types 

would differ depending on sex. Further, the behavioural type displayed by each sex will 

be consistent across captive-reared and wild-caught individuals, with captive-reared 

animals displaying differing trait values for boldness and activity behavioural types 

regardless of sex. 

2.3 Methods 

2.3.1 Ethical note 

This study was conducted under University of Wollongong Animal Ethics Approval 

AE13/17. 

2.3.2 Study species 

The house mouse (M. musculus) is a small rodent species widespread throughout the 

world. The species has a short generation time, has an iteroparous reproductive strategy, 

displays clear sex roles, polygamous mating strategies and can be easily maintained in 

captivity. For these reasons, it is being increasingly used as a model to address 

questions related to small mammal captive breeding and reintroduction (Slade et al., 

2014; Paproth 2011). 
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2.3.3 Housing 

All individuals (wild-caught and captive-reared) were maintained separately in opaque 

plastic cages (32 x 18 x 12 cm; MB1 Mouse Box, Wiretainers Pty Ltd., Melbourne, 

Victoria, Australia) with a metal top. Wood shavings were used as cage substrate and all 

cages were provided with bedding material (shredded paper) and a 6 x 4 cm cardboard 

tube (toilet paper roll) for shelter. Water and food (Vella Stock Feeds brand Rat and 

Mouse Nut; The Vella Group, Glendenning, New South Wales, Australia) were 

available ad libitum. Ad libitum food quantities were determined as 20 grams of food 

per 100 g of body mass supplied daily (Hubrecht and Kirkwood 2010). Room 

temperature was maintained at 22 ± 2°C on a reversed 12: 12 light: dark cycle, with full 

spectrum UV light provided. Housing conditions were based on conditions supplied to 

the original wild-caught founder generation and average temperatures in the field during 

the study period. Humidity was not controlled, but was monitored daily and recorded as 

75 ± 10%. Animals were monitored daily, with cages cleaned once a week by removing 

the occupant and placing them in a round escape-proof container (54 x 52 cm; Spacepac 

Industries Pty. Ltd., Wollongong, NSW, Australia) then placing them in a new cage. 

2.3.4 Captive-reared parent generation (captive-reared F4) 

Eleven sexually mature virgin male M. musculus and fifteen sexually mature virgin 

females were sourced from a captive population maintained at University of New South 

Wales, Sydney under Ethics Permit UNSW Reg. No. 12/88A. All individuals were third 

or fourth generation captive-maintained mice born between late-2012 and mid-2013. All 

animals had unrelated parents and grandparents from multiple litters that were 

descendants of an original wild-caught founder generation consisting of 42 females and 

45 males captured between March and May 2011 at an agricultural site in the western 

Sydney area (34°4′36.48″S, 150°34′15.6″E). 

Prior to this study, the captive-reared F4 mice were housed in a temperature (19 - 25°C) 

and light controlled room (12: 12 hr reverse light cycle, lights on at 9:00 AM AEST). 

Humidity was not controlled but was ~30% (A. Gibson, personal communication, 17 

January 2014). Males were housed separately at weaning to avoid aggression and 

physical injury but female siblings were housed together in groups of up to three 
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individuals. All animals were provided with food and water ad libitum. Mice were 

checked three times a week for changes in body condition, behaviour and injuries. 

For this study, captive-reared F4 individuals were collected from University of New 

South Wales on January, 17, 2014 and transported to the Ecological Research Centre at 

the University of Wollongong, Wollongong (34°24′24″S 150°52′46″E). Mice were 

weighed (grams) on digital scales (Mettler-Toledo PJ3600, Mettler-Toledo Ltd., Port 

Melbourne, Australia) and then housed individually (see 2.3.3 Housing).  Mice were 

acclimated in the individual housing for a maximum of 21 days (male: average 11 ± 2 

days; female: average 16 ± 5 days; due to the restrictions in processing mice through the 

behavioural characterisation). Once acclimated, the captive-reared F4 mice were then 

entered into the behavioural characterisation assay (see 2.3.7 Behavioural 

Characterisation) before breeding the captive-reared F5 generation. 

2.3.5 Captive-reared offspring generation (captive-reared F5) 

Pedigree mapping was used to ensure unrelated individuals from the founder generation 

were paired so that captive-reared F5 females and males had unrelated parents and 

grandparents. Each monogamous breeding pair was held together for one week in 

standard caging (see 2.3.3 Housing). Water and food (Vella Stock Feeds brand Rat and 

Mouse Nut; The Vella Group, Glendenning, New South Wales, Australia) were 

available ad libitum, and temperature and light: dark cycles were uniform to those 

provided for the F4 acclimation period. 

Once mated, the captive-reared F4 dams were monitored to check for young. Mice were 

checked once a day, commencing ten days following the male being removed, with the 

monitoring period lasting an average of 10 ± 2 days. Offspring were housed with their 

mother until they were weaned at 25 days of age; weaning age was kept uniform across 

all litters to reduce differences in maternal investment post-pregnancy. At 25 days of 

age, the captive-reared F4 dam was removed from the breeding cage, and the litter was 

then housed for two days under ad libitum conditions to reduce stress on the litter 

following removal of the dam. Offspring were then housed individually in standard 

caging (see 2.3.3 Housing). Upon entry into the individual housing, individuals had 

their sex confirmed (13 males and 14 females for this study). 
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2.3.6 Wild-caught population 

Eight sexually mature males and fifteen sexually mature females M. musculus were 

captured in October – November 2014, at the same agricultural site in the western 

Sydney area (34°4′36.48″S, 150°34′15.6″E) as the source founder population for the 

captive-reared F4 generation. Elliott traps (30 x 10 x 8 cm; Sherman Traps Inc., Florida, 

USA) were set inside and outside sheds and surrounding vegetation. These were 

checked, emptied and reset daily in the early morning approximately 8:00 AM AEST. 

Elliott traps were baited with honey and peanut butter rolled oat balls. Once captured, 

animals were transported to the Ecological Research Centre at the University of 

Wollongong, Wollongong (34°24′24″S 150°52′46″E) and were housed in the same 

caging as the captive-reared generations (see 2.3.3 Housing). Mice were weighed 

(grams) upon entry into the individual housing. To match the acclimation period of the 

captive-reared F4 individuals and account for the possible effects of the stress of 

captivity, wild-caught mice were acclimated for a maximum of 21 days (male: average 

11 ± 2 days; female: average 16 ± 5 days) prior to behavioural characterisation. 

2.3.7 Behavioural characterisation 

Behavioural characterisation occurred at sexual maturity for all wild-caught, captive-

reared F4 and captive-reared F5 individuals (Captive-reared F4 = 26; Captive-reared F5 = 

27; Wild-caught = 23). To ensure no effects of mating on behavioural characterisation, 

both captive-reared F4 and captive-reared F5 behavioural characterisations were 

conducted when individuals were virgins. As I was unable to determine whether wild-

caught mice were virgins, all wild caught mice were acclimated for a maximum period 

of 21 days to reduce any effects of potential mating.  

Behavioural characterisations for captive-reared F4, captive-reared F5 individuals and 

wild-caught individuals were conducted in late Australian Spring/early Summer and in 

late Autumn/early Winter. As behavioural analyses were unable to be run 

simultaneously for all populations, I assumed acclimation period would account for any 

confounding effects associated with season. To determine how individuals displayed 

behavioural traits along the bold/shy and active/inactive axes of variation of the active 

and bold behavioural types, 14 behavioural traits were used (Table 2.1). These traits 

have previously been used to determine boldness or activity in the following empirical 
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studies: Augustsson et al., (2005); Augustsson and Meyerson (2004); McPhee (2004). 

For full ethogram see Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 Ethogram of behaviours measured in open field test.  

Behavioural trait Behavioural measure description Functional category 

Distance (m) Total distance covered in OFT Activity 

Meandering (°/m) Absolute turn angle/Total distance travelled Boldness 

Mean speed (m/s) Average speed during OFT  Activity 

Maximum speed (m/s) Maximum speed reached during OFT Activity/Boldness 

% Time mobile % Total time spent mobile  

(Animal is in motion) 

Activity 

% Time active % Total time spent active  

(Animal is mobile or performing some other behaviour) 

Activity 

% Time freezing % Total time spent freezing  

(Animal is not moving, may be performing some other behaviour) 

Boldness 

Jumping: total number Total count of jumps in OFT Boldness 

In tunnel: total time (s) Total time spent in the tunnels  

(May include or exclude tail) 

Boldness 

% Centre: total time spent % Time spent in the centre of the arena Boldness 

Centre: mean speed (m/s) Average speed in centre zone of OFT Activity 

Centre: maximum speed (m/s) Maximum speed in centre zone of OFT Activity/Boldness 

Perimeter: mean speed (m/s) Average speed in perimeter zone of OFT Activity 

Perimeter: maximum speed (m/s) Maximum speed in perimeter zone of OFT Activity/Boldness 
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2.3.8 Apparatus 

I used an Open Field Test (henceforth OFT) to determine the behavioural types 

individuals would display in a novel environment. The OFT arena was constructed from 

an opaque rectangular LDPE plastic tank with an arena size of 90 x 60 cm with 60 cm 

high walls (Spacepac Industries Pty. Ltd., Wollongong, NSW, Australia). Two PVC 

tunnels (6 x 4 cm) were placed in the central part of the arena at opposite ends (located 

10 cm from the arena walls) to simulate shelter. Above each arena (n= 4), a video 

camera (PRO-735 Camera, Swann Systems, Melbourne, Australia) was placed to record 

the entire OFT trial. Recorded videos were stored on a Digital Video Recorder (DVR8-

4100, Swann Systems, Melbourne, Australia) and behaviour was analysed using ANY-

maze® software (Stoelting Co., U.S.A). This analysis software is routinely used in 

vertebrate behavioural characterisation (see Rosemberg et al., 2011; Brenes et al., 2009; 

Walf and Frye 2007). The location and behaviours (duration) of the mice for the entire 

duration of the OFT were recorded. Trials were conducted at the same time of day and 

were conducted in the dark half of the light cycle. At the conclusion of the OFT 

observation period, a test subject was removed from the OFT arena and the OFT arena 

and shelters were thoroughly cleaned using 70% EtOH to remove any traces of animal 

scents. 

2.3.9 OFT Procedure 

Individual mice were transferred to the OFT arena and were placed in the estimated 

central point of the OFT arena. Following an acclimation period (2 minutes), behaviour 

was recorded for 20 minutes (1200 seconds). Fourteen behavioural traits were measured 

(Table 2.1).  

2.3.10 Statistical Analysis 

2.3.10.1 Multivariate analysis 

To examine the effects of rearing environment on the behaviour of mice, I used 

multivariate analyses with Primer 7 (Clarke and Gorley 2015) and PERMANOVA+ B 

version (Anderson and Gorley 2007). This non-parametric analysis accounts for any 

potential issues with small sample sizes. Of note, sample sizes used in this present study 

were comparable with other studies of this nature (Slade et al., 2014; Paproth 2011; 
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Bremner-Harrison et al., 2004; McPhee 2004; Geiser and Ferguson, 2001). To remove 

the effects of body mass on behaviour, I calculated the residuals of a least squares 

regression of each behavioural trait on body mass. I then normalised the behavioural 

trait data so that all behavioural traits would take values within the same limits (-2 to +2 

to cover all entries). To test whether behavioural type varied between rearing 

environment and sex, a two factor PERMANOVA was used on the 14 behavioural 

traits, the factors were rearing environment (3 levels orthogonal and fixed; wild-caught; 

captive-reared F4 and captive-reared F5) and sex (2 levels orthogonal and fixed; female 

and male) were used with acclimation period (number of days) as covariate. Interaction 

factors between acclimation period, rearing environment and sex were included to 

account for any interactive effects. Compositional differences in behavioural types 

between wild-caught; captive-reared F4 and captive-reared F5 were visualised using non-

metric multidimensional scaling (nMDS) ordinations. All analyses used Euclidean 

similarity measures. Similarity percentage (SIMPER) analysis was used to identify the 

behavioural traits contributing most strongly to the compositional changes in 

behavioural type detected.  

2.3.10.2 Univariate analyses  

Behavioural traits that contributed >10% to compositional changes in behavioural types 

between wild-caught; captive-reared F4 and captive-reared F5 in SIMPER were then 

analysed using linear mixed effects model (LMMs; Table 2.4) to examine the effects of 

rearing environment and sex on the behavioural traits in mice. Rearing environment 

(wild-caught; captive-reared F4 and captive-reared F5) and sex (female and male) were 

the fixed effects, acclimation period (number of days acclimated) was the covariate. An 

interaction factor between rearing environment and sex was also included. The residuals 

of a least squares regression of each behavioural trait on body mass were used. For all 

behavioural data, Tukey’s HSD pairwise comparison tests were used for post-hoc 

comparisons between treatments. All data were analysed in JMP 11.0.0 statistical 

package.  
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2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Effect of rearing environment and sex on behavioural type 

There was a significant interaction between rearing environment and sex 

(PERMANOVA: Pseudo-F2 = 3.002, p = 0.008; Table 2.2). Behavioural types 

significantly differed between individuals from differing rearing environments 

(PERMANOVA: Pseudo-F2 = 5.102, p <0.001; Table 2.2) but did not significantly 

differ between male and female individuals (PERMANOVA: Pseudo-F2 = 0.415, p = 

0.858; Table 2.2). There were no significant interactions between acclimation period, 

rearing environment and/or sex and there was no significant effect of acclimation period 

on behavioural type (Table 2.2). SIMPER analysis revealed 8 behavioural traits 

contributed to the compositional differences in behavioural types between wild-caught; 

captive-reared F4 and captive-reared F5 and sex (only behavioural traits with >10% 

contribution were considered; see 2.6 Supporting Information). 

 

Table 2.2 PERMANOVA analyses comparing effects of rearing environment and sex 

on behavioural type using multivariate behavioural trait data. 

2.4.2 Transgenerational effects in the captive environment on behavioural type 

Transgenerational effects in the captive environment were defined as the behavioural 

type shifting away from the wild phenotype with each subsequent generation in 

captivity. Behavioural type significantly differed between captive-reared F5 females and 

captive-reared F4 females (PERMANOVA: t25 = 1.927, p = 0.013, Table 2.3) and a 

marginally significant difference occurred between captive-reared F5 females and wild-

caught females (PERMANOVA: t25 = 1.542, p = 0.052, Table 2.3). Behavioural type 

did not significantly differ between captive-reared F4 females and wild-caught females 

(Table 2.3). SIMPER analysis revealed that four behavioural traits (Perimeter: max 

 

d.f.     MS Pseudo-F P(perm) 

Acclimation period x Rearing environment x Sex 2 23.701 1.989 0.058 

Acclimation period x Rearing environment 2 11.494 0.964 0.447 

Acclimation period x Sex 1 6.920 0.581 0.709 

Rearing environment x Sex 2 35.769 3.002 0.008* 

Rearing environment 2 60.794 5.102 <0.001* 

Sex 1 4.947 0.415 0.858 

Acclimation period 1 11.963 1.004 0.375 

Residual 64 11.916                  
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speed, Perimeter: average speed, Mean speed, Distance) were driving the compositional 

differences in behavioural type between captive-reared F5 and captive-reared F4 females 

(only behavioural traits with >10% contribution were considered; see 2.6 Supporting 

Information).  
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Table 2.3 PERMANOVA pairwise tests comparing behavioural type between rearing 

environments and sex using multivariate behavioural trait data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There were no significant differences between captive-reared F5 males and wild-caught 

or captive-reared F4 males (PERMANOVA: captive-reared F5 and wild-caught: t17 = 

1.429, p = 0.096; captive-reared F5 and captive-reared F4: t20 = 1.389, p = 0.107; Table 

2.3). Behavioural type significantly differed between captive-reared F4 males and wild-

caught males (PERMANOVA: t15 = 2.810, p <0.001, Table 2.3). SIMPER analysis 

revealed four behavioural traits were driving the compositional differences in 

behavioural type between captive-reared F4 and wild-caught males (% Time active, % 

Time mobile, Centre: max speed, % Time freezing; see 2.6 Supporting Information).  

2.4.3 Sex-specific behavioural responses to rearing environment 

Pairwise comparisons between males and females in each rearing environment 

determined only behavioural type significantly differed between wild-caught 

individuals (PERMANOVA: t19 = 1.845, p = 0.015, Table 2.3). Between wild-caught 

males and females three behavioural traits were driving compositional differences in 

behavioural type (% Time active; % Time mobile; Centre: max speed; see 2.6 

Supporting Information). 

2.4.4 Effect of rearing environment on behavioural traits 

Overall, seven of the eight behavioural traits contributing >10% to compositional 

differences in behavioural type significantly differed between rearing environments and 

sex (Table 2.4, see 2.6 Supporting Information). There was a significant interaction 

between rearing environment and sex on % Time spent active and % Time spent mobile 

(LMM: % Time active: F2, 69 = 8.767, p <0.001; % Time mobile: F2, 69 = 5.942, p = 

Pairwise Tests     t Den. d.f. P (perm) 

F5 Female, F4 Female 1.927 25 0.013* 

F5 Female, Wild Female 1.542 25 0.052 

F4 Female, Wild Female 1.269 26 0.161 

F5 Male, F4 Male 1.389 20 0.107 

F5 Male, Wild Male 1.429 17 0.096 

F4 Male, Wild Male 2.810 15 <0.001* 

F4 Female, F4 Male 1.312 22 0.161 

F5 Female, F5 Male 0.811 23 0.665 

Wild Female, Wild Male 1.845 19 0.015* 
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0.004; Table 2.4). Compared with wild-caught male mice, captive-reared F4 male mice 

spent more time active and mobile (with behavioural traits indicating an increase in 

activity in captive-reared males). There were no significant differences in time spent 

active or mobile in captive-reared F4 and wild-caught female mice. Post-hoc tests 

demonstrated the transgenerational effects in the captive environment were only evident 

in males, with % time spent active and mobile significantly differing between captive-

reared F5 and wild-caught mice (Table 2.4, 2.5). 

 

There was a significant difference between individuals from different rearing 

environments for five behavioural traits: Distance covered, % Time spent freezing, 

Mean speed, Centre: maximum speed and Perimeter: mean speed (LMMs, Table 2.4). 

Compared with wild-caught mice, captive-reared F4 mice covered more distance, spent 

less time freezing, displayed a faster mean speed and faster mean speed in the perimeter 

of the OFT arena mobile (with behavioural traits indicating an increase in activity and 

boldness in captive-reared individuals). In addition, in the centre of the arena, captive-

reared F4 mice displayed a slower maximum speed (Table 2.6). Post-hoc tests 

demonstrated that transgenerational effects in the captive environment were minimal, 

with only one behavioural trait (Centre: maximum speed) significantly differing 

between captive-reared F5 and wild-caught mice. Conversely, for four behavioural traits 

(Distance, % Time freezing, Mean speed, Perimeter: mean speed), captive-reared F5 

mice did not significantly differ from wild-caught mice, but did significantly differ from 

captive-reared F4 mice (LMMs, Table 2.4, 2.6). There were no significant effects of sex 

or acclimation period on any behavioural traits (LMMs, Table 2.4).  
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Table 2.4 Effect of rearing environment and sex on behavioural traits in house mouse. Statistical output from linear mixed effects models 

(LMMs). 

 

Table 2.5 Interactive effects of rearing environment and sex on behavioural traits in house mouse. Values are raw values mean ± SE.  

Post-hoc test (Tukey’s HSD pairwise comparison tests) for differences among means; means labelled with differing letters are significantly different. 

 

Rearing Environment x Sex Rearing environment Sex Acclimation period 

Behavioural trait F d.f. p F d.f. p F d.f. p F d.f. p 

Distance 0.748 2, 69 0.477 5.409 2, 69 0.006* 0.267 1, 69 0.607 1.048 1, 69 0.309 

% Time active 8.767 2, 69 <0.001* 13.009 2, 69 <0.001* 0.967 1, 69 0.328 2.883 1, 69 0.094 

% Time mobile 5.942 2, 69 0.004* 11.546 2, 69 <0.001* 1.151 1, 69 0.287 0.758 1, 69 0.387 

% Time freezing 2.447 2, 69 0.094 12.947 2, 69 <0.001* 1.586 1, 69 0.212 0.898 1, 69 0.346 

Mean speed 0.754 2, 69 0.474 5.411 2, 69 0.006* 0.265 1, 69 0.608 1.044 1, 69 0.310 

Centre: maximum speed 0.509 2, 69 0.603 6.031 2, 69 0.004* 1.140 1, 69 0.289 1.352 1, 69 0.249 

Perimeter: mean speed 0.264 2, 69 0.768 6.067 2, 69 0.004* 0.145 1, 69 0.704 1.633 1, 69 0.205 

Perimeter: maximum speed 1.089 2, 69 0.342 0.365 2, 69 0.695 0.831 1, 69 0.365 0.519 1, 69 0.473 

Behavioural trait 

Wild Female  

(n= 15) 

Mean ± SE 

Wild Male  

(n= 8) 

Mean ± SE 

Captive F4 Female  

(n= 15) 

Mean ± SE 

Captive F4 Male  

(n= 11) 

Mean ± SE 

Captive F5 Female  

(n= 14) 

Mean ± SE 

Captive F5 Male  

(n= 13) 

Mean ± SE 

% Time Active 89.753± 1.395A 73.715± 4.322B 91.858± 2.052A 92.367± 1.467A 90.237± 1.783A 91.788± 2.320A 

% Time Mobile 88.046± 2.414A 72.289± 5.277B 91.727± 2.088A 92.367± 1.467A 90.120± 1.810A 91.238± 2.499A 
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Table 2.6 Effect of rearing environment on behavioural traits in house mouse. Values 

are raw values mean ± SE. 

Post-hoc test (Tukey’s HSD pairwise comparison tests) for differences among means; means labelled 

with differing letters are significantly different. 

 

2.5 Discussion 

The aims of this study were threefold. Firstly, to investigate whether behavioural type in 

a novel environment differed between captive-reared and wild-caught individuals; 

secondly, to determine whether behavioural changes in captive-reared individuals were 

subject to transgenerational effects in the captive environment; and thirdly, to determine 

whether there were differences in behavioural types displayed between the sexes. Mice 

reared in captivity exhibited a different behavioural type compared with wild-caught 

conspecifics, providing support for the prediction that captive-reared animals would 

differ from wild-caught animals. There was evidence for transgenerational effects on 

behavioural type and as well as on some behavioural traits, providing some support, 

albeit limited, for the second prediction that the behavioural type would shift away from 

the wild phenotype with each subsequent generation in captivity. It was found that 

behavioural type did not significantly differ depending on sex. Furthermore, 

behavioural type of each sex did not differ in captive environments, but did differ 

between wild-caught females and males. This finding did not provide any support for 

the third prediction that each sex would display differing behavioural types. 

2.5.1 Effects of captivity on behavioural type displayed in a novel environment 

Mice reared in captivity exhibited a different behavioural type compared with wild-

caught conspecifics, providing support for the prediction that captive-reared animals 

would differ from wild-caught animals. My findings provide support for the use of an 

‘adaptive baseline’ by demonstrating the scale of behavioural plasticity occurring; the 

direction of change; and the behavioural traits that changed (Mathews et al., 2005). In 

this regard, I suggest that the magnitude and direction of change to behavioural types 

Behavioural trait Wild (n= 23) Captive F4 (n= 26) Captive F5 (n= 27) 

 Mean ± SE Mean ± SE Mean ± SE 

Distance 137.106± 15.425B 189.775± 24.627A 139.658± 6.372B 

% Time Freezing 49.141± 3.321B 31.290± 2778A 41.948± 2.250B 

Mean speed 0.114± 0.013B 0.158± 0.021A 0.116± 0.005B 

Centre: maximum speed 1.818± 0.112B 1.390± 0.058A 1.619± 0.071A 

Perimeter: mean speed 0.110± 0.012B 0.166± 0.023A 0.133± 0.008B 
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(such as boldness and activity used in this study) in an individual may reflect the way 

the animal behaves in a novel environment following reintroduction (Mason et al., 

2013; McDougall et al., 2006). 

The effect of captivity on animal behaviour has been reported across a variety of taxa 

(Wisely et al., 2008; Snyder et al., 1996). Differences in behaviour between captive-

reared and wild populations may be expected due to the inherent differences in rearing 

environments, and associated differences in selection pressures (Mason et al., 2013). 

However, predicting which behaviours will be affected, and predicting the magnitude 

and direction of change in a given behaviour can be challenging. Indeed, past studies 

have shown that the captive behavioural phenotype can remain unchanged, or move 

toward or away from the wild behavioural phenotype (see Champagnon et al., 2012; 

Augustsson et al., 2005; McPhee 2004; Stoinski and Beck 2004; Geiser and Ferguson 

2001; Carducci and Jakob 2000). In this context, changes in behavioural variance in 

response to captivity may be another useful metric that should be considered when 

evaluating the behavioural responses to captivity. In general, however, we might expect 

behavioural type to show adaptations to captivity (Mason et al., 2013). If behaviour in 

captivity shifts away from the wild behavioural phenotype, it is valuable to determine 

the ongoing impact of these behavioural changes on individual fitness, particularly if 

these behavioural changes have consequences for the viability of captive source 

populations, and/or affect the probability of reintroduction success (Fischer and 

Lindenmayer, 2000). As such, future research might benefit from investigating whether 

behavioural changes occurring in captivity are maladaptive under natural conditions. 

2.5.2 Transgenerational effects in the captive environment on behavioural type 

Between captive generations, there was limited evidence of transgenerational effects on 

behaviour, with captive-reared female behavioural types showing a marginal shift from 

the wild-caught behavioural type with each subsequent generation. There was evidence 

of transgenerational effects in captivity for some but not all behavioural traits (in both 

females and males), with three behavioural traits in captive-reared F5 mice significantly 

differing from wild-caught mice, however these did not significantly differ from 

captive-reared F4 mice (Centre: maximum speed; % Time active and % Time mobile in 

males only; with behavioural traits indicating an increase in activity and boldness in 
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captive-reared mice). This result provided some support for the second of my 

predictions; that with each subsequent generation in captivity the behavioural type 

would shift away from the wild phenotype. Specifically, captive-reared F5 mice 

significantly differed from wild-caught mice in only one behavioural trait (Centre: 

maximum speed). Captive-reared F5 male mice significantly differed from wild-caught 

male mice in only two behavioural traits (% Time active, % Time mobile; with 

behavioural traits indicating an increase in activity in captive-reared males). Conversely, 

for four behavioural traits (Distance, % Time freezing, Mean speed, Perimeter: mean 

speed), captive-reared F5 mice did not differ from wild-caught mice but significantly 

differed from captive-reared F4 mice. Given the limited evidence for transgenerational 

effects on behavioural type and behavioural traits between captive-reared F4 and F5 

mice, there are two important factors to consider. First that the captive-reared mice were 

compared with unrelated wild-caught mice, and that this might have created 

opportunities for random sources of variance in the ‘adaptive baseline’. For instance, 

environmental factors that changed across time that caused behavioural variation 

between the initial UNSW founders and behaviour recorded for wild-caught mice used 

in this present study could have influenced the findings. Second, the experimental 

captive-reared population used in this study was derived from 3 – 4 previous captive-

reared generations. Consequently, behavioural changes may have occurred relatively 

quickly in these previous generations, making it difficult to detect any additional 

changes in this study. However, I was able to demonstrate that captive-reared F5 

behavioural traits shifted from the wild-caught behavioural phenotype, indicating that 

transgenerational effects are likely to occur quickly. 

Previous studies have reported transgenerational effects in the captive environment, 

with these studies focussing on particular behavioural traits rather than a composition of 

behavioural traits (behavioural type) that an individual would express (see Evans et al., 

2014; Paproth, 2011; Håkansson and Jensen 2008). For example, a past study 

investigating the temporal changes in behaviour of house mouse in response to captivity 

reported a reduction in a single exploratory behaviour (time spent touching tunnels) 

after two generations (Paproth 2011). The lack of transgenerational effects on all 

behavioural traits that contributed to a behavioural type observed in the present study 

may have occurred because some, but not all, behavioural traits had an impact on 
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individual performance (and potentially fitness) in the captive environment (McPhee 

2004). Furthermore, transgenerational effects on behavioural type in the captive 

environment may have remained undetected simply because such effects require 

multiple generations to manifest. This could occur if individual traits differ in how 

quickly they respond to change. Another possibility is that differences in social 

environment during early development may have masked transgenerational effects, 

resulting in a reduced ability to detect a shift towards ‘captive-like’ behavioural traits in 

subsequent captive generations. Consequently, although an identical captive-

environment was used for all individuals, and an acclimation period was used to 

account for any effects of the prior environment for captive-reared and wild-caught 

mice, inadvertent differences in social rearing-environment may have occurred for the 

captive-reared F4 and F5 mice. Specifically, captive-reared F4 were transferred from one 

captive environment to another, where subtle changes in the environment may have 

been evident (such as stock-density of females and potentially diet) that may have 

exerted effects on the behavioural type of captive-reared F4 individuals either closer or 

further away from the wild-caught behavioural type. For example, captive-reared F4 

females were group-housed prior to introduction to this study, whereas males and all 

captive-reared F5 mice were separated at weaning age. Indeed, solitary housing has been 

shown to increase exploratory behaviour (a proxy for boldness) in house mouse 

(Goldsmith et al., 1978). Likewise, early social experience has been shown to influence 

the expression of stereotypic behaviours in striped mice (Rhabdomys sp.), with early 

weaning (physical separation from the mother and siblings) increasing the incidence of 

stereotypic behaviours (Jones et al., 2010). 

Furthermore, captive-reared F5 mice had behavioural traits that sat between captive-

reared F4 and wild-caught mice, this suggests that some behavioural traits did not shift 

away from the wild-caught phenotype. This may indicate a lack of transgenerational 

effects in the captive environment. While age was not considered in this study 

(sampling behavioural types was unable to be conducted on same-age populations), age 

may have had a significant influence on the degree of behavioural change. That is, I 

may not have observed transgenerational effects in the captive-reared F5 mice simply 

because behavioural traits were not fully developed. If we assume animals are held 

under consistent captive conditions during ontogeny and through to reproductive 
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maturity, over their lifecycle the behaviour of individuals should adjust to the captive 

environment. Therefore, I suspect that the captive-reared F5 behavioural types would 

change to reflect a behavioural type more similar to captive-reared F4 mice, primarily 

due to similar captive environments and similar selective pressures. To substantiate 

whether behavioural types respond to captivity over an individual lifetime, and are 

subject to transgenerational effects, (i.e. behavioural type shifts away from a wild-

caught phenotype over time and with each subsequent generation maintained in 

captivity) studies would need to measure behavioural type throughout an individual’s 

lifecycle, and across generations. Developmental plasticity in boldness has previously 

been documented in swift fox (Vulpes velox), with captive-bred adult foxes displaying a 

higher level of boldness compared with juveniles (Bremner-Harrison et al., 2004). To 

date, there have been limited efforts to determine how developmental plasticity 

influences transgenerational effects in the captive environment, but this may be a 

valuable inclusion in future research (Evans et al., 2014). 

2.5.3 Sex differences in behavioural type in captivity 

Overall, it was found that the behavioural type did not differ significantly depending on 

sex, indicating each sex displayed similar behavioural types. This finding did not 

support my third prediction that each sex would display differing behavioural types. 

Further, the behavioural type of each sex did not differ in captive environments, but 

behavioural types were significantly different between wild-caught females and males. I 

suggest my findings indicate that there is a loss of sex-specific behaviours in captivity. 

Similarly, another study investigating the temporal changes in behaviour of house 

mouse resulting from maintenance in captivity also reported no significant differences 

in exploratory or risk-taking behaviours between each sex, but unlike my study, there 

was no evidence for sex-specific behavioural differences in their wild-caught founder 

population (Paproth, 2011).  

Sex-specific differences in behavioural type occur because the strength and targets of 

sexual selection differ between sexes (Yuen et al., 2015; Fresneau et al., 2014; Biro and 

Stamps 2008; Stamps 2007; Sih et al., 2004). A lack of sex-specific differences in 

behavioural type in captivity may have occurred because the behavioural types 

examined in this study were subject to natural rather than sexual selective pressures 
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(Dammhahn 2012; Coleman and Wilson 1998). Boldness and activity relate to a 

tendency for risk-taking particularly in novel environments (Coleman and Wilson 

1998). Risk-taking may influence mate-selection, as well as other behaviours such as 

foraging, interactions with predators, conspecifics and the environment, all of which are 

experienced by both sexes (Coleman and Wilson 1998). As such, testing behaviour in a 

novel environment may not be appropriate for detecting sex-specific differences of 

captive-reared animals, as sex-specific behavioural differences in a novel environment 

may not present an evolutionary advantage, unless there is an increased reproductive 

advantage in captivity. For example, wild grey mouse lemur (Microcebus murinus) 

males were consistently bolder than wild females, with boldness correlating with 

fecundity in males but not in females (Dammhahn 2012). Similarly, in wild African 

striped mice (Rhabdomys pumilio) there were consistent differences in activity between 

females and males across reproductive tactics (group- or solitary-living in females, 

breeding or non-breeding males; Yuen et al., 2015). To the best of my knowledge, there 

remains a limited understanding of whether these sex-specific differences in behavioural 

type would be lost in captivity. 

Despite emerging evidence that the sexes show behavioural differences prior to 

introduction to captivity, most previous studies investigating the effect of captivity on 

behaviour have ignored the effect of sex-specific differences, and associated differences 

in sexual selection pressure. Clearly, further investigation is required to determine 

whether captivity can result in losses of sex-specific behaviours. Such studies could 

focus on examining and comparing the behaviour of females and males in intra- and 

inter-sexual selection experiments (Chargé et al., 2014; Slade et al., 2014). If 

differences between the sexes can be consistently demonstrated, sex-specific 

management strategies may be required to improve CBPs. In recognition of this 

possibility, several recent studies have begun to explore whether sexual selection theory 

can be used to inform management strategies (Chargé et al., 2014; Slade et al., 2014). 

2.5.4 Implications for Captive Breeding Programmes 

Our findings that captivity can result in the change of behavioural type and loss of sex-

specific behaviours have significant implications for CBPs. Knowing how captivity 

changes behaviours across generations, and whether these changes differ between sexes, 
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can help managers develop and refine approaches used in captive-breeding and 

reintroduction programmes. 

The comparative approach (comparing captive-reared with wild-caught animals) used in 

this study allows predictions to be made about how behavioural types displayed in 

captivity may impact the fitness of individuals following reintroduction (Mathews et al., 

2005). Past studies have reported links between behavioural change and post-

reintroduction fitness (Bremner-Harrison et al., 2004). For example, evidence for 

maladaptive behavioural changes has been obtained for swift foxes (V. velox). A 

comparative study in this species revealed that a combination of habituation and 

directional selection resulted in individuals becoming bolder in captivity, and that the 

boldest individuals had a reduced probability of survival post release (Bremner-

Harrison et al., 2004). However, in the present study, without evaluating the fitness of 

the captive-reared mice upon reintroduction, it is premature to speculate about 

implications for reintroduction success.   

The evidence for transgenerational effects on behavioural type in the captive 

environment observed in my study highlights the potential for conservation biologists to 

manipulate the captive environment to induce phenotypic changes that may improve the 

fitness of animals following reintroduction. One approach may include providing 

natural conditions during early development, which may reduce the behavioural 

changes occurring in captivity (Evans et al., 2014). For example, in Atlantic salmon 

(Salmo salar) exposure of parents to natural conditions resulted in a two-fold increase in 

offspring survivorship in the wild, thereby mitigating the effects of captivity on 

descendants following reintroduction (Evans et al., 2014). 

For most animal groups the effects of captivity on sex-specific differences in behaviour 

remain unknown. My findings that captivity potentially may lead to the loss of sex-

specific behavioural types provided important insights into the potential impacts of 

captivity on behavioural phenotypes. Specifically, my results suggest that the sexes may 

need to be treated differently during the management of captive colonies, or when 

establishing reintroduction programmes. Gaining further information on sex-specific 

responses to captivity will assist with the development of effective sex-specific 

management strategies in captivity. Finally, incorporating knowledge of phenotypic 
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traits such as behaviour into captive breeding and reintroduction programmes improves 

the likelihood of minimising unfavourable phenotypic changes (Mathews et al., 2005; 

Smith and Blumstein 2008; Evans et al., 2014; Courtney Jones et al., 2015). 

2.5.5 Conclusions 

This study aimed to determine whether behavioural types displayed in a novel 

environment differed between captive-reared and wild-caught house mouse (Mus 

musculus), to test whether these behavioural types were subject to transgenerational 

effects in captivity, and whether there were sex differences in behavioural types. Mice 

reared in a captive environment were found to differ in their boldness and activity 

behavioural type compared with their wild-caught conspecifics. After one generation, 

there was evidence for transgenerational effects in captivity on behavioural traits but not 

behavioural type (with behavioural traits indicating an increase in boldness and activity 

in captive-reared individuals), and there was no evidence that changes in behavioural 

type were dependent on sex. Importantly, however behavioural type did differ between 

wild-caught females and males, suggesting that captivity resulted in the loss of sex 

specific behaviours. These findings contribute to a small but growing body of evidence 

that i) captivity can result in a change of behavioural type and the loss of sex-specific 

behaviours, and ii) phenotypic plasticity might have a significant influence on 

behavioural types across captive generations. This knowledge may prove to be 

important for developing methods to improve CBPs and reintroduction programmes. 

2.6 Supporting Information 

See Appendix A for supporting table. 
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3.1 Abstract 

Captive breeding programmes assist in the recovery of threatened taxa by generating 

animals for reintroduction and supplementing wild populations. However, morphology 

differs between captive-reared and wild animals. While captivity is known to cause 

changes in external morphological traits, captivity can also drive changes in internal 

morphology. Despite this potential, few studies have explicitly compared morphological 

differences between captive and wild animals, and even fewer have examined internal 

morphology. Further, transgenerational effects on the morphology, and potential 

differences between sexes in response to captivity remain almost completely unknown. 

I tested whether external and internal morphology differed between captive and wild 

animals using the house mouse (Mus musculus) as a model species. Further, I tested 

whether morphology was subject to transgenerational effects in captivity, and compared 

morphology between sexes in animals from both captive and wild environments. I 

found an absence of changes in external morphology that masked more pronounced 

internal morphological changes, with captive-reared mice having a heavier caecum, 

lighter kidneys and spleen and shorter small intestine lengths compared to wild-caught 

individuals. These internal morphological changes may have major impacts on 

organismal functioning and viability, including digestive efficiency, and influence 

immune response and disease resistance, which may reduce survival following 

reintroduction. There was evidence for transgenerational effects in captivity, however 

only in internal morphology and only in females. Morphological changes were also 

evident within the acclimation period, suggesting that phenotypic plasticity contributed 

to rapid changes in morphology. Finally, morphology significantly differed depending 

on sex, and sexual dimorphism was maintained in captivity. These findings contribute 

to a small but growing body of evidence that captivity can result in changes to 

morphology, and are some of the first to indicate that negligible changes in external 

morphology can mask significant changes in internal morphology. Implications of these 

findings for captive breeding and reintroduction programmes are discussed. 

Key words: Captive breeding, morphology, reintroduction, phenotypic plasticity, 

transgenerational effects, conservation biology 
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3.2 Introduction 

Ex-situ conservation, such as captive breeding programmes (henceforth CBPs), assist in 

the recovery of threatened taxa by providing supplementary animal populations or 

individuals for reintroduction. However, following reintroduction, released individuals 

have a low probability of survival (Conde et al. 2011; Snyder et al. 1996). Causes of 

reintroduction failure vary, but have been associated with phenotypic change in the 

physiology and morphology of captive-bred animals (Fischer and Lindenmayer 2000; 

Hartstone-Rose et al. 2014; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005; Paproth 2011; Snyder et al. 

1996; Tarszisz et al. 2014). The ability of an individual to adjust its morphological 

phenotype in response to abiotic and biotic environmental factors may result from 

phenotypic plasticity (Miner et al. 2005; Schulte‐Hostedde and Mastromonaco 2015). 

Plastic changes in morphology often occur in response to environmental conditions 

during development and can also result from lagged effects of environmental conditions 

on the parental generation (Monaghan 2008). 

Changes in morphology may also be attributed to selection pressures in captivity 

differing from those in the natural environment, resulting in selection for morphological 

phenotypes that maximise individual fitness in the captive environment (Mathews et al. 

2005; McPhee 2004; Schulte‐Hostedde and Mastromonaco 2015). Changes in selection 

on morphological traits in captivity have been identified to occur in one of two possible 

ways (McPhee 2004; McPhee and Carlstead 2010). First, captivity could change the 

direction of selection, with a significant shift in mean expression of morphological 

traits; however, the variance surrounding the mean remains unchanged. Thus, with 

increasing generations in captivity there would be a directional change in morphology 

(McPhee 2004; Schulte‐Hostedde and Mastromonaco 2015). Alternatively, captivity 

may either strengthen or relax selection pressures, allowing for the expression of 

morphological traits that would be maladaptive in the wild. With a strengthening of 

selection pressure, trait variation is expected to decline (McPhee 2004). By contrast, 

with a relaxation of selection pressure, trait variation is expected to increase with 

increasing generations in captivity (McPhee 2004; McPhee and Carlstead 2010).  
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Despite the potential for trait change in the captive environment, few studies have 

examined the effects of captivity on morphology across multiple generations (McPhee 

2004; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). With a change in the strength and targets of 

selection in captivity, a transgenerational shift in morphology that increases fitness in 

captivity can be expected (McPhee 2004). Therefore, one would expect morphology to 

shift away from the wild morphological phenotype with each subsequent generation in 

captivity. There is emerging evidence that morphological changes can occur quickly. 

For example, McPhee (2004) tested for directional and relaxed selection in populations 

of oldfield mice (Peromyscus polionotus subgriseus) maintained in captivity for 

differing periods (2, 14 and 35 generations) and found an increased magnitude of 

change in cranial and mandibular size and shape with each subsequent generation 

maintained in captivity. Although the morphological changes became more pronounced 

as the number of generations increased, these changes were not cumulative or 

progressive, likely due to relaxed selection pressures in captivity allowing 

morphological traits to shift in multiple directions. These findings have important 

implications as they suggest that captivity can impose changes in selective pressures, 

and, that over multiple generations, these shifts can lead to the morphology of 

individuals in captive populations differing from individuals in wild populations 

(McDougall et al. 2006; McPhee and Carlstead 2010; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). 

When considering how traits change in captivity, it is also important to consider the 

effect of sex. Sexual dimorphism typically results from morphological traits being 

favoured by either intra- or inter-sexual selection (e.g. body size; Hedrick and Temeles 

1989; McPherson and Chenoweth 2012). There is a growing body of literature 

investigating how sexual selection influences morphology within the captive 

environment (Hartstone-Rose et al. 2014; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). Differences 

between captive and natural environments, such as reduced competition for resources 

and artificial selection for animals suited to captivity inadvertently lead to 

morphological change; in turn, this may lead to changes to or a reduction in sexual 

dimorphism (McPherson and Chenoweth 2012; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). Body 

size is one morphological trait that is known to change; for example, a study 

investigating the effects of captivity on morphology in American mink (Mustela vison) 

found a reduction in sexual dimorphism in body size and craniometric variation (Lynch 
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and Hayden 1995). However, empirical evidence for changes to morphology for each 

sex in captivity is largely limited to a small number of studies in birds and fish 

(O'Regan and Kitchener 2005).  

In captivity, animals face changes in various environmental conditions, but the most 

pronounced are associated with diet and nutrition (O'Regan and Kitchener 2005), social 

interactions (Håkansson and Jensen 2005) and degree of cognitive stimulation 

(Carducci and Jakob 2000). Changes in such factors are known to lead to changes in 

external morphological traits (Geiser and Ferguson 2001; Håkansson and Jensen 2005; 

Lema and Nevitt 2006) and skeletal traits (Hartstone-Rose et al. 2014; McPhee 2004; 

Wisely et al. 2002). However, captivity can also drive changes in soft tissue 

morphology (McPhee and Carlstead 2010), with empirical studies beginning to 

document changes in the size and shape of the brain (Burns et al. 2009; Freas et al. 

2013) and the digestive tract (Champagnon et al. 2012; Håkansson and Jensen 2005; 

O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). Changes in internal morphology are of interest because 

they are the major interface between an organism and the environment (Courtney Jones 

et al. 2012). Further, internal changes can have major impacts on organismal 

functioning and viability. For example, captive animals are likely to have little to no 

exposure to parasites, thus requiring a reduced immune response in captivity (Berzins et 

al., 2008; Kuhlman and Martin 2010; Martin 2009). Therefore, organs such as the 

spleen and small intestine that are known to elicit changes in response to parasitism may 

have reduced in size to maximise their functional capacity in the captive environment 

(Kristan 2002; Kristan and Hammond 2004). In addition, food provided in captivity is 

likely to be higher in nutrient and energy density and more freely available compared to 

natural conditions (Courtney Jones et al. 2015; Diamond and Hammond 1992; 

Williamson et al. 2014). The changes in resource availability and quality may change 

the demands placed on an animal’s gastrointestinal tract, thus eliciting changes in the 

small intestine, as well as the kidneys and spleen (Courtney Jones et al., 2012; Cruz et 

al., 2004; Konarzewski and Diamond 1995; Kristan and Hammond 2006; Kristan & 

Hammond 2001; Kristan & Hammond 2003).  

Critically, the extent of external and internal morphological changes may differ in both 

direction and magnitude (O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). Specifically, subtle external 

changes may mask more pronounced internal changes. For example, a study comparing 
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the morphology of captive-reared mallards (Anas platyrhynchos) to wild individuals 

showed no differences in external morphological traits but lower gizzard weights in 

captive-reared mallards (Champagnon et al. 2012). Despite similar time budgets, 

captive-reared individuals were unable to reach the body condition of wild individuals 

following release, resulting in a reduced probability of survival (Champagnon et al. 

2012). Given the potential fatal consequences of changes in internal morphological 

traits in the absence of detectable changes in external morphological traits, studies 

attempting to investigate the influence of captivity on morphological change should aim 

to quantify changes in both external and internal traits. Such research will provide 

important insights into the types of traits most susceptible to change, and whether the 

direction and magnitude of change differ between external and internal traits 

(McDougall et al. 2006; McPhee 2004; McPhee and Carlstead 2010).  

While future studies might benefit from focussing on key phenotypic traits critical for 

post-release fitness, we firstly need to identify what morphological traits might change 

in captivity. Future studies then can explicitly compare or even manipulate 

environmental factors in captivity to provide robust inferences about the mechanisms 

for morphological change in captivity. The overall aim of this study was to provide a 

holistic assessment and investigate the impact of captivity on morphology using house 

mouse (Mus musculus) as a model species for small mammals. To address this overall 

aim, three specific aims were proposed: i) to compare the external and internal 

morphological traits between captive-reared and wild-caught individuals; ii) to examine 

the effect of captivity on external and internal morphology across generations; and iii) 

to compare the internal and external morphology of each sex from the captive and wild 

environments. 

3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Ethics permit 

This study was conducted under University of Wollongong Animal Ethics Approval 

AE13/17. 
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3.3.2 Study species 

The house mouse (Mus musculus) is a small rodent species distributed globally; the 

wild-derived strain was used in this study. Mus musculus is a good study species to 

examine the effects of captivity on morphology. The species can be easily maintained in 

captivity and has a short generation time which permits transgenerational studies to be 

conducted over relatively short periods (O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). Further, M. 

musculus provides a good model for investigating the effects of captivity on small 

mammals because this species shares a number of life-history traits in common with 

other small mammals. These include short generation time, high reproductive value, 

large litter sizes, iteroparity, sexual dimorphism and early age at maturity (Austad 1997; 

Glucksmann 1974; Millar and Zammuto 1983; Promislow and Harvey 1990; Stearns 

1983; Latham and Mason 2004). For these reasons, M. musculus is being increasingly 

used as a model to address questions related to small mammal captive breeding and 

reintroduction (O'Regan and Kitchener 2005; Paproth 2011; Slade et al. 2014).  

3.3.3 Housing and feeding 

All individuals (wild-caught and captive-reared) were maintained separately in opaque 

plastic cages with a metal top (32 x 18 x 12 cm; MB1 Mouse Box, Wiretainers Pty. 

Ltd., Melbourne, Victoria, Australia). I used wood shavings as cage substrate and all 

cages were provided with bedding material (shredded paper) and a 6 x 4 cm cardboard 

tube (toilet paper roll) for cover. Water and food (Vella Stock Feeds Brand Rat and 

Mouse Nut; The Vella Group, Glendenning, New South Wales, Australia) were 

available ad libitum, determined as 20 grams of food per 100g of body mass was 

supplied daily (Hubrecht and Kirkwood 2010). Room temperature was maintained at 22 

± 2oC on a reversed 12: 12 lights: dark cycle, with full spectrum UV light provided. 

Humidity was not controlled, however was monitored daily and recorded as 75 ± 10%. 

Animals were monitored daily, with cages cleaned once a week by removing the 

occupant and placing it in a round escape-proof container (54 x 52 cm; Spacepac 

Industries Pty. Ltd., Wollongong, NSW, Australia) before placement in a new cage.   

3.3.4 Captive-reared F4 generation 

Eleven virgin adult males and fifteen virgin adult females M. musculus were sourced 

from an existing captive population maintained at the University of New South Wales 
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(UNSW), Sydney, under Ethics Permit UNSW Reg. No. 12/88A. All mice were third or 

fourth generation captive-reared mice born between late-2012 and mid-2013. No 

individuals shared parents or grandparents descended from the original wild-caught 

founder generation. The original population consisted of 42 females and 45 males 

captured between March – May 2011 at an agricultural site in the western Sydney area 

(34°4′36.48″S, 150°34′15.6″E) where March – May temperatures averaged 24.0 – 

26.3°C. Prior to relocation to the University of Wollongong, captive-reared F4 mice 

were housed at UNSW in a temperature (19 - 25°C) and light controlled room (12: 12 hr 

reverse light cycle, lights on at 9:00am AEST). Humidity was not controlled but was 

~30% (A. Gibson, personal communication, 17 January 2014). Males were housed 

separately at weaning but female siblings were housed together in groups of up to three 

individuals. All animals had been provided with food and water ad libitum. Mice were 

monitored daily and thoroughly checked three times a week for body condition, injuries 

and behaviour.  

For this study, captive-reared F4 individuals were collected late January 2014 and 

transported to the Ecological Research Centre at the University of Wollongong, 

Wollongong. Mice were weighed (grams) on digital scales (Mettler-Toledo PJ3600, 

Mettler-Toledo Ltd., Port Melbourne, Victoria, Australia) upon entry into the individual 

housing (see 3.3.3 Housing and feeding).   

Once acclimated to the individual housing, captive-reared F4 individuals were used to 

breed the F5 generation. At the conclusion of the F5 breeding period, captive-reared F4 

individuals were then re-acclimated to the individual housing for a minimum period of 

twelve days before quantifying external and internal morphological traits (see 3.3.7 

External and internal morphological traits). 

3.3.5 Captive-reared F5 generation 

Pedigree mapping was used to ensure that individuals from the founder generation were 

paired so that captive-reared F5 females and males did not share parents or grandparents. 

Monogamous breeding pairs were held together for one week. Each breeding pair was 

housed in the same caging used for all wild-caught and captive-reared individuals in this 

study (see 3.3.3 Housing and feeding).  
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Once mated, the captive-reared F4 mothers were minimally disturbed, but were closely 

monitored on a daily basis around the expected due date to check for young. Offspring 

were housed with their mother until they were weaned at 25 days of age; this was kept 

uniform across all litters to reduce differences in maternal investment post-pregnancy. 

At 25 days of age, the captive-reared F4 mother was removed from the breeding cage, 

and the litter housed for two days under ad libitum conditions, this was done to reduce 

post-weaning stress on the litter. After two days, the offspring were then housed 

individually in the same caging used for all wild-caught and captive-reared individuals 

in this study (see 3.3.3 Housing and feeding). The sex of each offspring (henceforth, 

captive-reared F5) was determined as the mouse was placed in its individual housing (13 

males and 14 females). Captive-reared F5 mice were individually housed until they 

reached sexual maturity before quantifying external and internal morphological traits 

(see 3.3.7 External and internal morphological traits). 

3.3.6 Wild-caught population 

Eight adult males and fifteen adult females M. musculus were captured in October – 

November 2014, at the same agricultural site in the western Sydney area (34°4′36.48″S, 

150°34′15.6″E) as the source population of the original wild-caught founder generation 

(see 3.3.4 Captive-reared F4 generation). Elliott traps (30 x 10 x 8 cm; Sherman Traps 

Inc., Florida, USA) were set inside and outside sheds and surrounding vegetation. These 

were checked and emptied daily in the early morning approximately 8.00 am AEST. 

Elliott traps were baited with honey and peanut butter rolled oat balls.  

Once captured, animals were transported to the Ecological Research Centre at the 

University of Wollongong, Wollongong (34°24′24″S 150°52′46″E) and housed in the 

same caging as the captive-reared generations (see 3.3.3 Housing and feeding). Wild-

caught individuals were acclimated to the individual housing for a minimum period of 

twelve days before quantifying external and internal morphological traits (see 3.3.7 

External and internal morphological traits).  

3.3.7 External and internal morphological traits 

Animals were euthanased using CO2 asphyxiation. Immediately following euthanasia, 

external body morphological trait measurements and macroscopic dissection of organs 
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were conducted to study morphometric differences between wild-caught and captive-

reared F4 and F5 generations. External traits were: body mass (grams), skull length, 

snout to vent length, tail length and foot length (right hind leg; millimetres).  Internal 

traits were: weights of brain, liver, kidney, heart, lungs, testes/ovaries, spleen, stomach, 

caecum, small- and large-intestine and the lengths of the small- and large-intestine. 

Organs were weighed using scales with ± 0.01 g precision (Mettler-Toledo PJ3600, 

Mettler-Toledo Ltd., Port Melbourne, Victoria, Australia). Where applicable, digestive 

organs were emptied of their contents and rinsed with a 0.9% saline solution and 

weighed. The lengths of the small- and large-intestine measured using slide callipers 

with ± 0.05 mm precision.  

 

3.3.8 Statistical Analysis 

3.3.8.1 Multivariate analysis 

To examine the effects of rearing environment on the external and internal morphology 

of mice, I used permutational analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) with 9999 

permutations in Primer 7 (PRIMER-E Ltd, Plymouth, UK; Clarke 2015) and 

PERMANOVA+ B version (Anderson and Gorley 2007). Permutational analyses were 

selected in favour of parametric analyses for these data sets as they can be used for 

small and unequal sample sizes when comparing treatments (Drummond and Vowler 

2012; Goncalves et al. 2015; Little and Seebacher 2014) and for examining 

transgenerational changes in morphology (Cattano et al. 2016). 

To control for the effects of body size on morphological traits, I calculated the residuals 

of a least squares regression of each morphological trait on body size using body mass 

or snout to vent length where lengths were measured. I then normalised the 

morphological trait data so that all morphological traits would take values within the 

same limits (-2 to +2 to cover all entries).  

To test whether morphological traits differed between rearing environment and sex, a 

two-factor PERMANOVA was used on the external and internal morphological traits.  

In this analysis, the factors were rearing environment (3 levels orthogonal and fixed; 

wild-caught; captive-reared F4 and captive-reared F5) and sex (2 levels orthogonal and 
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fixed; female and male), with acclimation period (number of days acclimated) included 

as a covariate. An interaction term between rearing environment and sex was also 

included to account for any interactive effects of rearing environment and sex on 

morphology. All analyses used Euclidean similarity measures. Following 

PERMANOVA, means were compared using pairwise tests in PERMANOVA+ B 

version (Anderson and Gorley 2007). Similarity percentage (SIMPER) analysis was 

used to identify the morphological traits that were primarily responsible for the 

compositional differences in external and internal morphology between captive-reared 

F5, captive-reared F4 and wild-caught animals. Only traits that contributed >10% to 

compositional changes were used in univariate analyses, as these traits were likely to be 

primarily responsible for the compositional differences. One individual was excluded 

from external and internal morphological trait SIMPER analysis due to missing 

morphometric values.  

3.3.8.2 Univariate analyses  

To examine the effects of sex on external morphology in mice, four external 

morphological traits that contributed >10% to compositional changes in external 

morphology between sexes in SIMPER were analysed using analysis of variance 

(ANOVA; Table 3.3; see 3.6 Supporting Information). To correct p-values for multiple 

testing, a Bonferroni adjusted alpha level (α= 0.0125) was used. To control for the 

effects of body size on external morphological traits, I used the residuals of a least 

squares regression of each morphological trait in analyses. Where individuals were 

unable to be sampled for analysis of external morphological traits, the degrees of 

freedom for these respective analyses were adjusted to account for these exclusions. 

Residuals from ANOVAs were inspected to verify normality and homogeneity of 

variances. For all morphological data, Tukey’s HSD pairwise comparison tests were 

used for post-hoc comparisons between treatments. Where normality was unable to be 

met, Kruskal-Wallis tests were used, with post-hoc comparisons made using Wilcoxon 

tests. 

To examine the effects of rearing environment and sex on the internal morphology in 

mice, internal morphological traits that contributed >10% to compositional changes in 

internal morphology between rearing environments and sex in SIMPER were analysed 
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using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA; Table 3.3; see 3.6 Supporting Information). 

To correct p-values for multiple testing, a Bonferroni adjusted alpha level was used (α= 

0.0055). For internal morphology, the effects of rearing environment and sex were the 

fixed effects, and acclimation period (number of days acclimated) was the covariate. An 

interaction term between rearing environment and sex was also included. To control for 

the effects of body size on internal morphological traits, I calculated the residuals of a 

least squares regression of each morphological trait on body mass (or snout to vent 

length where length was measured). Where individuals were unable to be sampled for 

specific internal morphological traits, the degrees of freedom for these respective 

analyses were adjusted to account for these exclusions. Residuals from ANCOVAs 

were visually inspected to verify normality and homogeneity of variances. As there was 

no interaction between rearing environment and sex on any internal morphological 

traits, ANOVAs were then conducted to estimate the effect of rearing environment or 

sex on internal morphological traits (brain, liver, kidneys, spleen, small intestine length, 

large intestine, large intestine length, caecum) showing significance in the ANCOVA. 

Where the assumptions of normality and/or homogeneity of variance were not met, 

Kruskal-Wallis tests were used, with post-hoc comparisons made using Wilcoxon tests. 

All morphological data were analysed in the JMP 11.2.0 statistical package. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Effects of rearing environment and sex on morphology 

The rearing environment showed a significant influence of sex on internal morphology 

(Internal: Pseudo-F2: 1.926, p= 0.018; Table 3.1). There was no significant interaction 

between rearing environment and sex on external morphology (External: Pseudo-F2: 

1.997, p= 0.081; Table 3.1). Further, there were no significant interactions between 

acclimation period, rearing environment and/or sex on external or internal morphology 

(see Table 3.1).  

External morphology did not significantly differ between rearing environments or 

acclimation period (External – Rearing environment: Pseudo-F2= 1.472, p= 0.135; 

Acclimation period: Pseudo-F2= 0.792, p= 0.528; Table 3.1). However, external 

morphology did significantly differ between sex (External – Sex: Pseudo-F2= 3.401, p= 

0.009; Table 3.1). The internal morphology significantly differed between individuals 
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from differing rearing environments (Internal – Rearing environment: Pseudo-F2= 

2.853, p= 0.004; Table 3.1), between sex (Internal – Sex: Pseudo-F2= 6.296, p <0.0001; 

Table 3.1) and acclimation period (Internal – Acclimation period: Pseudo-F2= 8.678, p 

<0.0001; Table 3.1). SIMPER analysis revealed four external and nine internal 

morphological traits were driving the compositional differences in external and internal 

morphology between captive-reared F4, captive-reared F5 and wild-caught individuals 

and sex (only morphological traits with >10% contribution were considered; Table 3.3; 

see 3.6 Supporting Information). 
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Table 3.1 PERMANOVA analyses testing the effects of rearing environment (rearing env.), sex and acclimation period (accl.) on external and 

internal morphology. 

 External     Internal   

 d.f. MS Pseudo-F P(perm)  MS Pseudo-F P(perm) 

Accl. x Rearing env. x Sex 2 2.582 0.543 0.737  8.991 0.895 0.558 

Accl. x Rearing env. 2 2.062 0.434 0.848  12.516 1.246 0.226 

Accl. x Sex 1 8.168 1.717 0.153  17.243 1.717 0.080 

Accl. 1 3.766 0.792 0.528  87.151 8.678 <0.0001* 

Rearing env. x Sex 2 9.499 1.997 0.081  19.343 1.926 0.018* 

Rearing env. 2 7.000 1.472 0.135  28.648 2.853 0.004* 

Sex 1 16.176 3.401 0.009*  63.232 6.296 <0.0001* 

Residual 64 4.756                   10.043   
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3.4.2 Transgenerational effects on internal morphology in captivity 

Transgenerational effects in captivity were defined as morphology shifting away from 

the wild morphological phenotype with each subsequent generation in captivity. The 

internal morphology significantly differed between captive-reared F5 and wild-caught 

females (t25= 1.805, p= 0.001; Table 3.2). The internal morphology of captive-reared F5 

and captive-reared F4 females was also found to differ significantly (t25= 1.650, p= 

0.007; Table 3.2). There was no significant difference between captive-reared F4 and 

wild-caught females (t26= 1.094, p= 0.293; Table 3.2). SIMPER analysis revealed five 

morphological traits (brain, kidneys, stomach, caecum and ovaries; Supporting 

Information) were driving compositional differences in internal morphology between 

captive-reared F4 and captive-reared F5 females. No morphological traits contributed 

>10% to compositional differences in internal morphology between captive-reared F5 

and wild-caught females (see 3.6 Supporting Information).  

The composition of internal morphology did not significantly differ between captive-

reared F5 and wild-caught males (t17 = 1.151, p = 0.223; Table 3.2) or between captive-

reared F5 and captive-reared F4 males (t20 = 1.186, p = 0.219; Table 3.2). Further, there 

was no significant difference between captive-reared F4 and wild-caught males (t15 = 

0.996, p = 0.434; Table 3.2). No internal morphological traits contributed >10% to 

compositional differences in internal morphology between captive-reared F4, captive-

reared F5 and wild-caught individuals. 

Table 3.2 PERMANOVA pairwise tests comparing external and internal morphology 

between rearing environments and sex. 
Pairwise Tests t Den. d.f. P (perm) 

 External morphology 

Female, Male 1.844 64 0.009* 

 Internal morphology 

F5 Female, F4 Female 1.650 25 0.007* 

F5 Female, Wild Female 1.805 25 0.001* 

F4 Female, Wild Female 1.094 26 0.293 

F5 Male, F4 Male 1.186 20 0.219 

F5 Male, Wild Male 1.151 17 0.223 

F4 Male, Wild Male 0.996 15 0.434 

F4 Female, F4 Male 2.026 22 0.002* 

F5 Female, F5 Male 1.674 23 0.004* 

Wild Female, Wild Male 1.588 19 0.012* 
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3.4.3 Sexual dimorphism in external and internal morphology 

The external morphology differed significantly between female and males (t64 = 1.884, p 

= 0.009; Table 3.2), SIMPER analysis revealed body mass, snout to vent, skull and tail 

lengths were driving compositional differences in external morphology between the 

sexes. Only body mass differed significantly following Bonferroni adjustment in the 

ANOVA between females and males in external morphological traits (Table 3.3; see 3.6 

Supporting Information). 

The internal morphology differed significantly between captive-reared F4 females and 

males (t22 = 2.026, p = 0.002; Table 3.2); SIMPER analysis revealed that large intestine 

length, kidney and large intestine masses were driving compositional differences in 

internal morphology between captive-reared F4 females and males. Captive-reared F5 

female and males differed significantly (t23 = 1.674, p = 0.004; Table 3.2) with caecum, 

brain and stomach mass driving compositional differences in internal morphology 

between captive-reared F5 females and males. Wild-caught female and males differed 

significantly (t19= 1.588, p= 0.012; Table 3.2); SIMPER analysis revealed that liver, 

spleen and kidney mass were driving compositional differences in internal morphology 

between wild-caught females and males (see 3.6 Supporting Information).  

3.4.4 Effects of rearing environment and sex on external and internal morphological 

traits 

There was no significant interaction between rearing environment and sex for any 

internal morphological traits (Table 3.3). Before the Bonferroni adjustment, five internal 

morphological traits contributing >10% to compositional differences in internal 

morphology between rearing environments differed significantly (Table 3.3; see 3.6 

Supporting Information). Of these five traits, only kidney mass was significant 

following Bonferroni adjustment in the ANCOVA (Table 3.3). Before the Bonferroni 

adjustment, four internal morphological traits and one external morphological trait 

contributing >10% to compositional differences in external and internal morphology 

differed significantly between sexes (Table 3.3; Supporting Information). Of these 

traits, body mass, large intestine length, brain and kidney masses were significant 

following Bonferroni adjustment in the ANCOVA (Table 3.3). Before the Bonferroni 

adjustment, acclimation period had a significant effect on two internal morphological 
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traits. Of these traits, liver mass was significant following Bonferroni adjustment in the 

ANCOVA (Table 3.3). 

There was a significant effect of rearing environment on kidney, spleen and caecum 

mass and small intestine length (Table 3.4). Kidneys and spleen were lighter and the 

small intestine length shorter in captive-reared F4 compared to wild-caught individuals. 

The caecum was heavier in captive-reared F4 compared to wild-caught individuals, but 

caecum mass did not differ significantly between captive-reared F5 and wild-caught 

individuals. 

There was evidence for transgenerational effects in captivity in kidney and spleen 

masses and small intestine length, with captive-reared F5 differing significantly from 

wild-caught individuals (Table 3.5).  Body mass, brain, kidney masses and large 

intestine length differed significantly between males and females (Table 3.3, 3.5). 
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Table 3.3 Effect of rearing environment and sex on external and internal morphological traits in house mouse. Statistical output from ANOVA 

for external morphological traits, output from ANCOVA for internal morphological traits. 

 Rearing Environment X Sex Rearing environment Sex  Acclimation period 

 F d.f. p F d.f. p χ2 F d.f. p F d.f. p 

 External morphological traits 

Body mass       10.296  1 0.001**    

Snout to vent length        3.331 1, 74 0.072    

Foot length        0.289 1, 74 0.592    

Tail length       0.772  1 0.380    

 Internal morphological traits 

       χ2 F d.f. p    

Brain 0.324 2, 68 0.724 0.655 2, 68 0.523  11.229 1, 68 0.001** 0.441 1, 68 0.509 

Liver 1.262 2, 68 0.289 2.624 2, 68 0.079  4.033 1, 68 0.047* 9.899 1, 68 0.003** 

Kidneys 2.346 2, 68 0.104 6.711 2, 68 0.002**  47.262 1, 68 <0.0001** 1.332 1, 68 0.253 

Stomach 0.924 2, 68 0.402 0.359 2, 68 0.699  0.842 1, 68 0.362 0.597 1, 68 0.442 

Spleen 2.426 2, 68 0.096 5.433 2, 68 0.006*  0.111 1, 68 0.740 4.005 1, 68 0.049* 

Small Intestine length 0.286 2, 68 0.752 4.670 2, 68 0.012*  0.611 1, 68 0.437 0.809 1, 68 0.372 

Large Intestine 2.592 2, 68 0.082 3.138 2, 68 0.049*  0.708 1, 68 0.403 1.269 1, 68 0.264 

Large Intestine length 2.713 2, 68 0.074 2.408 2, 68 0.098  8.644 1, 68 0.004** 1.554 1, 68 0.217 

Caecum 0.384 2, 68 0.683 5.355 2, 68 0.007*  0.042 1, 68 0.839 0.016 1, 68 0.900 

Footnote: p-values include both unadjusted and adjusted α levels 

* Significant (α= 0.05) 

** Significant under a Bonferroni adjusted α level 
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Table 3.4 Effect of rearing environment on internal morphological traits in house mouse. Values are raw values mean ± SE. 

 Wild 

(n= 23) 

 Captive F4  

(n= 26) 

 Captive F5  

 (n= 27) 

 χ2 d.f. p 

Kidneys (g) 0.291± 0.020 A 0.296± 0.017 A 0.239± 0.009 B 10.862 2 0.004** 

Spleen (g) 0.043± 0.006 A 0.019± 0.002 B 0.018± 0.001 C 24.370 2 <0.0001** 

Small intestine length (mm) 349.607± 8.212 A 302.160± 6.967 B 286.555± 3.548 B 31.538 2 <0.0001** 

Large intestine (g) 0.204± 0.011 A 0.235± 0.014 A 0.165± 0.005 A 4.702 2 0.095 

Caecum (g) 0.090± 0.005 A 0.125± 0.005 B 0.087± 0.005 A 17.454 2 0.0002** 
Footnote: p-values include both unadjusted and adjusted α levels 

* Significant (α= 0.05) 

** Significant under a Bonferroni adjusted α level 

 

Table 3.5 Effect of sex on external and internal morphological traits in house mouse. Values are raw values mean ± SE. 

 Female 

(n= 44) 

 Male 

(n= 32) 

 F χ2 d.f. p 

Body mass (g) 13.164± 0.380 A 15.788± 0.667 B  10.296 1 0.001** 

Brain (g) 0.381± 0.005 A 0.383± 0.007 B 14.039  1 0.0004** 

Liver (g) 0.746± 0.026 A 0.862± 0.044 B  5.252 1 0.022* 

Kidneys (g) 0.231± 0.007 A 0.334± 0.015 A 41.973  1 <0.0001** 

Large Intestine length (mm) 80.568± 1.371 A 88.226± 1.773 B 7.869  1 0.006** 
Footnote: p-values include both unadjusted and adjusted α levels 

* Significant (α= 0.05) 

** Significant under a Bonferroni adjusted α level. 
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3.5 Discussion 

3.5.1 Effects of captivity on morphology 

Captive-reared mice had differing internal morphology but not external morphology 

compared with their wild-caught conspecifics. Differences in morphology between 

captive and wild environments can be expected due to these environments differing in a 

multitude of biotic and abiotic factors (Burns et al. 2009). The absence of significant 

changes to external morphology could be explained in one of two possible ways. First 

differences between captive and natural environments may induce changes in life-

history organisation, such as early sexual maturity as a trade-off to potential increased 

somatic growth of external morphological traits. Indeed, this has been observed in 

hatchery chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) with egg size decreasing across 

a 20-year period with no change in female body mass (Heath et al., 2003). Second, 

external morphological traits may be less plastic; with changes in external morphology 

occurring more slowly and taking multiple generations to manifest (McPhee 2004; 

O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). Indeed, in captive black-footed ferrets (Mustela 

nigripes), skull and dental traits were 5 – 6% smaller than wild populations (founder 

population; museum specimens), and 3 – 10% smaller than wild-caught populations 

(collected near the founding population), however, these external morphological 

differences only became apparent after more than 10 years of captive breeding (Wisely 

et al. 2002). The captive-reared individuals used in this study may not have been 

sufficiently removed from the wild-caught founders (individuals were three to five 

generations removed) for changes in external morphology to become apparent (McPhee 

2004).  

In the present study, the absence of changes in external morphology masked more 

pronounced internal morphological changes. Specifically, captive-reared individuals 

had lighter kidneys and spleens and shorter small intestine lengths compared to wild-

caught individuals. The changes in organ size occurring in captivity could be due to the 

functional capacity being in excess of the actual demand, and expensive and inefficient 

to maintain. Subsequently, the size of organs may have altered to deal with this 

inefficiency (Courtney Jones et al., 2012; Diamond and Hammond 1992; Piersma and 

Drent 2003). For example, intestine weight may have reduced due to an increased 
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digestive efficiency; (see Bailey et al. 1997; Champagnon et al. 2012), and kidney and 

spleen weight reduced with decreased immunological and disease exposure in the 

captive environment (see Bonnet et al. 1998; Swallow et al. 2005; Tschirren et al. 2009; 

van Oosterhout et al. 2007). However, identifying the specific mechanisms that cause 

morphological changes can be challenging. This is largely because multiple 

environmental factors can affect internal morphology, and the effects of these factors 

are likely to be interactive (Courtney Jones et al. 2015). Future studies would benefit 

from explicitly comparing the nutrient and energy content of diets, or even by 

manipulating these in captivity to provide robust inferences about the mechanisms for 

morphological change in captivity.  

Some degree of phenotypic plasticity in morphological traits is likely to occur in 

captivity. That is, the morphological phenotype adjusts in response to the differing 

environmental factors experienced in captivity (Miner et al., 2005). Plasticity in 

morphology can be demonstrated in this present study by the significant effect of the 

acclimation period on internal morphology. There are many examples of plastic 

responses in morphology to changes in environmental conditions, and these plastic 

responses can be fast, repeatable and reversible (Lema and Nevitt 2006; McWilliams 

and Karasov 2001; Piersma and Drent 2003; Piersma and Lindström 1997; Starck 

1999). However, evidence of morphological plasticity during captivity is yet to be 

acquired (O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). Further, it is unknown whether the subsequent 

generations will reflect the same plasticity in internal morphology, or whether 

transgenerational effects in captivity will result in a shift away from the morphological 

phenotype adapted to captivity. 

3.5.2 Transgenerational effects on morphology 

Between captive generations, transgenerational effects in captivity were only apparent 

in internal morphological traits with captive-reared individuals showing a directional 

shift away from the wild-caught morphological phenotype. Specifically, captive-reared 

F5 individuals had significantly lighter kidneys and spleens and shorter small intestine 

lengths compared to wild-caught individuals but there were no differences in external 

morphological traits between captive-reared F5 and wild-caught individuals. The lack of 

transgenerational effects on external morphology may indicate that external morphology 
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may not play a significant role in individual fitness, and thus be slower to display a shift 

in the captive environment (McPhee 2004). Alternatively, transgenerational changes in 

internal morphology may occur more quickly compared with external morphology. 

Previous studies have also reported transgenerational effects of captivity in internal 

morphological traits within just one generation (Burns et al. 2009; Håkansson and 

Jensen 2005). To the best of my knowledge, this study is the first to show rapid 

transgenerational changes in the kidneys, spleen and small intestine. The absence of 

significant changes in other internal and external morphological traits suggests that at 

least some morphological traits can shift towards a captive morphological phenotype 

within one generation. With multiple generations, other morphological traits are also 

likely to display a shift (McPhee 2004; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). 

The transgenerational effects in captivity were only observed in internal morphology 

and only in females but not in males. Captive-reared F5 female internal morphology 

differed significantly from wild-caught and captive-reared F4 females, displaying a 

directional shift away from the wild morphological phenotype. Conversely, captive-

reared F5 male internal morphology did not differ significantly from wild-caught or 

captive-reared F4 male internal morphology. The lack of evidence of transgenerational 

effects in male internal morphology may be due to sex-based differences in the 

magnitude of change in response to captivity (McPhee 2004; O'Regan and Kitchener 

2005). A previous study investigating the effects of selective breeding for high activity 

in house mouse reported females and males having differing rates of morphological 

change in response to high activity; indicating that trait plasticity differed between the 

sexes (Swallow et al. 2005). Given these findings, changes in internal morphological 

traits may take multiple generations to manifest in males (McPhee 2004; O'Regan and 

Kitchener 2005).  

3.5.3 Effect of captivity on sexual dimorphism in morphology 

Both external and internal morphology were found to differ significantly between 

females and males, and these sex-based morphological differences occurred in both 

captive-reared and wild-caught animals. While we can expect sex-based differences in 

morphology as an outcome of sexual selection favouring different trait values in males 

and females, we might expect a loss of sexual dimorphism in captivity due to changes in 
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resource availability and the strengths and targets of sexual selection (Lynch and 

Hayden 1995; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). The maintenance of sexual dimorphism in 

the present study suggests that sexual selection pressures remained unchanged in the 

captive environment. Alternatively, changes or loss of sexual dimorphism may take 

multiple generations to manifest, and may not have been observed in my study (McPhee 

2004; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). There is emerging evidence that sexual 

dimorphism can be maintained in captivity, however, most studies have not investigated 

whether relaxation or reduction in sexual selective pressures occurs in captivity 

(McPherson and Chenoweth 2012; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). As such, to allow for 

a greater understanding of the effects of captivity on sexual dimorphism, it would be 

valuable to test for sex-specific differences in various morphological traits across a 

diversity of taxonomic groups. In recognition of this possibility, several recent studies 

have explored whether sexual selection theory can be used to inform management 

strategies (Chargé et al. 2014; Slade et al. 2014).  

 

3.5.4 Implications for captive breeding programmes and management 

Our finding that negligible changes in external morphology masked significant changes 

to internal morphology have implications for captive breeding programmes. Changes to 

internal morphology in captivity are known to impact digestive efficiency (see Bailey et 

al. 1997; Champagnon et al. 2012) and immune responses and disease resistance (see 

Bonnet et al. 1998; Swallow et al. 2005; Tschirren et al. 2009; van Oosterhout et al. 

2007). Consequently, rapid changes in internal morphology could have severe and 

unforeseen effects on the viability of small mammals held in captivity, however, this is 

dependent on what morphological traits change, and whether those changes are 

maladaptive for natural environments. If the morphological change is shown to be 

maladaptive, these changes would have significant implications for captive-source 

populations that are used for reintroduction. While there is currently no information on 

the effect of internal changes on the post-release viability of small mammals, there is 

some evidence for these effects in birds (see Champagnon et al. 2012). Future research 

on small mammals would benefit from investigating the extent to which internal 

morphological changes occurring in captivity are maladaptive under natural conditions, 

and whether these impacts can be mitigated by manipulating the captive environment.  
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Transgenerational changes in internal morphology during captivity are also likely to 

have significant implications for captive-bred animals following release (see (O'Regan 

and Kitchener 2005; Slade et al. 2014). A recent study comparing the morphology of 

third-generation captive-bred house mouse, M. musculus, to wild conspecifics following 

release found significant differences in body mass between third-generation captive-

bred and wild-caught individuals. Further, 83% of offspring post-release were of same-

source parentage, suggesting that captive conditions cause transgenerational effects on 

traits (such as body size) that are important to mating preference (Slade et al. 2014). 

While some degree of phenotypic plasticity in morphological traits can be expected, 

evidence of whether the morphological changes occurring in captivity are plastic 

responses are yet to be examined (McWilliams and Karasov 2001; O'Regan and 

Kitchener 2005; Piersma and Drent 2003; Piersma and Lindström 1997; Starck 1999). If 

morphological traits are shown to be plastic, this presents an opportunity for strategic 

management of morphological phenotypes. That is, the captive phenotypic traits may be 

altered to better suit the wild environment; but tailoring methods (such as pre-release 

exposure) may be required to increase likelihood of survival following release (Moseby 

et al. 2014). For example, post-release survival of pheasants (Phasianus colchicus) was 

higher in pheasants that had exposure to more natural diets prior to release. One of the 

mechanisms to explain this increased survivorship was the development of gut 

morphology (changing intestine and caecum lengths) to suit a natural diet (Whiteside et 

al. 2015).  

3.5.5 Conclusions 

In conclusion, this study aimed to investigate whether morphology differed between 

captive-reared and wild-caught individuals, to determine whether morphological 

changes in captive-reared individuals were subject to transgenerational effects, and 

whether the sexes responded differently to the captive-rearing environment. The 

absence of changes to external morphology masked more pronounced and potentially 

fatal internal morphological changes. Between captive generations, there was evidence 

for transgenerational effects in captivity; however, this was only observed in internal 

morphology, and only in females. Morphology adjusted within the acclimation period, 

suggesting that morphological traits may be plastic. It was found that morphology 
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significantly differed depending on sex, and that sex-based morphological differences 

were maintained in the captive rearing environment. By identifying the consequences of 

morphological changes in captivity, we begin to gain insights for developing and 

refining methodologies to minimise unfavourable phenotypic changes in captivity. In 

turn, this knowledge may be used to improve captive breeding and reintroduction 

programmes (McDougall et al. 2006). Overall, my findings suggest that subtle external 

changes may mask more pronounced internal changes, and that phenotypic plasticity 

may have a significant influence on morphology across captive generations and between 

sexes. This knowledge may prove to be important for developing methods to improve 

CBPs and reintroduction programmes. 

3.6 Supporting Information 

See Appendix B for supporting tables. 
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4.1 Abstract 

Animals maintained in captivity exhibit rapid changes in phenotypic traits, which may 

be maladaptive for natural environments. Further, the phenotype can shift away from 

the wild phenotype via transgenerational effects, with the environment experienced by 

parents influencing the phenotype and fitness of offspring. There is emerging evidence 

that controlling transgenerational effects could help mitigate the effects of captivity, 

improving the success of captively bred animals post release. However, controlling 

transgenerational effects requires a better understanding of the mechanisms driving 

transgenerational changes. To better understand the genetic mechanisms underpinning 

transgenerational effects in captivity I investigated the heritability of behavioural and 

morphological phenotypes using mid parent- and single parent-offspring regressions in 

a population of captive-reared house mouse (Mus musculus) known to exhibit 

transgenerational effects. Specifically, I measured the heritability of boldness and 

activity behavioural types as well as internal morphology. Slopes for boldness and 

activity were all positive, indicating a low to moderate degree of heritability. The slopes 

for internal morphology were undetectable. Importantly, none of the heritability 

estimates were statistically significant due to the large surrounding errors. However, the 

large error surrounding the heritability estimates may also suggest there is variability in 

phenotypic traits between litters and individuals. This might suggest that the potential 

for genetic change in captivity varies considerably between traits. Continued 

investigation of the potential for traits to evolve in captivity is needed to better inform 

captive breeding and reintroduction programmes. 

Key words: Captivity, heritability, transgenerational effects, phenotype, natural 

selection, transgenerational plasticity 
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4.2 Introduction 

Captive breeding programmes breed and raise threatened species in the captive 

environment with the goal of reintroducing animals back into the natural environment 

(Conde et al. 2011). However, there is increasing evidence that post-release captively 

bred and reared animals have significantly lower fitness than wild animals (Araki et al. 

2007; Christie et al. 2012; Williams and Hoffman 2009). This may be due to differences 

in selective pressures experienced in captivity, resulting in selection for phenotypes that 

maximise individual fitness in the captive environment, but not necessarily in the wild 

(McDougall et al. 2006; Schulte-Hostedde and Mastromonaco 2015; Snyder et al. 

1996).  

Animals maintained in captivity may exhibit rapid changes in phenotypic traits, such as 

behaviour and morphology, that may be maladaptive for natural environments (see 

DeWitt et al. 1998; Johnsson et al. 2014; Mathews et al. 2005; McPhee 2004b; 

Philippart 1995). Further, the phenotype can shift away from the wild phenotype with 

each subsequent generation in captivity, impacting the performance of captive 

individuals as well as the post release fitness (Araki et al. 2009; McPhee 2004b; 

McPhee and McPhee 2012). This occurs via transgenerational effects, with the 

environment experienced by the parent influencing the phenotype and fitness of 

offspring (Salinas et al. 2013). The transgenerational effects on phenotypes in captivity 

may result from transgenerational plasticity or genetic changes such as heritable genetic 

mutations (Chakravarti et al. 2016; Evans et al. 2014; Richards et al. 2010; Martos et al. 

2015). If transgenerational effects result from transgenerational plasticity, 

environmental factors that the parental generation experiences will trigger particular 

trait expressions in offspring. Thus, the parental-environment could be manipulated to 

regulate fitness-determining traits in offspring (Shama et al. 2014; Evans et al. 2014). If 

genetic change results in transgenerational effects within captivity, environmental 

factors that change the strength or direction of selection pressures could be manipulated 

to drive artificial selection for favourable phenotypic changes. There is emerging 

evidence that understanding and controlling transgenerational effects may be able to 

mitigate the effects of captivity that influence the success of offspring in the wild 

(Clarke et al. 2016; Evans et al. 2014). For example, exposing captive-reared Atlantic 
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salmon (Salmo salar) to natural river environments resulted in a two-fold increase in 

survivorship compared to offspring of captive parents (Evans et al. 2014).  

To begin to understand the mechanisms underpinning transgenerational effects in 

captivity, an important first step is to estimate the amount of variation in a phenotypic 

trait that is explained by genetic variation (i.e. heritability; Falconer et al. 1996). 

Heritability estimates are one method to indicate the genetic variation, and the 

heritability of traits, in turn, can illuminate the evolutionary potential for a phenotypic 

trait (such as a behavioural or morphological trait) to respond to selection pressure 

imposed by the captive environment (Falconer et al. 1996; Réale and Festa-Bianchet 

2000; Rodriguez-Clark 2004; Richards et al. 2010). For example, a heritable trait may 

be explained by additive genetic variance, indicating an evolutionary potential for a 

phenotypic trait, suggesting transgenerational effects may be caused by genetic change 

(Houle 1992; Rodriguez-Clark 2004). If animals maintained in captivity for multiple 

generations display high heritability, we expect to see changes in the genetic variation 

of phenotypic traits (e.g. morphology and behaviour) due to changes in the strength and 

direction of selective pressures (McPhee 2004b; McPhee and McPhee 2012). However, 

previous studies investigating transgenerational effects have not examined the 

heritability of phenotypic traits (Clarke et al. 2016; Evans et al. 2014). 

Genetic determination of behaviour has been used to explain the existence and 

maintenance of consistent individual differences in behaviour (Edenbrow and Croft 

2013). Recent studies have demonstrated that behaviour has a genetic basis, with animal 

personality defined as individual behavioural differences consistent across time and 

context (Dingemanse et al. 2002; Drent et al. 2003; Sih et al. 2004; Van Oers et al. 

2005). However, behaviour is also known to display high levels of plasticity in response 

to environmental change (Wong and Candolin 2015). Thus, the proximate mechanisms 

driving behavioural differences between captive and wild animals may be due to a 

combination of genetic change and transgenerational plasticity occurring in captivity. 

To know whether the environment should be manipulated to trigger transgenerational 

plasticity or create selective pressures for genetic change, it is valuable to have an 

understanding of trait heritability.  
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Behavioural differences between captive and wild individuals are well documented, 

with consistent differences reported in particular configurations of behavioural traits 

(hereafter behavioural type; Bell 2007) such as boldness and activity (Herborn et al. 

2010; Mathews et al. 2005). Boldness and activity behaviours relate to risk-taking, 

exploring novel environments and may affect performance and fitness (Coleman and 

Wilson 1998). Further, these behaviours can be used to predict the probability of an 

individual surviving and reproducing following reintroduction (Coleman and Wilson 

1998; Herborn et al. 2010; Wilson and Godin 2009). Previous work has shown boldness 

and activity to be highly heritable in captivity; however, single trait heritability 

approaches have been used to measure heritability, rather than a multitude of 

behavioural traits (behavioural type). As a result, heritability estimates for single 

behavioural traits may not be ecologically relevant (Blows and Hoffmann 2005; see 

Ariyomo et al. 2013; Dingemanse et al. 2002; Drent et al. 2003).  

Behaviour and morphology can be interlinked with morphological traits having a direct 

influence upon behavioural traits (Price and Schluter 1991; Sih et al. 2015). 

Furthermore, behavioural type can be state dependent, with morphological traits such as 

body size influencing individual differences in behaviour (Sih et al. 2015; Stamps 

2007). If specific behaviours are shown to strongly interlink with morphological traits 

that show rapid adaptation in captivity, this may be a key factor causing the reduced 

fitness of individuals post release. As such, it is also important to determine the 

heritability of morphological traits of captive-reared animals. There is emerging 

evidence that changes to morphology can occur quickly in captivity (McPhee 2004b; 

O'Regan and Kitchener 2005), and morphological traits are likely to be heritable. 

Previous work has shown morphological traits, such as body mass, and wing and tarsus 

length in birds, to be highly heritable (Keller et al. 2001; Réale et al. 1999). However, 

studies examining the heritability of internal morphological traits such as 

gastrointestinal tract length, brain size and size and shape of reproductive organs, are 

lacking, and these traits may be critical state variables driving behavioural variation 

(Dall et al. 2004; Sih et al. 2015).  

The overall aim of this study was to investigate the heritability of multiple behavioural 

and morphological traits in a population of the house mouse (Mus musculus) in which I 

have previously shown transgenerational changes in both behavioural morphological 
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traits in captivity (see Chapters 2 and 3; Courtney Jones et al. 2017). To address this 

aim, I measured the broad sense heritability of boldness and activity behavioural types 

displayed in a novel environment along with internal morphological traits in the same 

population of captive-reared individuals using parent-offspring regressions.   

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Ethics permit 

This study was conducted under University of Wollongong Animal Ethics Approval 

AE13/17. 

4.3.2 Study species 

The wild-derived strain of the house mouse (Mus musculus), a small rodent species, was 

used in this study. Mice are an ideal model organism for studies of transgenerational 

effects on phenotypes in captivity (Dew-Budd et al. 2016). Because house mouse are 

easily maintained in captivity, studies can occur over short time periods (O'Regan and 

Kitchener 2005). Mus musculus also share a number of life-history traits in common 

with other small mammals. These traits include short generation time, large litter sizes, 

iteroparity, polygamous mating strategies, sexual dimorphism and early age at maturity 

(Austad 1997; Glucksmann 1974; Latham and Mason 2004; Millar and Zammuto 1983; 

Promislow and Harvey 1990; Stearns 1983). For these reasons, M. musculus is 

becoming a model species to address questions related to small mammal captive 

breeding and reintroduction (O'Regan and Kitchener 2005; Paproth 2011; Slade et al. 

2014).  

4.3.3 Housing 

All individuals (captive-reared F4 and F5) were maintained separately in opaque plastic 

cages (32 x 18 x 12 cm; MB1 Mouse Box, Wiretainers Pty Ltd., Melbourne, Australia) 

with a metal top. Wood shavings were used as cage substrate and all cages were 

provided with bedding material (shredded paper) and a 6 x 4 cm cardboard tube (toilet 

paper roll) for shelter. Water and food (Vella Stock Feeds Brand Rat and Mouse Nut; 

The Vella Group, Glendenning, New South Wales, Australia) were available ad libitum, 

determined as 20 grams of food per 100g of body mass was supplied daily (Hubrecht 

and Kirkwood 2010). Room temperature was maintained at 22 ± 2°C on a 12: 12 hr 
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reverse light: dark cycle, with full spectrum UV light provided. Housing conditions 

were based on conditions supplied to the original wild-caught founder generation and 

average temperatures in the field during the study period. Humidity was not controlled, 

but was monitored daily and recorded as 75 ± 10% (mean ± SD). Animals were 

monitored daily, with cages cleaned once a week by removing the occupant and placing 

them in a round escape-proof container (54 x 52 cm; Spacepac Industries Pty. Ltd., 

Wollongong, NSW, Australia) then placing them in a new cage. 

4.3.4 Captive-reared parent generation (hereafter captive-reared parents) 

Eleven sexually mature virgin male and fifteen sexually mature virgin female M. 

musculus were sourced from a captive population maintained at the University of New 

South Wales (UNSW), Sydney under Ethics Permit UNSW Reg. No. 12/88A. All 

individuals were third or fourth generation captive-maintained mice born between late-

2012 and mid-2013. All captive-reared parent females and males had unrelated parents 

and grandparents from multiple litters. The mice were descendants of an original wild-

caught founder generation, consisting of 42 females and 45 males captured between 

March and May 2011 at an agricultural site in the western Sydney area (34°4′36.48″S, 

150°34′15.6″E). 

Prior to this study, the captive-reared parent mice were housed in a temperature (19 – 

25°C) and light controlled room (12: 12 hr reverse light cycle, lights on at 9:00 AM 

AEST). Humidity was not controlled but was ~70% (A. Gibson, personal 

communication, 17 January 2014). Males were housed separately at weaning to avoid 

aggression and physical injury but female siblings were housed together in groups of up 

to three individuals. All animals were provided with food and water ad libitum.  

For this study, captive-reared parents were collected from UNSW (17 January 2014) 

and transported to the Ecological Research Centre at the University of Wollongong, 

Wollongong (34°24′24″S 150°52′46″E). Mice were weighed (g) on digital scales 

(Mettler-Toledo PJ3600, Mettler-Toledo Ltd., Port Melbourne, Australia) and then 

housed individually (see 4.3.3 Housing).  Captive-reared parents entered the 

behavioural characterisation assay (see 4.3.6 Behavioural Characterisation) before 

breeding for the captive-reared offspring generation. Due to the restrictions in 

processing mice through the behavioural characterisation, mice were housed in 
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individual housing for a maximum of 21 days (male: average 11 ± 2 days; female: 

average 16 ± 5 days) prior to behavioural characterisation. At the conclusion of the 

breeding period, captive-reared parents were then re-acclimated to the individual 

housing for a minimum period of twelve days before quantifying internal morphological 

traits (see 4.3.8 Internal morphological traits). 

4.3.5 Captive-reared offspring generation (hereafter offspring) 

Pedigree mapping was used to ensure unrelated individuals from the captive-reared 

parents were paired so that captive-reared offspring had unrelated parents and 

grandparents. I paired a total of 48 breeding pairs between February and April 2014, 

with 6 breeding pairs resulting in litters. Sample sizes were comparable with other 

heritability studies (Dingemanse et al. 2002; Dor and Lotem 2009; Van Oers et al. 

2005). Each monogamous breeding pair was held together for one week in standard 

caging (see 4.3.3 Housing). Water and food were available ad libitum, and temperature 

and light: dark cycles were uniform to those provided for the F4 acclimation period. 

Once mated, the captive-reared parent females were monitored to check for young. 

Mice were checked once a day, commencing ten days following the male being 

removed, with the monitoring period lasting an average of 10 ± 2 days. Offspring were 

housed with their mother until they were weaned at 25 days of age; weaning age was 

kept uniform across all litters to reduce differences in maternal investment post-

pregnancy. At 25 days of age, the captive-reared parent mother was removed from the 

breeding cage, and the litter was then housed for two days under ad libitum conditions 

to reduce post-weaning stress on the litter following removal of the mother. Offspring 

were then housed individually in standard caging (see 4.3.3 Housing). Captive-reared 

offspring (13 males and 14 females) were individually housed until they reached sexual 

maturity before behavioural characterisation and quantifying internal morphological 

traits (see 4.3.8 Internal morphological traits). 

4.3.6 Behavioural characterisation 

Behavioural characterisation occurred at sexual maturity for all captive-reared parents 

and offspring. To ensure no effects of mating on behavioural characterisation, both 
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captive-reared parent and offspring behavioural characterisations were conducted when 

individuals were virgins. 

Behavioural characterisations for captive-reared parents and offspring (successful 

breeding pairs = 6; captive-reared parents = 12; captive-reared offspring = 27) were 

conducted in late Australian Spring/early Summer and in late Autumn/early Winter 

2014. As behavioural analyses were unable to be run simultaneously for all individuals, 

I assumed acclimation period would account for any confounding effects induced by 

season. To determine how individuals displayed behavioural traits along the bold/shy 

and active/inactive axes of variation, 14 behavioural traits were used. These 14 

behavioural traits have previously been measured as boldness or activity based on 

methodologies used in the following empirical studies: Augustsson et al. 2005; 

Augustsson and Meyerson 2004; and McPhee 2004a. For the full ethogram see Table 

4.1.  

4.3.7 OFT procedure and apparatus 

I used an Open Field Test (OFT) to determine the boldness and activity behavioural 

types individuals would display in a novel environment which can be used to predict the 

probability that individuals survive and reproduce following reintroduction (Herborn et 

al. 2010; Wilson and Godin 2009). The OFT arena was constructed from an opaque 

plastic tank with an arena size of 90 x 60 cm with 60 cm high walls (Spacepac 

Industries Pty. Ltd., Wollongong, NSW, Australia). Two PVC tunnels (6 x 4 cm) were 

placed in the central part of the arena at opposite ends (located 10 cm from the arena 

walls) to simulate shelter. Above each arena (n = 4), a video camera (PRO-735 Camera, 

Swann Systems, Melbourne, Australia) was placed to record the entire OFT trial. 

Recorded videos were stored on a Digital Video Recorder (DVR8-4100, Swann 

Systems, Melbourne, Australia) and behaviour was analysed using ANY-maze® 

software (Stoelting Co., U.S.A). The location and behaviours (duration) of the mice for 

the entire duration of the OFT were recorded. Trials were conducted at the same time of 

day and were conducted in the dark half of the light cycle. At the conclusion of the OFT 

observation period, the mouse was removed from the OFT arena and the OFT arena and 

shelters were thoroughly cleaned using 70% ethanol to remove any traces of animal 

scent. Individual mice were transferred to the OFT arena and were placed in the 
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estimated central point of the OFT arena. Following an acclimation period (2 min), 

behaviour was recorded for 20 min (1200 s). Fourteen behavioural traits were measured 

(Table 4.1).  
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Table 4.1 Ethogram of behaviours measured in open field test in captive-reared house mouse. 

Behavioural trait Behavioural measure description Functional category/ 

Base component for behavioural type 

Distance (m) Total distance covered in OFT Activity 

Meandering (°/m) Absolute turn angle/Total distance travelled Boldness  

Mean speed (m/s) Average speed during OFT  Activity 

Maximum speed (m/s) Maximum speed reached during OFT Activity/Boldness 

% Time mobile % Total time spent mobile (Animal is in motion) Activity 

% Time active % Total time spent active  

(Animal is mobile or performing some other behaviour) 

Activity 

% Time freezing % Total time spent freezing (Animal is not moving, may be performing some other behaviour) Boldness 

Jumping: total number Total count of jumps in OFT Boldness 

In tunnel: total time (s) Total time spent in the tunnels (May include or exclude tail) Boldness 

% Centre: total time spent % Time spent in the centre of the arena Boldness 

Centre: mean speed (m/s) Average speed in centre zone of OFT Activity 

Centre: maximum speed 

(m/s) 

Maximum speed in centre zone of OFT Activity/Boldness 

Perimeter: mean speed (m/s) Average speed in perimeter zone of OFT Activity 

Perimeter: maximum speed 

(m/s) 

Maximum speed in perimeter zone of OFT Activity/Boldness 
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4.3.8 Internal morphological traits 

Animals were euthanased using CO2 asphyxiation. Immediately following euthanasia, 

macroscopic dissections of organs were conducted to determine heritability of 

morphological traits between captive-reared parents and offspring. Body morphological 

traits included body mass (g), snout to vent length (mm) and internal organ 

morphological traits: brain, liver, kidney, heart, lungs, testes/ovaries, spleen, stomach, 

caecum, small- and large-intestine (mass and length). Organs were weighed using scales 

with ± 0.01 g precision (Mettler-Toledo PJ3600, Mettler-Toledo International Inc., 

U.S.A). Where applicable, digestive organs were emptied of contents and rinsed with a 

0.9% saline solution and weighed. The lengths of the small- and large-intestine were 

measured using slide callipers with ± 0.05 mm precision. 

4.3.9 Statistical analysis 

I measured the broad sense heritability (h2) of behaviour and morphology of captive-

reared individuals using parent-offspring regressions (Falconer et al. 1996; Lynch and 

Walsh 1998). To control for the effects of body size on behavioural and morphological 

traits, I calculated the residuals of a least squares regression of each trait on body size 

using body mass or snout to vent length where length was measured. To reduce the 

number of analyses performed, the internal morphology and the measure of activity and 

boldness for behavioural type were determined using Principal Components Analysis 

(PCA), with the 14 behavioural traits measured assigned as base components of either 

the active or bold behavioural type and 18 morphological traits measured were assigned 

as base components of internal morphology (see Table 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 for assigning of 

behavioural and morphological traits). This generated one main principal component for 

each behavioural type, which were used in all subsequent analyses and hereafter 

referred to as ‘activity’ or ‘boldness’ behavioural types and ‘internal morphology’ (see 

Table 4.2 and 4.3 for PC1 loadings). Where individuals were unable to be sampled for 

analysis of morphological traits, the degrees of freedom for these respective analyses 

were adjusted to account for these exclusions.  

The resemblance of offspring to their captive-reared parents was calculated from mid 

parent-offspring, single parent-offspring regressions of mean values of boldness, 
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activity and internal morphology. For offspring data regressed against the mother or 

father separately, the data estimated a slope equal to half of the heritability estimate. 

Thus, slopes and associated standard errors for single parent-offspring and single 

parent-single sex offspring were multiplied by two to give h2 estimates (Falconer et al. 

1996; Réale et al. 1999).  

Because behavioural types and internal morphologies were not correlated between 

captive-reared parents (Boldness: r2
5 = 0.29, F = 0.6396, p = 0.4687; Activity: r2

5 = 

0.55, F = 0.4869, p = 0.5237; Internal: r2
5 = 0.41, F = 2.0575, p = 0.2469), I did not 

need to correct estimates for assortative mating. For this study, I ended up with a total 

sample size of 6 pairings, 6 litters and 27 offspring tested for broad sense heritability of 

behaviour and morphology (from 6 individual mothers and 6 individual fathers). The 

number of offspring per litter (litter size) varied between 3 and 6 (mean = 4.5). To 

minimise sampling error of the heritability estimates, weighted least-square regressions 

were used (Lynch and Walsh 1998). Weighting factored in unequal sample sizes in the 

number of offspring per litter by the square root of the number of offspring per litter for 

each litter (Sokal and Rohlf 1995). Sample sizes used in this present study were 

comparable with other studies of this nature (Dingemanse et al. 2002; Dor and Lotem 

2009; Van Oers et al. 2005). As negative heritability estimates were possible with the 

experimental design employed, I considered negative estimates equal to zero (Robinson 

et al. 1955). Data were analysed using JMP 11.2.0 statistical package. 

4.4 Results 

There were no significant differences in boldness and activity behavioural types 

between parental males and females (Boldness: t = 0.883, p = 0.399, d.f. = 9.54; 

Activity: t = 1.412, p = 0.195, d.f. = 8.14). Further, there were significant differences in 

internal morphology between parental males and females (t = 4.199, p = 0.003, d.f. = 

7.63). 

The slopes of boldness behavioural type derived from parent-offspring regressions were 

all positive, and heritability estimates were 0.46 ± 0.20, 0.54 ± 0.50 and 0.74 ± 0.30 for 

mid parent-offspring, and father-offspring and mother-offspring regressions, 

respectively (Table 4.4). Slopes of activity behavioural type derived from parent-

offspring resemblances were all positive, and heritability estimates were 0.19 ± 0.16, 
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0.32 ± 0.38 and 0.24 ± 0.24 for mid parent-offspring, and father-offspring and mother-

offspring regressions, respectively (Table 4.4). 

The slopes of internal morphology derived from parent-offspring regressions were all 

negative, heritability estimates were -0.07 ± 0.23, -0.24 ± 0.34 and -0.82 ± 0.74 for mid 

parent-offspring, and father-offspring and mother-offspring regressions, respectively 

(Table 4.4). I considered negative heritability estimates of internal morphology to be 

equal to zero, and therefore undetectable. 

All parent-offspring regressions for behavioural types and internal morphology were not 

statistically significant.   

 

Table 4.2 Principal components analysis, eigenvalues, % variance and loading values 

for bold and active behavioural types in captive-reared house mouse 

Behavioural type Eigenvalue % Variance Loadings of variables 

Boldness 3.2772 40.965 Meandering: 0.90600 

% Time freezing: 0.77554 

Jump: number of presses: 0.25763 

In tunnel: time pressed: 0.46355 

% Centre: Total time spent: 0.37159 

Maximum speed: -0.87551 

Centre: maximum speed: -0.38566 

Perimeter: maximum speed: -0.72134 

Activity 5.6664 62.960 Distance: 0.97350 

Mean speed: 0.97341 

Maximum speed: 0.78829 

% Time active: 0.58182 

% Time mobile: 0.58314 

Centre: mean speed: 0.96063 

Centre: maximum speed: 0.47198 

Perimeter: mean speed: 0.95830 

Perimeter: maximum speed: 0.63819 
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Table 4.3 Principal components analysis, eigenvalues, % variance and loading values 

for internal morphology in captive-reared house mouse, Mus musculus. 

Morphology Eigenvalue % Variance Loadings of variables 

Internal morphology 3.2219 24.784 Liver: 0.82407 

Kidneys: -0.53162 

Heart: 0.13755 

Lungs: 0.35028 

Spleen: 0.3731 

Brain: 0.21204 

Stomach: 0.67308 

Small intestine: 0.44215 

Large intestine: 0.7335 

Caecum: 0.51557 

Ovaries/Testes: -0.22482 

Small Intestine length: 0.50797 

Large Intestine length: 0.41652 

 

 

Table 4.4 Heritability estimates of bold and active behavioural types and internal 

morphology of captive-reared house mouse. (Abbreviations: Nf, total number of 

families tested; Noff, total number of offspring tested; h2± SE, heritability score ± 

standard error; d.f., degrees of freedom; F, F ratio)  

Method Nf Noff h2± SE d.f. F p-value 
Boldness       

Mid parent-offspring 6 27 0.46± 0.20 1, 5 5.0785 0.0873 

Father-offspring 6 27 0.54± 0.50 1, 5 1.1517 0.3436 

Mother-offspring 6 27 0.74± 0.30 1, 5 5.8749 0.0725 

Activity       

Mid parent-offspring 6 27 0.19± 0.16 1, 5 1.3730 0.3063 

Father-offspring 6 27 0.32± 0.38 1, 5 0.7225 0.4432 

Mother-offspring 6 27 0.24± 0.24 1, 5 1.0283 0.3679 

Internal morphology       

Mid parent-offspring 5 27 -0.07± 0.23* 1, 4 0.1000 0.7725 

Father-offspring 5 27 -0.34± 0.17* 1, 4 0.5066 0.5280 

Mother-offspring 6 27 -0.82± 0.37* 1, 5 1.2168 0.3319 
* I considered negative heritability estimates of internal morphology equal to zero. See results for true 

output 
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4.5 Discussion 

To understand and potentially harness transgenerational effects that can influence the 

outcomes of captive breeding programmes, it is first necessary to elucidate the 

heritability of phenotypic traits displaying transgenerational changes in captivity. This 

study investigated heritability of behaviour and morphology in a population of captive-

reared house mouse (Mus musculus) using mid parent- and single parent-offspring 

regressions. It was found that slopes for boldness and activity behavioural types derived 

from parent-offspring regressions were all positive. For boldness behavioural type, 

heritability estimates ranged from 0.46 to 0.74, and for activity behavioural type 

heritability estimates ranged from 0.19 to 0.32, suggesting a low to moderate degree of 

heritability. Slopes for internal morphology were found to be undetectable. These 

findings suggest that the transgenerational effects previously demonstrated in my study 

population could have resulted from genetic changes (i.e. animals adapting to captivity), 

but may also likely have resulted from transgenerational plasticity (see Chapter 2; 

Courtney Jones et al. 2017). 

The heritability estimates for boldness and activity behavioural types ranged from low 

to moderate, consistent with other studies, suggesting that behaviour and morphology 

may be heritable (Ariyomo et al. 2013; Dingemanse et al. 2002; Dor and Lotem 2009; 

Drent et al. 2003). Furthermore, my heritability estimates imply that transgenerational 

effects previously demonstrated may have had a genetic basis (see Chapter 2; Courtney 

Jones et al. 2017), suggesting that there may be a small level of genetic change 

occurring in captivity (Houle 1992; Rodriguez-Clark 2004). The captive-reared parents 

and offspring used in this study were derived from 3 – 4 previous captive-reared 

generations. Consequently, transgenerational effects, and associated genetic change, 

may have occurred relatively quickly in previous generations, indicating that, following 

the introduction of animals into captivity, transgenerational effects occur quickly. 

Indeed, genetic adaptations can occur within one generation as a result of selection 

pressures changing in captivity (Christie et al. 2012). Additionally, there can be a rapid 

change in genetic variation, with animals being brought into captivity likely to 

experience genetic bottlenecks (Briscoe et al. 1992). Given these possibilities, future 

studies investigating the mechanisms of transgenerational effects would benefit from 

quantifying trait change across multiple generations. 
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Heritability estimates were unable to be detected for internal morphological traits. 

While heritability estimates are sensitive to environmental variation (Van Oers et al. 

2005; Weigensberg and Roff 1996), phenotypic traits may also be strongly influenced 

by, and exhibit, plasticity in response to environmental change (Monaghan 2008; Wong 

and Candolin 2015). In the study population, transgenerational effects in captivity were 

apparent in internal morphological traits (see Chapter 3). This may indicate that the 

transgenerational effects detected may have resulted from transgenerational plasticity 

rather than genetic change. For example, internal morphology may be able to rapidly 

adjust via phenotypic plasticity to improve organismal functioning and viability in 

captivity, and these plastic changes are then transferred onto offspring via 

transgenerational plasticity (McPhee 2004b; Miner et al. 2005). Thus, I suspect that 

some internal morphological traits, such as the gastrointestinal tract, may exhibit lower 

or undetectable heritability estimates which enable traits to be more plastic in response 

to changes in environmental conditions. However, the relative importance of 

transgenerational plasticity in allowing phenotypic traits, particularly internal 

morphology, to rapidly adjust to environmental changes are largely unknown, and this 

is an area that requires research attention (Chevin et al. 2010). 

It is important to note that the experimental approach used in this study lacked the 

power to detect differences, and that none of the heritability estimates were statistically 

significant. Such a finding is not uncommon in studies testing for trait heritability (Dor 

and Lotem 2009; Réale et al. 1999; Rodriguez-Clark 2004; Van Oers et al. 2005). High 

error in heritability estimates may be caused by multiple phenotypic traits rather than a 

single trait being examined, causing the pattern of heritability to become less clear with 

additional traits (Blows and Hoffmann 2005; Rodriguez-Clark 2004; Weigensberg and 

Roff 1996). Further, the large errors surrounding heritability estimates may also suggest 

there is variability in phenotypic traits between litters and individuals, even when 

maintained in the same captive environment (Rodriguez-Clark 2004). This has been 

observed previously, with within-individual variation in exploratory behaviour in the 

great tit (Parus major) potentially attributed to undetected differences in rearing 

conditions, resulting in changes in fledging weight (Dingemanse et al. 2002). It is 

important to recognise, however, that the lack of significance may also be the outcome 

of the small sample sizes used, resulting in high standard errors for the heritability 
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estimates (Réale et al. 1999). Indeed, other studies with significant heritability estimates 

had proportionally larger sample populations (e.g. Dingemanse et al. 2002; Drent et al. 

2003; Rodriguez-Clark 2004). While my study would have benefited from a larger 

population size, the heritability estimates were consistent with other studies (Lewis and 

Thomas 2001; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). My findings indicate that future studies 

investigating the mechanisms of transgenerational effects in captivity will require 

substantially larger numbers of breeding pairs and offspring (e.g. breeding pairs: n > 20; 

offspring n > 40; e.g. Ariyomo et al. 2013; Drent et al. 2003; van Oers et al. 2004). 

I suggest that the transgenerational effects that occurred in this population of mice may 

have resulted from the individual and combinatory effects of genetic change and 

transgenerational plasticity. However, it is challenging to determine the mechanistic 

basis of these transgenerational effects, and these may differ depending on what 

phenotypic trait is examined (Nadeau 2009; Nelson and Nadeau 2010). Laboratory 

experiments or captive breeding experiments can be used to control environmental 

conditions to allow identification of the mechanisms driving transgenerational effects 

(Chakravarti et al. 2016). Ultimately, however, qualitative genetic and epigenetic 

techniques, combined with common garden experiments or cross-fostering experiments, 

may be required to elucidate the source of transgenerational effects in captivity (Dor 

and Lotem 2009). Previous studies have attributed transgenerational effects to 

environmental changes and transgenerational plasticity to the rapid changes that 

occurred (Chakravarti et al. 2016; Evans et al. 2014). Indeed, transgenerational 

plasticity may play a key role in facilitating rapid adaptation to a captive environment 

(Bonduriansky et al. 2012). However, rapid selection under captive conditions can also 

occur within one generation, and may influence offspring performance in captivity 

(Christie et al. 2012). Further, previous studies have reported a decrease in genetic 

variation and changes to heritability for populations of invertebrates brought in from the 

wild and maintained in captivity for multiple generations, and this may be attributed to a 

reduction in environmental variability in captive conditions (Briscoe et al. 1992; 

Rodriguez-Clark 2004).   
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4.5.1 Implications for captive breeding management 

Evidence suggests that with each subsequent generation in captivity, behavioural and 

morphological traits shift away from the wild phenotype, towards an optimal mean trait 

value for captive conditions (Evans et al. 2014; McPhee 2004a, b; McPhee and 

Carlstead 2010; McPhee and McPhee 2012). The captive environment presents an ideal 

opportunity to control environmental conditions and identify whether transgenerational 

effects occur, which phenotypic traits are susceptible to change, and what mechanisms 

are driving transgenerational effects. Furthermore, model species such as M. musculus 

provide a suitable model system for examining the phenotypic changes in captivity and 

provide valuable information for applying to endangered species captive breeding 

(Fischer and Lindenmayer 2000). In turn, this knowledge can be potentially harnessed 

to enhance the resilience of organisms following reintroduction into natural 

environments (Chakravarti et al. 2016; Evans et al. 2014).  

Our finding of low to moderate levels of heritability suggests that transgenerational 

effects occurring in my study population could have resulted from genetic change (i.e. 

animals adapting to captivity), but are also likely to have resulted from 

transgenerational plasticity. Furthermore, the low heritability estimates in my study 

indicate that transgenerational effects occurred via non-genetic mechanisms such as 

transgenerational plasticity, or that the offspring displayed developmental plasticity, 

adjusting their behavioural and morphological phenotypes in response to the 

environmental conditions experienced in captivity. Nevertheless, certain phenotypic 

trait changes may be heritable and demonstrate an evolutionary potential, allowing for 

trait modification and adaptation to captive conditions. In consideration of this 

knowledge, future studies in captive breeding research might benefit from examining 

how patterns of heritability are influenced in captivity across multiple generations. If 

heritable changes are found to be commonplace, it may be necessary to apply control 

measures to regulate adaptations to captivity. Controlling the evolution of captive 

animals may require manipulating environmental conditions in captivity to create more 

heterogeneous or more naturalised environments (Ashley et al. 2003). This may result 

in variability in heritability within species across various environments (or indeed the 

same environment) (Rodriguez-Clark 2004) and may present an opportunity to maintain 

genetic variation by inducing varying heritabilities; populations may exhibit a spread of 
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trait values across the mean, potentially allowing populations to persist following 

release (McPhee and Carlstead 2010; McPhee and McPhee 2012). However, the 

impacts of variable captive conditions on heritability of phenotypic traits are yet to be 

examined. 

4.5.2 Conclusions 

To begin to understand the mechanisms underpinning transgenerational effects in 

captivity I investigated heritability of behaviour and morphology in a population of 

captive-reared house mouse (Mus musculus) using mid parent- and single parent-

offspring regressions. It was found that slopes for boldness and activity behavioural 

types derived from parent-offspring regressions were all positive, with low to moderate 

trait heritability. The slopes for internal morphology derived from parent-offspring 

regressions were undetectable. None of the heritability estimates were statistically 

significant due to the large surrounding errors. These large errors indicate variability in 

phenotypic traits between litters and individuals. Alternatively, this might indicate the 

potential for genetic change in captivity to vary considerably between traits and that 

some but not all phenotypic traits may be heritable, highlighting the potential for rapid 

adaptation to captive conditions. However, continued investigation of the mechanisms 

underpinning transgenerational effects in captivity is needed. By identifying 

mechanisms that drive transgenerational effects in captivity, wildlife managers will be 

better placed to develop and implement strategies for manipulating the viability of 

captive populations.  
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5.1 Abstract 

Food availability and temperature are known to trigger phenotypic change, however, the 

interactive effects between these factors are only beginning to be considered. The aim of 

this study was to examine the independent and interactive effects of long-term 

stochastic food availability and water temperature on larval survivorship, growth and 

development of the striped marsh frog, Limnodynastes peronii. Larval L. peronii were 

reared under either constant or stochastic food availability conditions and in three 

different water temperatures (18, 22 and 26°C) and effects on survival, growth and 

development were quantified. Over the experimental period, larval growth rate was 

highest, and survivorship was lowest, in the warmest temperatures. However, changes 

in food availability mediated the effects of temperature, with slower larval growth and 

higher survivorship in stochastic food availability treatments in warmer water 

temperatures. Tadpoles in the stochastic food availability treatments did not reach 

metamorphosis during the experimental period, suggesting that developmental stasis 

may have been induced by food restriction. Overall, these results demonstrate that 

changes in food availability alter the effects of water temperature on survival, growth 

and development. From an applied perspective, understanding how environmental 

factors interact to cause phenotypic change may assist with amphibian conservation by 

improving the number of tadpoles generated in captive breeding programmes. 

Key words: Phenotypic plasticity, food availability, temperature, metamorphosis, 

growth, development, morphology, survival 
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5.2 Introduction 

Phenotypic plasticity is the ability of an organism to change its phenotype in response to 

varying abiotic and biotic environmental factors (Miner et al., 2005). When faced with 

dynamic environmental conditions, some organisms can readily respond by changing 

phenotypes, allowing for a range of optimal phenotypes to be produced in response to 

multiple environments (DeWitt et al., 1998). If the optimal phenotype can change with 

environmental conditions, this presents an adaptive advantage that can improve 

organismal fitness (De Jong, 2005; Reed et al., 2010). Phenotypic plasticity has evolved 

in an array of organismal traits, but two traits that appear to be particularly plastic are 

growth (somatic growth) and development (ontogenic change) (Pfennig et al., 2010; 

Relyea, 2001). Plastic responses in growth and development can be triggered by various 

environmental factors. One environmental factor known to trigger plastic responses 

across a variety of taxa is food availability (see Enriquez-Urzelai et al., 2013; 

Monaghan, 2008; Rosen et al., 2014; Munn et al., 2010). Empirical studies suggest that 

changes in food availability have long-term consequences for various life-history traits 

due to a reduction in the amount of energy that can be allocated to somatic growth 

(Enriquez-Urzelai et al., 2013; Inatsuchi et al., 2010; Yoneda et al., 2005). 

Several theoretical models have considered how insufficient energy intake under 

conditions of reduced food availability might influence organismal growth and 

development and ultimately the probability of surviving and reproducing. The 

‘metabolic down regulation model’ predicts that food deprivation induces an overall 

metabolic depression that may occur as a physiological adaptation to reduce metabolic 

costs, via the down-regulation of metabolic rates, limiting processes such as growth and 

development (Keys et al., 1950; Rosen et al., 2013, 2014). There is some empirical 

evidence to support this prediction. For example, in periods of stochastic food 

availability, coral reef fish exhibit longer time to metamorphosis and smaller size at 

maturity (McLeod et al., 2013) (see Enriquez-Urzelai et al., 2013; Inatsuchi, Yamato 

and Yusa, 2010; Nicieza et al., 1997; Yoneda and Wright, 2005). The ‘general 

optimisation model’, a mathematical formalisation of the Wilbur-Collins model (Wilbur 

et al., 1973), also predicts slower growth rate and longer developmental periods in 

response to poor growth conditions. However, this model proposes that developmental 

thresholds (such as minimum size) need to be attained prior to life-history transition 
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(Day and Rowe, 2002). This model predicts that to meet minimum size thresholds for 

metamorphosis, individuals should extend the larval period (Day and Rowe, 2002).  

The ‘Wilbur-Collins model’, developed explicitly for species that experience 

metamorphosis, also proposes that there should be a minimum threshold size at which 

developmental transitions occur (Day and Rowe, 2002; Wilbur et al., 1973). However, 

this model hypothesises a trade-off between growth and development. The model 

predicts that under conditions of stochastic food availability, larval development is 

increased to evade the resource-poor environment, and growth rate is slowed, resulting 

in a smaller size at metamorphosis (Wilbur and Collins, 1973). This negative 

relationship between growth and metamorphosis has been reported in three Spadefoot 

toad species (Genus: Scaphiopus) (Morey and Reznick, 2000). In low food availability 

conditions larvae underwent earlier development to evade the resource-poor 

environment; however, a minimum threshold size had to be met before development 

could be expedited. Alternatively, if the minimum threshold size was not met, larvae 

entered a developmental stasis (Morey and Reznick, 2000). 

 The effect of food availability on growth and development has also been explored 

using the stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) approach, which has been developed 

to determine an optimal strategy to maximise a particular fitness trait (Tenhumberg et 

al., 2000). Using the SDP approach, Tenhumberg et al. (2000) developed a SDP model 

for a syphrid fly system to determine optimal size and age at maturity when exposed to 

stochastic food availability, but considered the timing of food availability during 

development, a novel inclusion largely ignored in other models of growth and 

development. In this SDP model, it is predicted that exposure to stochastic food 

availability throughout development would result in larvae pupating earlier and at a 

smaller size. Exposure to stochastic food availability in the early phase of development 

would result in syphrid pupa pupating later without altering size at pupation. By 

contrast, exposure to stochastic food availability conditions during the late phase of 

development would alter weight at pupation, not developmental time (Tenhumberg et 

al., 2000), providing support for the notion that timing of changes to food availability 

can control growth and development (see Enriquez-Urzelai et al., 2013; Inatsuchi et al., 

2010; Morey and Reznick, 2000; Morey et al., 2004; Nicieza and Metcalfe, 1997; 

Yoneda and Wright, 2005). 
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Importantly, while the aforementioned models examine the effects of food availability 

on growth and development, multiple environmental factors can affect these life-history 

traits, and the effect of these factors are rarely independent. For instance, in temporal 

water bodies, plastic responses in growth and development may not only be triggered by 

food availability, but also by temperature (Leips et al., 1994; Sanuy et al., 2008). The 

‘temperature-size rule (TSR)’ predicts that ectothermic species reared under cold 

temperatures display slow growth rates and a prolonged larval period, resulting in a 

larger size at metamorphosis (Kozłowski et al., 2004).  The TSR has been widely tested 

and there is now considerable empirical evidence to suggest that this rule applies to the 

vast majority of ectothermic animals (Angilletta et al., 2004; Walters et al., 2006).  

While the independent effects of food availability and temperature on growth and 

development in larval species is well established (Inatsuchi et al., 2010), the interactive 

effect of these factors on growth, development, and survival to maturity is only just 

beginning to be considered (Álvarez and Nicieza, 2002a). One of the few models 

considering the interaction between environmental factors is the ‘fixed-rate model’ 

(Travis, 1984). The model postulates while food availability may regulate specific life-

history traits such as larval growth and size at metamorphosis, the developmental rate 

becomes fixed at a certain point (Travis, 1984; Rose, 2005). However, the length of 

larval period can be regulated by other environmental factors such as temperature 

(Álvarez et al., 2002b). There is some experimental evidence for interactive effects. For 

example, in a study investigating the interactive effects of diet type and temperature on 

larvae of the Iberian painted frog (Discoglossus galganoi), it was found that larval 

period was extended with cooler temperatures, however, size at metamorphosis was 

regulated by the interaction between temperature and diet type (Álvarez and Nicieza, 

2002b). More specifically, when exposed to plant- or animal-based diets, size at 

metamorphosis varied inversely to temperature, and although diet did not influence size 

at 12°C, exposure to the animal-based diet resulted in bigger metamorphs at 17 and 

22°C (Álvarez and Nicieza, 2002b).   

To date, few studies have investigated how food availability, and interactions between 

food availability and temperature, influence growth and development in ectotherms. 

Nevertheless, evidence is emerging to suggest that such interactions can alter 

developmental trajectories. Newman (1998) conducted a dietary experiment using 
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Spadefoot toad tadpoles (Scaphiopus couchii) and demonstrated that abrupt change in 

food level during development had significant effects on an individual’s age and size at 

metamorphosis. However, the magnitude and direction of these effects differed 

depending on environmental temperature and tadpole density. More recently, in a study 

of coral reef fish, McLeod et al. (2013) manipulated food availability by increasing time 

lags between feeding, at increasing temperatures. Overall, lower feeding regimens 

decreased survivorship to adulthood and longer time to metamorphosis was observed. 

However, this study noted that predictable time lags between food supply may not be 

symptomatic of natural food supplies (McLeod et al., 2013), indicating the importance 

of investigating the influence of stochastic food availability. Further, changes in food 

availability occurring throughout the entire developmental period has received limited 

empirical attention (see Leips and Travis, 1994). Using an SDP model approach 

Tenhumberg et al. (2000), considered the effects of timing of changes to food 

availability on the optimal size at maturity in the syphrid fly system, however, further 

empirical evidence of the effects of timing of changes on growth and development in 

other species remains limited (see Bull et al., 1996; Tenhumberg et al., 2000). 

Empirical testing of the interaction between long-term changes in food availability and 

water temperature is now needed to broaden my understanding of how interactions 

between environmental conditions shape plastic growth and development responses in 

ectotherms. 

5.2.1 Implications for amphibian conservation 

Knowledge of how interactions between food availability and temperature influence 

larval growth, development and survivorship may also be of value to amphibian 

conservation. Globally, amphibians are declining faster than any other vertebrate group 

and for threatened species the recommended recovery action is captive breeding and 

reintroduction (Stuart et al., 2004, Gascon et al., 2007). While captive breeding 

programmes have been established for various amphibian species (Gascon et al., 2007, 

Stuart et al., 2004), many programmes have been constrained by an inability to 

consistently generate large numbers of healthy individuals. The ability to generate large 

numbers of individuals is critical for three main reasons. First, it allows the captive 

population to be maintained at a size that avoids problems associated with inbreeding 

and/or natural attrition. Second, it supplies large numbers of individuals for release, 
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which in various species is a predictor of reintroduction success (Armstrong et al., 

2008; Tarszisz et al., 2014). Third, it reduces the cost of captive breeding, making 

recovery programmes more financially viable (Canessa et al., 2014; Tarszisz et al., 

2014). In recognition of the need to improve the productivity of amphibian captive 

breeding programmes, empirical studies have begun to investigate how anuran growth, 

development and survivorship are influenced by various abiotic factors, including 

nutrition (Ogilvy et al., 2012; Cothran et al., 2015; Dugas et al., 2013), pH (Mantellato 

et al., 2013), salinity (Christy and Dickman, 2002), food availability (Gillespie, 2002) 

and temperature (Browne et al., 2003). Surprising, however, there remains a limited 

understanding of how interactive effects between abiotic factors influence anuran life 

history traits. Testing for such effects in common model species can be a valuable first 

step towards identifying optimal rearing environments for threatened species with 

analogous life histories. For example, by studying the growth and development of the 

common frog Geocrinia rosea, Mantellato et al. (2013), expedited the establishment of 

ex-situ breeding programmes for two rare and threatened species: G. alba and G. 

vitellina. 

The aim of this study was to investigate the independent and interactive effects of long 

term exposure to stochastic food availability and water temperature on larval 

survivorship, growth and development of the striped marsh frog, Limnodynastes 

peronii. To evaluate the effects of food availability and temperature, a 2 X 3 factorial 

experiment was performed. The “food availability” factor had two levels, ad libitum 

food supply (constant availability) and stochastic food supply (stochastic availability) 

(Tenhumberg et al., 2000) and the “temperature” factor had three levels: 18, 22 and 

26°C. The following hypotheses were tested i) stochastic food availability would 

decrease larval survivorship, growth and development ii) increased water temperature 

would increase larval survivorship, growth and development and iii) indicative of an 

interaction between these environmental factors, water temperature would mediate the 

effects of food availability on survival, growth and development; with decreased food 

availability having less of an effect at lower water temperatures due to a lowered 

metabolic rate, thus requiring less energy to be extracted from the external environment. 
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5.3 Methods 

5.3.1 Ethics information 

This study was conducted under approval from the University of Wollongong Animal 

Ethics Committee (Permit Number AE12/23) and the NSW Office of Environment and 

Heritage (Parks Permit SL101104). 

5.3.2 Study species 

The striped marsh frog (Limnodynastes peronii) is a common Australia frog species 

with a wide distribution along the east coast, extending from cool temperate regions in 

Victoria to the tropical regions of northern Queensland (Wilson, 2001). Larval L. 

peronii are found in various aquatic environments that experience a broad range of 

nutritional and temperature conditions, making L. peronii an ideal model species to 

examine the effects of food availability in combination with temperature variation on 

larval survivorship, growth and development (Niehaus et al., 2006). The breeding 

season of L. peronii varies depending on geographical location. Within cool-temperate 

zones including the Greater Illawarra where the present study was conducted, the 

breeding season is predominantly late Winter through till early Summer (Wilson, 2001). 

Eggs clutches are laid in an aquatic foam nest and the number of eggs per clutch ranges 

between 150 – 2000 (Schell et al., 2002). 

5.3.3 Clutch collection and tadpole acclimation 

Six egg clutches were collected from 25th to 30th January 2013 from a breeding site in 

the Greater Illawarra region of south-eastern New South Wales (34°26′S 150°51′E). 

Clutches were collected by hand and stored in separate polyethylene tubs (600 x 350 x 

250 mm) filled with twenty litres of Reverse Osmosis water (RO water) and transported 

to the Ecological Research Centre at the University of Wollongong, Wollongong 

(34°24′24″S 150°52′46″E). Clutches were maintained in these tubs under natural light 

conditions at approximately 25 ± 2°C for a ten day acclimation period. This period was 

imposed to ensure that tadpoles were viable before being entered into the experiment. 

To ensure no build-up of nitrogenous waste in tubs during the acclimation period, one 

third of the water was replaced every fifth day, resulting in two water changes during 

the acclimation period. Tadpoles hatched from eggs two to three days after collection, 
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and once tadpoles had hatched, egg jelly was removed from the tubs and tadpoles were 

fed ad libitum every second day with fish flakes (75% Flora, 25% San, sera GmbH, 

Heinsberg, Germany).  

Approximately ten days after hatching, tadpoles were entered into experimental 

housing. Tadpoles were acclimated to the experimental housing for a period of 24 hours 

(see 5.3.4 Experimental Design), and any individuals that died during the 24 hours were 

replaced with individuals maintained under identical conditions in order to maintain 

sample sizes. Tadpoles were fasted during this acclimation period and were only 

provided with food at the time they were entered into experimental treatments. Upon 

entry into the experimental treatments, tadpoles (n = 48; split between two replicate 

rearing tanks per clutch per treatment) were photographed, so that baseline body size 

measurements could be made at a later date (see 5.3.4 Experimental Design). 

Measurements were not made on back-up replicates, which were euthanased after use. 

Once tadpoles were entered into the experimental treatment, no further replacement of 

individual tadpoles occurred. 

5.3.4 Experimental Design  

To examine the effect of temperature and food availability on larval survival, growth 

and development, a 3 X 2 factorial design was used. The experiment involved three 

rearing temperatures (18, 22 and 26°C) and two feeding regimes (constant and 

stochastic food availabilities), resulting in six experimental treatments referred to as 1) 

Constant 18°C, 2) Constant 22°C, 3) Constant 26°C, 4) Stochastic 18°C, 5) Stochastic 

22°C and 6) Stochastic 26°C.  A split clutch design was used with tadpoles from each 

clutch being randomly allocated to an experimental treatment (i.e. 48 tadpoles per clutch 

in each treatment split between two replicate plastic rearing tanks, and a total of 288 

tadpoles per treatment). Split clutch designs provide effect controls for both clutch 

effects and parental genetic effects. The experimental period lasted 14 weeks and during 

this time tadpoles were monitored daily. This experimental period was selected because 

the larval period in populations of L. peronii in southern NSW typically lasts two to 

three months (Anstis, 2013). Furthermore, a past experimental study in L. peronii 

reported that time to metamorphosis under conditions of constant food (ad libitum 

lettuce) and temperature (24°C) ranged between 36 and 55 days (Kraft et al., 2005). The 
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experiment commenced on 12 February 2013 and was terminated on 24 May 2013. 

During the experimental period, tadpoles were housed in plastic rearing tanks (250 x 

150 x 110mm). The plastic rearing tanks were rafted within the polyethylene tubs (600 

x 350 x 250 mm) and a Jäger 100W aquarium water heater (Eheim, Germany) was 

placed in the polyethylene tub to set the experimental treatment temperature. 

A total of 24 tadpoles were housed in each plastic rearing tank at any one time (two 

replicates of n = 24 tadpoles per clutch per treatment); each plastic rearing tank had 2.5 

litres of RO water resulting in one tadpole per 105 mL of water. To account for changes 

to tadpoles per volume of water as a result of tadpole mortality or metamorphosis and to 

reduce any potential density-dependent effects on growth and development (Miner et 

al., 2005); 105 mL of water per tadpole was removed to maintain a fixed number of 

tadpoles per volume of water. These water volume adjustments were carried out on a 

weekly basis. Experimental tubs were kept in a temperature and light controlled room 

maintained at 12 ± 2°C ambient temperature and a 12: 12 light: dark regime. To control 

water salinity, which can have a significant impact on tadpole growth, development and 

survivorship (see Chinathamby et al., 2006; Kearney et al., 2012), Aquasonic Ocean 

Nature sea salt was added to the RO water (0.14g/L). To prevent water fouling, partial 

water changes (≈ 40%) were made once per week.  

The three water temperature treatments: (18°C, 22°C and 26°C) in which tadpoles were 

reared were selected because they reflected the average lower and upper estimates of 

temperatures that L. peronii tadpoles experience in NSW systems during the period 

between December and April, which is when peak development and metamorphosis 

typically occurs in this region (Wilson, 2001). It is of note that L. peronii tadpoles in 

NSW have the capacity to overwinter, and metamorphose from October to November 

(Anstis, 2013). However, I did not simulate temperatures experienced during this period 

because, in an effort to make my findings relevant to amphibian CBPs, I was focussed 

on identifying conditions that promoted rapid larval development without 

compromising tadpole survival. To ensure temperatures were maintained at treatment 

temperatures throughout the entire experimental period, water temperatures were 

monitored on a weekly basis using a calibrated digital thermometer probe (Traceable 

Snap-In Module with Probe, Thomas Scientific). All treatment temperatures remained 

with a range of ± 2°C. To minimise any room effects or tub effects, the temperature of 
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polyethylene tubs were randomly assigned, and plastic tanks were rotated within the 

polyethylene tub on a daily basis.  

Tadpoles were exposed to one of two feeding regimes: constant food availability or 

stochastic food availability. Constant food availability treatments supplied food ad 

libitum (i.e. no food restrictions applied) throughout the entire experimental period. The 

stochastic food availability treatment had randomly allocated fasting periods of up to 

three days where no fresh food was provided. At the start of the fasting period, any 

uneaten food was removed using a siphon, leaving tadpoles with access to faecal 

material only. On days where tadpoles had access to food, food was provided ad libitum 

(i.e. no food restrictions applied). Ad libitum quantities of food were adjusted 

throughout the experimental period to account for increased tadpole body size 

(increased quantities of food) and changes in tadpole density (reduced quantities of 

food). Food consisted of a mixture of frozen endive (Cichorium endivia) and 

commercial Algae sinking fish pellets (Australian Pet Supplies Feedwell Fishfood, 

Smithfield, NSW, Australia). To ensure that each plastic tank was treated in the same 

way, constant food availability plastic tanks also had water siphoned and replaced and 

this occurred simultaneously to the beginning of fasting periods for stochastic food 

availability treatments. This process also assisted in aerating the water. 

5.3.5 Effects of food availability and water temperature on survival, development and 

growth 

Survivorship of individual tadpoles in each experimental treatment was monitored on a 

weekly basis throughout the 14-week experimental period. In addition, for each 

experimental treatment, the number of tadpoles reaching metamorphosis, and the time 

taken to reach metamorphosis were recorded. Metamorphosis was defined as the time 

taken for the emergence of at least one forelimb (Gosner Stage 42; Gosner, 1960). 

The effects of food availability and water temperature on tadpole size were determined 

by measuring individual snout to vent length (mm). Measurements were made from 

digital images taken on a weekly basis using a standardised overhead digital camera 

(Canon Powershot D20 12.1 MP CMOS Waterproof Digital Camera). To measure snout 

to vent length, each plastic tank had ≈ 40% water removed (coinciding with the partial 

water change), allowing for enough water to cover the tadpoles but restrict movement 
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within the water column. Snout to vent length measurements were made using Image J 

Image Processing Software (Open Source, version 1.42q), calibrated using a 

standardised scale present in each photograph. Due to tadpoles being housed in groups 

during the experimental period, tank means, using eight randomly selected tadpoles per 

tank, were used to preserve data independence. A sub-sample of eight randomly 

selected tadpoles was assumed to account for any size variation occurring within each 

plastic replicate tank (Capellan et al., 2007).  

Within 12 hours of the emergence of at least one forelimb (Gosner Stage 42; Gosner, 

1960), metamorphs were removed from the experimental treatment container, 

photographed and maintained in separate plastic container with an RO water soaked 

sponge (3.0 cm2) until the time of tail reabsorption. Prior to tail reabsorption, 

commercial fish pellets were provided ad libitum and after tail reabsorption pinhead 

crickets (Acheta domestica) were provided ad libitum. Containers housing metamorphs 

were kept in a temperature and light controlled room at 22 ± 2°C ambient temperature 

under a 12: 12 light: dark regime. Metamorphs were measured within two days of tail 

reabsorption. Vernier callipers were used to measure snout to vent length (mm). 

5.3.6 Statistical Analysis 

5.3.6.1 Effects of food availability and temperature on tadpole survivorship 

To examine the effects of food availability and water temperature on tadpole 

survivorship over the 14-week experimental period, a Cox-proportional hazard model 

(Andersen et al., 1982) was used to determine differences in survivorship distribution; 

this was displayed as a Kaplan-Meier survival curve. For survival analysis, censorship 

was applied to death occurring as a result of handling, tadpoles that survived (without 

metamorphosing) over the experimental period and tadpoles that metamorphosed before 

the conclusion of the experimental period. To account for any potential clutch effects, 

clutch ID was included in the model as a random factor. Survival analysis was 

conducted in R v3.1.0 statistical package (R Developer Core Team, 2014) in 

conjunction with the survival package (Therneau, 2014). 

Survivorship at week 14 was further examined using a Generalised Linear Mixed 

Effects Model (GLMM). In this model food availability and water temperature were 
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fixed effects and clutch ID was a random effect. The model also included an interaction 

term between food availability and temperature. Data were analysed in R v3.1.0 

statistical package (R Developer Core Team, 2014) in conjunction with the survival 

package (Therneau, 2014).  

5.3.6.2 Effects of food availability and temperature on tadpole size 

To examine the effects of food availability and water temperature on tadpole size over 

the 14-week experimental period, a general additive mixed model (GAMM) was used 

(Lin et al., 1999). The additive model was used because it allows a non-linear growth 

trajectory in response to experimental treatment (Zuur et al., 2009). Comparisons were 

made on a weekly basis (weeks 0 – 9) to examine the additive and interactive effects of 

food availability and water temperature on tadpole size. To account for any potential 

clutch effects, clutch ID was included in the model as a random intercept. Tadpole size 

was measured as snout to vent length (SVL). Week 0 was used to provide the baseline 

snout to vent measurements and weeks 1 – 9 provided the size measurements in 

response to the experimental treatments. Weeks 10 – 14 were not included in the 

GAMM because complete tadpole mortality occurred in several replicates during this 

period. Data were analysed in R v3.1.0 statistical package (R Developer Core Team, 

2014) using statistical package gamm4 (Wood, 2014).  

5.3.6.3 Effects of food availability and water temperature on development 

Over the experimental period, only tadpoles from constant food availability treatments 

metamorphosed; so all measures relating to metamorphosis were restricted to the 

constant feeding treatments. To determine the effect of water temperature on the time to 

metamorphosis and post-metamorphic size, generalised linear mixed models (GLMM) 

were used. In these models, water temperature was the fixed effect and clutch ID was a 

random effect to account for potential clutch effects. All post-metamorphic data were 

analysed using R v3.1.0 statistical package (R Developer Core Team, 2014) using 

statistical package: nlme (Pinheiro et al., 2014).   
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5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Effects of food availability and temperature on tadpole survivorship 

Survival of L. peronii tadpoles over the 14-week experimental period was significantly 

different between water temperatures (Cox-proportional hazard test: z = 6.105, p 

<0.0001), but not between food availability treatment groups (Cox-proportional hazard 

test: z = 0.311, p = 0.760), There was no significant interaction between food 

availability and water temperature (Cox-proportional hazard test: z = -0.843, p = 0.400; 

Table 5.2; Fig. 5.1). Survival in all treatment groups was high (>90%) up until week 5. 

After this time, tadpoles began dying in all treatment groups. By experimental week 14, 

survivorship was lowest in the two warmest Constant food treatments (22 and 26°C 

treatments) and was highest in the two coolest Stochastic food treatments (18 and 22°C 

treatments). Survivorship was intermediate in the Constant 18°C and Stochastic 26°C 

treatments. Clutch had a significant effect on survival (GLMM: z = 7.531, p <0.001; 

Table 5.1; 5.3; Fig. 2). While there was no overall significant difference between 

constant and stochastic food availability treatments on survivorship to week 14 

(GLMM: z = 1.664, p = 0.0961; Table 5.1; 5.3; Fig. 5.2), there was a significant 

influence of food availability treatment on water temperature treatments, with tadpoles 

exposed to stochastic food availability having higher survivorship to week 14 in water 

temperatures of 22°C and 26°C compared to tadpoles exposed to constant food 

availability (GLMM: z = -10.758, p <0.001, z = -12.943, p <0.001 respectively; Table 

5.1; 5.3; Fig. 5.2). 
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Figure 5.1 Proportion of L. peronii tadpoles surviving over 14-week experimental 

period under six experimental treatments: Constant food at 18°C (C18), Stochastic food 

at 18°C (S18), Constant food at 22°C (C22), Stochastic food at 22°C (S22), Constant 

food at 26°C (C26) and Stochastic food at 26°C (S26) (+ indicates a censored event). 
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Figure 5.2 Effect of food availability and temperature on proportion of striped marsh 

frog L. peronii tadpoles surviving to week 14. Stochastic food availability treatments 

represented by dark grey bar graphs and Constant food availability treatments 

represented by light grey bar graphs. Values represent mean ± SE. 

 

Table 5.1 Effect of food availability and water temperature on percentage of tadpoles 

surviving to week 14 in the striped marsh frog L. peronii.  Values represent mean ± SE. 

Statistical outputs are from a GLMM model (see Table 5.3). 

Treatment   

Food availability Temperature (°C) Sample size % Survival at Week 14 

Constant 18 288 73.2± 5.2 

 22 289 27.5± 6.9 

 26 289 16.1± 5.7 

Stochastic 18 287 78.9± 5.9 

 22 288 77.8± 4.7 

 26 289 46.1± 9.1 
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Table 5.2 Output from Cox-proportional hazard model testing the effects of food availability and water temperature on proportion of tadpoles 

surviving a 14-week experimental period in the striped marsh frog L. peronii.  

 Coef exp(coef) SE(coef) robust SE z p-value 

Stochastic vs Constant 0.5937 1.811 0.5798 1.9113 0.311 0.760 

Temperature 0.2392 1.27 0.0146 0.0392 6.105 <0.001 

Stochastic: Temperature -0.0742 0.929 0.0246 0.088 -0.843 0.400 

 

Table 5.3 Output from General Linear Mixed Effects model testing the effects of food availability and water temperature on proportion of L, 

peronii tadpoles surviving to week 14. 

 Estimate Std. Error z value Pr (>|z|) 

 (Intercept) 1.0547 0.2439 4.324 <0.001 

Stochastic vs Constant 0.3362 0.202 1.664 0.0961 

Temperature 22 vs 18 -2.0841 0.1937 -10.758 <0.001 

Temperature 26 vs 18 -2.7671 0.2138 -12.943 <0.001 

Stochastic Diet: Temperature 22 vs 18 2.0122 0.284 7.085 <0.001 

Stochastic Diet: Temperature 26 vs 18 1.1995 0.2858 4.196 <0.001 
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5.4.2 Effects of food availability and temperature on tadpole size 

In week 0, there were no significant differences in baseline body size (Table 5.4). In 

weeks 1 – 9, there were significant differences in body size between treatment groups. 

In week 1, body size was largest in tadpoles from treatments with the warmest water 

temperatures (22°C and 26°C), irrespective of whether food availability was Constant or 

Stochastic. However, in week 2, tadpole body size was larger in warmest water 

temperatures (22°C and 26°C) and constant food availability treatments (Table 5.4). In 

weeks 2 to 9, body size was largest in treatments with constant food availability, 

irrespective of the treatment temperature (Table 5.4). At week 9, a decrease in size with 

increasing water temperature was evident. An interaction between food availability and 

water temperature occurred at weeks 3 and 9.  Between weeks 0 and 9 there was no 

effect of clutch ID on tadpole size. 

5.4.3 Effects of food availability and temperature on development 

Over the 14-week experimental period, only 2.02% of tadpoles (35/1730) reached 

metamorphosis, and all were from treatments with constant food availability. Of the 35 

individuals that successfully metamorphosed, there was no significant effect of 

temperature or clutch ID on mean time to metamorphosis (days) (Table 5.5; 5.6) and no 

effect on post-metamorphic body size (Table 5.5; 5.6).  
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Table 5.4 Effect of food availability and water temperature on tadpole size across 

experimental period: weeks 0 – 9 (weeks 10 – 14 excluded due to incomplete sample 

sizes due to mortality). Positive values (+) indicate a significant (p <0.05) increase in 

size with increasing water temperature and negative (–) a significant (p <0.05) decrease 

in size with decreasing water temperature. In the case of diet (–) indicates the tadpoles 

with the stochastic diet were significantly (p <0.05) smaller than the constant diet. In the 

interaction term, (x) indicates a significant interaction between food availability and 

water temperature occurring. Significance values were derived from the GAMM 

analysis. 

Week Water Temperature Food Availability Food Availability *Water Temperature 

0    

1 +   

2 + -  

3  - x 

4  -  

5  -  

6  -  

7  -  

8  -  

9 - - x 
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Table 5.5 Effect of food availability and temperature on % tadpoles reaching metamorphosis, time to metamorphosis and post-metamorphic size 

(SVL), in the striped marsh frog L. peronii.  Values represent mean ± SE.  

Treatment % Metamorphosed* Time to metamorphosis (days) Post-metamorphic size: 

Snout to vent length (mm) Food availability Water Temperature (°C) 

Constant 18 5.2% (15/288) 62.1± 4.9 15.3± 1.9 

 22 2.8% (8/289) 76.4± 4.6 15.7± 1.5 

 26 4.2% (12/289) 59.4± 3.5 14.5± 0.7 

Stochastic 18 (0/287) -  - 

 22 (0/289) - - 

 26 (0/289) - - 
* Total number of tadpoles reaching metamorphosis in each treatment reported in parentheses. 

Note: no data are presented for the stochastic treatments because no tadpoles in these treatments reached metamorphosis. Sample sizes for post-

metamorphic size are n=35. 
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Table 5.6 Output from Generalised Linear Mixed Effects Models testing the effect of 

water temperature on time to metamorphosis and post-metamorphic size in the striped 

marsh frog L. peronii. 

Time to metamorphosis     

 Estimate Std. Error t value Pr (>|t|) 

(Intercept) 4.08631 0.06403 63.82 <2e-16 

factor(Temperature)22 0.18496 0.11979 1.544 0.133 

factor(Temperature)26 -0.03484 0.09844 -0.354 0.726 

Post-metamorphic size     

(Intercept) 2.73954 0.03124 87.687 <2e-16 

22 vs 18 0.02102 0.05069 0.415 0.681 

26 vs 18 -0.05044 0.03899 -1.294 0.206 

5.5 Discussion 

The aim of this study was to investigate the independent and interactive effects of food 

availability and water temperature on larval growth, development and survival in the 

striped marsh frog, L. peronii. Variation in food availability was found to impact larval 

size and development, with smaller larval size and slower developmental rates in 

stochastic food availability treatments. Furthermore, changes in food availability 

mediated the effects of increasing water temperature on survivorship. Specifically, 

tadpoles were smaller and had higher survivorship to week 14, in stochastic food 

availability compared to constant food availability in warmer water temperature 

treatments, rejecting my first hypothesis that stochastic food availability would decrease 

larval survivorship, growth and development. Interestingly, clutch identity did not have 

a significant effect on any of my measures of tadpole growth and development, but 

clutch identity did have a significant effect on tadpole survivorship. Given that my 

clutches were collected over a period of five days, it is possible that embryos from 

different clutches were exposed to different environmental conditions (e.g. pre-

treatment temperatures) that subsequently affected their probability of survival. 

Alternatively, survivorship may have been affected by variable maternal provisioning 

(Dziminski et al., 2006), differences in parental compatibility (Dziminski et al., 2008), 

or differences in parental genetic quality (Sheldon et al., 2003). Such clutch effects have 

previously been reported in anurans (Dziminski et al., 2006; Dziminski et al., 2008; 

Sheldon et al., 2003) and underscore the importance of considering the effects of clutch 

identity in experimental studies aimed at investigating the influence or rearing 

environment on anuran life history traits. 
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The reported effects of food availability on larval growth and development support the 

predictions of the ‘general optimisation model’ (Day and Rowe, 2002), which predicts 

slower growth and longer developmental periods in stochastic food availability 

conditions. However, the prediction of a trade-off between growth and development as 

described in the ‘Wilbur-Collins model’, was unable to be tested due to tadpoles not 

reaching metamorphosis in stochastic food availability conditions (Wilbur and Collins, 

1973). Such trade-offs may not have been observed in this study due to the long-term 

exposure to stochastic food availability conditions, whereby the threshold sizes or 

developmental stages were unable to be met. It is probable that the smaller larval size in 

stochastic food availability conditions resulted in tadpoles being unable to reach this 

threshold size (to increase developmental rate) within the experimental period. When 

the experiment was terminated, tadpoles in the stochastic food treatment were still 

displaying positive growth. Therefore, if the experiment had continued it is possible that 

tadpoles under these conditions would have reached the minimum size required for 

metamorphosis, and these individuals would have metamorphosed later and at a smaller 

size (see Lind et al., 2008). Such a result would have provided support for the Wilbur 

Collins Model.  

Exposure to stochastic food availability conditions throughout development impeded 

the ability of tadpoles to reach metamorphosis, contrary to the predictions of the 

‘stochastic dynamic programming model’ which predicts that larvae respond by 

pupating earlier and at a smaller size when exposed to changes in food availability 

throughout development (Tenhumberg et al., 2000). This inability of L. peronii to reach 

metamorphosis in stochastic food availability conditions suggests that a lack of constant 

food supply may induce developmental stasis.  Developmental stasis may occur due to 

the inability to reach the threshold size or developmental stage required to increase 

developmental rates (Wilbur and Collins, 1973). Induced developmental stasis due to 

changes in food supply has previously been observed in Spadefoot toad species (Morey 

and Reznick, 2000). Spadefoot toad larvae accelerated development in response to 

restricted food supply, however, individuals that had not met the minimum threshold 

size for development entered developmental stasis (Denver et al., 1998; Morey and 

Reznick, 2000).  An alternative reason why tadpoles didn’t reach metamorphosis is that 

tadpoles didn’t have enough time to reach the developmental threshold required to 
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metamorphose. Tadpoles were still growing when the experiment was terminated, so 

metamorphosis might have been reached if the experimental period was extended. For 

this reason, future studies investigating the effect of stochastic food availability on 

larval growth and development should maintain tadpoles under treatment conditions 

until either growth rates plateau, or tadpoles reach metamorphosis. 

According to the ‘TSR rule’ (Kozłowski et al., 2004) growth rate is expected to increase 

with increasing water temperature because temperature regulates metabolism, growth 

and differentiation in ectothermic species (Álvarez and Nicieza, 2002b; McLeod et al., 

2013). In support of the TSR and the second hypothesis, this study shows that L. peronii 

display increased growth with increased water temperature in constant food availability 

conditions. However, under conditions of stochastic food availability, the effects of 

water temperature were reduced, suggesting that food availability may restrict the 

overall energy available for somatic growth processes, thereby preventing significant 

differences in growth at different water temperatures (Enriquez-Urzelai et al., 2013; 

Inatsuchi et al., 2010; Yoneda and Wright, 2005).  

The slowed growth and developmental rates under conditions of stochastic food 

availability may have resulted from an overall metabolic down-regulation, as predicted 

by the ‘metabolic down-regulation model’ (Keys et al., 1950). While the metabolic rate 

of larvae was not quantified in this study, lack of food (food restriction) is expected to 

decrease metabolic costs by limiting growth and development (Hulbert et al., 2007; 

Wang et al., 2006). The ‘fixed-rate model’ predicts a slower growth rate under 

conditions of stochastic food availability, with temperature regulating the 

developmental rate, and cooler temperatures extending the length of the larval period 

(Travis, 1984). Based on the ‘fixed-rate model’, it would be expected that larvae reared 

in warmer waters would reach metamorphosis earlier, but exhibit a slower growth rate 

in stochastic food availability conditions. However, long-term exposure to stochastic 

food availability may reduce energy available for development, preventing 

metamorphosis, regardless of increased water temperature. Interestingly, there were no 

differences in time to metamorphosis or post-metamorphic size between water 

temperature treatments under constant food availability conditions, which may suggest 

that the extremes in water temperatures used in the present study may not have differed 

enough to cause differences in developmental rate. However, this does not seem likely 
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because temperature differences similar to those imposed in this study (18-26°C) have 

been shown to have drastic effects on the growth and development of various temperate 

breeding anuran species (see Álvarez and Nicieza, 2002a; Álvarez and Nicieza, 2002b; 

Blouin et al., 2000; Browne et al., 2003; Walsh et al., 2008). 

As mortality in the juvenile life stages of amphibians is typically high (Canessa et al.,  

2014), it can be difficult to make generalisations about the effects of experimental 

treatments on growth, development and survivorship. For example, in this present study 

it is uncertain what component of the stochastic food availability treatment was 

important; i.e. whether duration of the fasting periods, intervals between fasting, 

duration of periods with high food availability or the differences total feeding rate 

between stochastic and constant food availability treatments were driving the observed 

differences in growth, development and survivorship. However, experimental studies 

can still be useful for making inferences about treatment effects (e.g. Kearney et al., 

2012; Kearney et al., 2014). It was found that survivorship decreased in the warmest 

temperature treatments and stochastic food availability conditions buffered against 

mortality losses at higher temperatures. Warmer waters may have compromised 

survival, due to decreased oxygen-availability (Blaustein et al., 2010; O’Connor et al., 

2007), oxidative stress due to higher metabolic rate (Hulbert et al., 2007), the build-up 

of microbes from decomposing food (McWilliams, 2008) or nitrogenous waste products 

(Morey and Reznick, 2004) or changes in the intensity of competition (Álvarez and 

Nicieza, 2002b; Blaustein et al., 2010; Enriquez-Urzelai et al., 2013; McLeod et al., 

2013). A previous study examining the effects of long-term changes to food availability 

and water temperature on coral fish species also reported low survivorship in warmer 

waters and suggested that survival may have been compromised due to starvation. 

Consequently, when exposed to high food availability conditions, coral fish 

survivorship increased (McLeod et al., 2013). Conversely in this study, the long-term 

stochastic food availability treatment reduced the effects of the warmest water 

temperatures, with higher survivorship in stochastic food availability treatments. Slower 

growth rate as a result of stochastic food availability conditions may reduce the effects 

of water temperature on survivorship in larval L. peronii. As a result, growth conditions 

may influence the risk of mortality (Enriquez-Urzelai et al., 2013).  

A number of studies have investigated the impacts of changes in food availability (or 
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quality) interacting with other environmental factors, and have observed induced 

changes in growth and development. These include interactions between food quality 

and temperature (Álvarez and Nicieza, 2002b), predation risk and food availability 

(Nicieza, 2000); and pond desiccation and food availability (Enriquez-Urzelai et al., 

2013). The interactions between environmental factors can be varied, with the 

interactive effects also being difficult to predict (Álvarez and Nicieza, 2002b). For 

example, in a study investigating the effects of water temperature and food quality on 

growth and development in Iberian Painted Frogs (Discoglossus galganoi), it was found 

that water temperature had persistent effects on development and metamorphic traits, 

with larvae metamorphosing later and at larger body size when reared at lower 

temperatures. However, the effects of food quality on growth and development were 

largely dependent on water temperature, with larvae fed carbohydrate-rich diets being 

smaller at metamorphosis compared to larvae fed protein-rich diets, but not at all water 

temperatures (Álvarez and Nicieza, 2002b). Conversely, Enriquez-Urzelai et al. (2013) 

investigated the interactive effects between food availability and desiccation on the 

Painted Frog (Discoglossus pictus), observing size and weight at metamorphosis were 

determined by food availability, but not by the water desiccation regime. The results of 

the present study strongly suggest that environmental differences in food availability 

and water temperature, and their interaction, cause differences in growth, development 

and survivorship. In this experiment, it was determined that water temperature was 

more important than food availability for survivorship, growth and development, a 

pattern that has also has been described in larval coral fish species (McLeod et al., 

2013).  

5.5.1 Implications for amphibian conservation 

Our finding that changes in food availability mediate the effects of temperature on L. 

peronii growth, development and survivorship has implications for amphibian 

conservation. Similar to L. peronii, many threatened anurans are temperate-zone pond-

breeding species in which larvae experience marked fluctuations in temperature and 

food availability over extended developmental periods (i.e. >2 months). Captive 

breeding programmes attempting to breed such species generally rear tadpoles under 

constant environmental conditions, but my findings suggest that managers might benefit 

from manipulating both food availability and temperature. Specifically, providing 
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individuals with stochastic food availability at warmer temperatures may improve 

individual survivorship, and the likelihood of generating large numbers of tadpoles. 

However, captive breeding practitioners and managers should assess the practicality of 

using stochastic treatments; for example, providing threshold feeding rates to determine 

what combination produces the fastest growth and development, and highest 

survivorship, may be a more practical approach.  

The capacity for most CBPs to test multiple aspects that potentially influence the quality 

or quantity of animal produced is often constrained by a limited number of animals or 

resources. However, I suggest that CBPs could adopt a more experimentally informed 

approach to improve outcomes. For example, if the mechanism for phenotypic change 

(e.g. manipulating food availability or water temperature) can be identified, it provides a 

tool to manipulate phenotypic traits, and generate phenotypes or animals that are more 

suitable for reintroduction. In this case, using closely related model species to guide the 

management of captive breeding for endangered species, as explored in this present 

study, is valuable. In addition, replicating natural conditions during early development 

may lead to animals being able to display phenotypic plasticity, with phenotypes 

produced that match the local conditions (Norberg et al., 2001; Monaghan 2008). 

Overall I suggest that using a more experimental approach could benefit the recovery of 

a target species by improving the sustainability of a captive ‘insurance’ population, 

while minimising expenses associated with establishing and maintaining colonies 

(Canessa et al., 2014). Furthermore, generating large numbers of individuals for release 

could improve the success of reintroduction programmes by ensuring the release of 

large groups, which could overcome problems associated with high dispersal, 

demographic stochasticity, or low reproduction and/or survival at low population 

densities (Allee effects) (Armstrong and Seddon, 2007; Fischer and Lindenmayer, 

2000).  For these reasons, I propose that broadening our knowledge of the effects of 

interactions between environmental factors on anuran growth, development and 

survivorship might improve the success of amphibian threatened species management 

(Carey, 2005; Muths et al., 2014). 

5.5.2 Conclusions 

In conclusion, the aim of this study was to use a manipulative laboratory experiment to 

examine the independent and interactive effects of long-term stochastic food availability 
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and water temperature on larval L. peronii survivorship, growth and development. 

Larval growth rate was highest, and survivorship was lowest, at the warmest 

temperatures. However, changes in food availability mediated the effects of 

temperature, with slower larval growth and higher survivorship in stochastic food 

availability treatments at warmer water temperatures. These findings contribute to a 

small but growing body of evidence that interactions between environmental factors can 

influence anuran growth, development and survivorship. Such advances have the 

potential to improve the output of amphibian captive breeding programmes and aid 

amphibian conservation. 
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 GENERAL DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Assessment of captive breeding programmes 

Captive breeding programmes assist in recovery of threatened taxa by generating 

animals for reintroduction and supplementing wild populations, with captive breeding 

being the primary recovery action for many threatened species. However, only 13% of 

reported reintroductions with a captive source population have resulted in the successful 

establishment of self-sustaining viable populations following reintroduction (Fischer 

and Lindenmayer 2000). To address this low success, the central focus of many captive 

breeding programmes has been to identify and counter adverse genetic changes that 

occur in captivity, including loss of genetic diversity, inbreeding depression and genetic 

adaptations to captivity, all of which can compromise population viability, and the 

success of reintroduction programmes (Frankham 2008; Williams and Hoffman 2009). 

However, the causes of reintroduction failure vary and have been associated with 

phenotypic change of captive-bred animals (Snyder et al., 1996; Fischer and 

Lindenmayer 2000; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005; Tarszisz et al., 2014). The ability of 

an individual to adjust its phenotype in response to abiotic and biotic environmental 

factors in captivity may result from phenotypic plasticity (Miner et al., 2005; Schulte-

Hostedde and Mastromonaco 2015). These plastic changes in an animal’s phenotypes 

can occur in response to environmental challenges, often during development, but may 

also result from lagged effects of environmental conditions on the parental generation 

(Monaghan 2008). Ultimately, a range of factors will determine the success of 

reintroductions. For example, reintroduction with captive source populations success 

may be improved through pre-release screening for suitable traits (e.g. Mathews et al., 

2005), or pre-release training to reinforce appropriate behaviours (e.g. Shier and 

Owings, 2006). However, our understanding of phenotypic trait change in captivity 

remains limited and may be a key factor in the poor success of reintroductions due to 

the reduced fitness of captive reared individuals following reintroduction. Despite this 

possibility, few studies have explicitly examined the effect captivity on phenotypic 

traits.  
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6.2 Research framework 

In this thesis, I aimed to outline how an animal’s phenotype may contribute to the 

success or failure of CBPs, and, in turn, reintroduction success, with a specific focus on 

changes to behaviour, morphology, and growth and development that occur in captivity. 

Further, I explored how manipulating environmental conditions in captivity can be used 

to promote phenotypic plasticity, and the potential for inducing the expression of 

favourable phenotypic traits in populations of captive-bred species. I used a mammalian 

and an amphibian species as models for determining the effect of captivity on 

phenotypes and specifically looked at developmental, morphological and behavioural 

phenotypes. Model species provided a suitable alternative to examining phenotypic 

changes in captivity and provided valuable information for applying to endangered 

species captive breeding programmes. First, using house mouse (Mus musculus) as a 

model species, I sought to determine whether i) behaviour and morphology in captive-

reared and wild-caught animals differed, ii) there were transgenerational effects on 

behaviour and morphology, and iii) there were differences between sexes in response to 

captivity (Chapters 2 and 3). I then examined the heritability of multiple phenotypic 

traits (behavioural and morphological) using house mouse (Mus musculus) maintained 

in captivity to illuminate how the captive phenotype can shift away from the wild 

phenotype with each subsequent generation in captivity, via transgenerational effects 

(Chapter 4). Finally, I examined how independent and interactive effects of long-term 

stochastic environmental conditions in captivity, specifically food availability and water 

temperature, influence larval growth, development and survivorship of the striped 

marsh frog (Limnodynastes peronii), and how manipulating the captive environment can 

alter developmental trajectories and improve the output of amphibian captive breeding 

programmes (Chapter 5). In each chapter, I discussed the findings and how they 

contribute to the current knowledge of captive breeding programmes and 

reintroductions, and considered the wider implications and future directions of my 

findings for the role of phenotypic variation in captive breeding programmes.    

6.3 The effects of captivity on phenotypic traits 

Captive-reared mice differed in their behavioural and morphological phenotypes 

compared to wild-caught mice (Chapter 2 and 3). These findings support the wealth of 

literature reporting that captivity can alter phenotypic traits in a variety of taxa (Snyder 
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et al., 1996; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005; McDougall et al., 2006; Table 1.1). The 

differences in phenotypic traits between captive-reared and wild populations were 

expected due to the inherent differences in a multitude of biotic and abiotic factors, and 

associated differences in selection pressures between captive and wild environments 

(Burns et al., 2009; Mason et al., 2013). Specifically, for behaviour, captive-reared mice 

were found to differ in their boldness and activity behavioural type compared to wild-

caught mice, with behavioural traits indicating an increase in activity and boldness in 

captive-reared mice. Although behavioural type in captivity did not differ depending on 

sex, behavioural types did differ between wild-caught females and males, suggesting 

there is a loss of sex-specific behaviours in captivity. (Chapter 2). For morphology, 

captive-reared mice did not differ in external morphology, however this masked more 

pronounced and potentially detrimental internal morphological changes. Specifically, 

captive-reared individuals had lighter kidneys and spleens and shorter small intestine 

lengths compared to wild-caught individuals. Furthermore, sex-based morphological 

differences were maintained in the captive rearing environment. Finally, internal 

morphology adjusted within the acclimation period, suggesting that internal 

morphological traits were plastic (Chapter 3). My results suggest that captivity can 

result in phenotypic changes in behavioural and morphological traits. Further, while 

sexual dimorphism can be maintained, there may be a loss of sex-specific behaviours in 

captivity. In addition, phenotypic plasticity may also have a significant influence on 

phenotypic change in response to captivity. By identifying phenotypic traits that change 

in captivity, we stand to gain valuable knowledge for developing and refining 

methodologies to minimise unfavourable phenotypic changes in captivity. In turn, this 

knowledge may be used to improve captive-breeding and reintroduction programmes 

(McDougall et al., 2006).  

My findings that captivity can result in phenotypic change have significant implications 

for CBPs. Firstly, identifying the specific phenotypic traits that change in captivity, and 

whether these phenotypic changes differed between sexes, can help managers develop 

and refine approaches used in captive-breeding and reintroduction programmes 

(McDougall et al., 2006). However, without evaluating the fitness of the captive-reared 

mice upon reintroduction, any implications for reintroduction success or post-release 

fitness should be considered with caution. Past studies have shown that the ‘captive’ 
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phenotype can remain unchanged, or move toward or away from the ‘wild’ phenotype. 

However, in general, we might expect the phenotypic traits to show adaptations to 

captivity (Mason et al., 2013). If a phenotype in captivity shifts from an adaptive ‘wild’ 

phenotype, it is valuable to determine the ongoing impact of these phenotypic changes 

on individual fitness, particularly if these phenotypic changes have consequences for the 

viability of captive populations, and/or impact the probability of reintroduction success. 

However, predicting what phenotypic traits will be affected in captivity, and the 

magnitude and direction of change in any given trait can be challenging. By making 

holistic assessments of phenotypic trait change in captivity, future studies then can 

explicitly compare or even manipulate environmental factors in captivity to provide 

robust inferences about the mechanisms for phenotypic change in captivity. Indeed, 

while I found negligible changes in the external morphology of captive-reared mice, this 

masked significant change in internal morphology. Consequently, rapid and untracked 

changes in internal morphology could have severe and unforeseen effects on the 

viability of animals held in captivity by influencing key physiological traits, such as 

digestive efficiency (Bailey et al., 1997; Champagnon et al., 2012) and immune 

responses and disease resistance (Bonnet et al., 1998; Swallow et al., 2005; van 

Oosterhout et al., 2007; Tschirren et al., 2009).  

The comparative approach (comparing captive-reared with wild-caught animals) used in 

this study allowed for predictions to be made about how phenotypic traits, such as 

behaviour or morphology in captivity, may impact fitness of individuals following 

reintroduction (Bremner-Harrison et al., 2004; Mathews et al., 2005; Champagnon et 

al., 2012). Although I was unable to evaluate post-reintroduction success, studies have 

reported links between behavioural and morphological changes occurring in captivity 

and post-reintroduction fitness (Bremner-Harrison et al., 2004; Champagnon et al., 

2012). Importantly, there is currently limited information on the effect of internal 

changes on the post-release viability of captive-reared animals, although there is some 

evidence of these effects in birds (Champagnon et al., 2012). In the present study, 

without evaluating the fitness of the captive-reared mice upon reintroduction, any 

implications for reintroduction success should be considered with caution. Future 

research on captive animals would benefit from investigating how phenotypic changes, 

such as changes in internal morphology, are maladaptive under natural conditions, and 
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whether these impacts can be mitigated by manipulating the captive environment. In my 

study, wild mice displayed phenotypic plasticity within the acclimation period in 

internal morphological traits, however there were no significant changes in external 

morphology, suggesting that external morphology traits may be less plastic, with 

changes in external morphology occurring more slowly, and taking multiple generations 

to manifest (McPhee 2004a, b; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). Furthermore, evidence of 

other phenotypic traits displaying fast, repeatable and reversible changes in captivity is 

limited (Piersma and Lindström 1997; Starck 1999; McWilliams and Karasov 2001; 

Piersma and Drent 2003; Bremner-Harrison et al., 2004). But if phenotypic traits can be 

shown to be plastic, phenotypic traits may be able to be altered to suit the wild 

environment prior to release (see Chapter 5); approaches such as pre-release exposure, 

which increase likelihood of survival following release, may be required for phenotypic 

plasticity to occur (Moseby et al., 2014). Alternatively, if traits are shown to have 

limited or no plasticity, we can apply the criterion for selecting animals with phenotypic 

traits suitable for reintroduction (Bremner-Harrison et al., 2004).    

For most animal groups the effects of captivity on sex-specific behaviour and sexual 

dimorphism remain unknown. Since sexual selection favours different trait values in 

males and females, I expected a loss or change in sexual dimorphism in captivity due to 

changes in the strengths and targets of sexual selection, and reduced resource 

competition (Lynch and Hayden 1995; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005). However, sexual 

dimorphism in both external and internal morphology were maintained in captive-reared 

mice. The maintenance of sexual dimorphism suggests that the intensity and direction of 

sexual selection on morphological traits may remain unchanged in the captive 

environment. Alternatively, changes or loss of sexual dimorphism may take multiple 

generations to manifest, and may have remained undetected (McPhee 2004b). 

Conversely, my findings that captivity potentially leads to the loss of sex-specific 

behaviour have provided important insights into the possible impacts of captivity on 

behavioural phenotypes. Specifically, this suggests that the sexes may need to be treated 

differently during the management of captive colonies, or when establishing 

reintroduction programmes. Gaining further information on sex-specific responses to 

captivity will determine whether the development of effective sex-specific management 

strategies in captivity is required. In recognition of this possibility, several recent 
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studies have started to explore whether sexual selection theory can be used to inform 

management strategies (Chargé et al., 2014; Slade et al., 2014).   

6.4 Multiple generations in captivity: effect on phenotypic traits 

There was evidence of transgenerational effects on behaviour and morphology in 

captivity (Chapter 2 and 3). These findings contribute to the literature reporting that 

animals maintained in captivity for multiple generations typically display a consistent 

directional shift in phenotypic traits away from the wild phenotype towards an optimal 

mean trait value for captive conditions, presumably through transgenerational effects 

(Snyder et al., 1996; McPhee 2004a, b; O'Regan and Kitchener 2005; McDougall et al., 

2006; McPhee and Carlstead 2010; McPhee and McPhee 2012; Evans et al., 2014) 

(Table 1.1). It is important to consider how selection in captivity operates on phenotypic 

traits across generations because it is not uncommon for multiple generations to be 

maintained in captivity prior to reintroduction. Specifically, three behavioural traits 

displayed a shift away from wild behaviours (Chapter 2) and evidence of 

transgenerational effects in captivity was observed in internal morphology, and only in 

females (Chapter 3). While these transgenerational changes in phenotypic traits are 

likely to increase fitness within the captive environment (McPhee 2004a, b; McPhee 

and McPhee 2012; Mason et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2014), transgenerational changes 

in captivity are also likely to have significant implications for captive-bred animals 

following release (O'Regan and Kitchener 2005; Slade et al., 2014). For example, 

transgenerational changes on phenotypic traits may include loss of anti-predator 

responses, reduced exploratory behaviour (Håkansson and Jensen 2005; Håkansson and 

Jensen 2008) and shifts in body mass important for mating preference (Slade et al., 

2014). The evidence of transgenerational effects on phenotypic traits in captivity 

observed in my study highlights the importance of manipulating the captive 

environment to reduce phenotypic changes occurring across generations in captivity. In 

turn, this may improve the fitness of animals following reintroduction. Approaches 

could include providing exposure to natural conditions during early development, which 

may reduce the phenotypic changes occurring in captivity (Evans et al., 2014). Despite 

potential for trait change in the captive environment, few studies have examined the 

effects of captivity on phenotypic traits across multiple generations. Furthermore, 
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understanding the mechanisms underpinning transgenerational change in captivity is 

critical. 

To begin to understand and identify the mechanisms driving transgenerational effects, I 

used broad sense heritability to estimate the amount of variation in a phenotypic trait 

explained by genetic variation (Falconer et al., 1996) (Chapter 4). The heritability 

estimates for boldness and activity behavioural types and external morphology ranged 

from low to moderate; and an estimate for internal morphology was unable to be 

determined. However, all heritability estimates were not considered statistically 

significant, likely due to small sample sizes resulting from low breeding success. These 

findings were consistent with other studies suggesting that behaviour and morphology 

may be heritable (Dingemanse et al., 2002; Drent et al., 2003; Dor and Lotem 2009; 

Ariyomo et al., 2013). However, my findings suggest that some but not all phenotypic 

traits may be heritable and this may allow for rapid adaptation to captive conditions. 

Heritability of phenotypic traits can illuminate the evolutionary potential for a 

phenotypic trait (such as behaviour or morphology) to respond to selection pressures 

imposed by the captive environment (Falconer et al., 1996; Réale and Festa-Bianchet 

2000; Richards et al., 2010). For other traits that did not display a shift in response to 

captive conditions (Chapter 2 and 3), this may indicate strong influence by 

environmental conditions and may display a high degree of plasticity. The low to 

moderate degrees of heritability suggest that the individual and combinatory effects of 

genetic change and transgenerational plasticity may allow transgenerational effects to 

occur in captivity (Houle 1992; Rodriguez-Clark 2004). Overall, my findings 

demonstrate that an understanding of the mechanisms that drive transgenerational 

effects can be potentially harnessed to enhance the resilience of organisms following 

reintroduction into natural environments (Evans et al., 2014; Chakravarti et al., 2016). 

This may include developing adaptive control measures to address genetic change in 

captivity. For example, using adaptive control measures could include manipulating 

environmental conditions in captivity to allow for more heterogeneous conditions or 

indeed more naturalised wild environments to reduce genetic adaptations to captivity 

(Ashley et al., 2003), or by exposing parental generations to wild environments to 

mediate the effects of captivity for future generations (Evans et al., 2014; Chakravarti et 

al., 2016).  
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6.5 Manipulating the rearing environment 

The evidence of the effects of captivity on phenotypic traits observed in my study 

highlighted the importance of manipulating the captive environment to reduce 

phenotypic changes occurring in captivity. Further, identifying the phenotypic traits that 

change, and the specific mechanisms (i.e. the abiotic and biotic factors) associated with 

phenotypic change in captivity, can help managers develop and refine approaches used 

in captive-breeding and reintroduction programmes. Throughout my thesis, I have 

suggested that increasing the level of phenotypic variation within a captive population 

could improve the likelihood for success upon release (Chapter 1.2). Increasing 

phenotypic variation may be possible via multiple phenotypes (polyphenism), or 

phenotypic plasticity, being expressed by a population with the outcome of either a sub-

population acquiring phenotypes suitable for the wild (Post et al., 1997; Kussell and 

Leibler 2005), or individuals able to change their phenotype in response to the 

environment conditions experienced in the wild (Miner et al., 2005). To promote 

polyphenism or phenotypic plasticity, in this thesis I have suggested that CBPs could 

adopt a more experimentally informed approach to improve outcomes (Chapter 5). For 

example, if the mechanism for phenotypic change (e.g. manipulating specific factors 

within the captive environment) can be identified, it provides a tool to manipulate 

species’ phenotypic traits, and generate phenotypes or animals that are more suitable for 

reintroduction. 

In my manipulative laboratory experiment in which I examined the independent and 

interactive effects of environmental conditions in captivity (specifically long-term 

stochastic food availability and water temperature), I observed changes in larval L. 

peronii growth, development and survivorship (Chapter 5). Specifically, larval growth 

rate was highest, and survivorship was lowest, in warmer water temperatures. However, 

these phenotypic changes in response to water temperature were mediated by food 

availability. Tadpoles were smaller and had higher survivorship to week 14, in 

stochastic food availability compared to constant food availability in warmer water 

temperature treatments. My findings contribute to a small but growing body of evidence 

that interactions between environmental factors can influence phenotypic traits such as 

growth, development and survivorship (Álvarez and Nicieza 2002a; Álvarez and 

Nicieza 2002b; McLeod et al., 2013). By identifying how environmental conditions in 
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captivity influence phenotypic traits, we have the potential to improve the output of 

CBPs and gain valuable knowledge for developing and refining methodologies to 

minimise unfavourable phenotypic changes in captivity.  

My findings suggest that all CBP rearing methodologies may benefit from featuring 

challenging abiotic and biotic characteristics of the animal’s original environment 

within captive settings. Indeed, there are examples of CBPs aiming to produce animals 

for reintroductions by exposing potential founders to the characteristics of the proposed 

recipient release environment (e.g. Evans et al., 2014; Munkwitz et al., 2005; Moseby et 

al. 2014; Whiteside et al. 2015). These challenges, dependent on the recommended 

CBP approach, should be either provided continuously or stochastically throughout 

development. Challenges may include exposure to key threatening processes (Fischer 

and Lindenmayer 2000), environmental heterogeneity (West-Eberhard 1989), parasitism 

(Summers et al., 2003) or seasonal changes such as food availability. For example, 

captive breeding programmes attempting to breed species, such as amphibians, 

generally rear populations under constant environmental conditions, but my findings 

suggest that managers might benefit from rearing sub-populations under various 

environmental conditions in captivity to increase the level of phenotypic variation 

within the captive population.  

Providing variable captive conditions such as stochastic food availability and water 

temperatures may improve average levels of survivorship, and generate larger numbers 

of individuals for reintroduction. This could benefit the recovery of a target species by 

improving the sustainability of a captive ‘insurance’ population, while minimising 

expenses associated with establishing and maintaining colonies (Canessa et al., 2014; 

Canessa et al., 2016). Furthermore, generating large numbers of individuals for release 

could improve the success of reintroduction programmes by overcoming problems 

associated with high dispersal, demographic stochasticity, or low reproduction and/or 

survival at low population sizes (Fischer and Lindenmayer 2000; Armstrong and 

Seddon 2008). For these reasons, I propose that broadening our knowledge of the 

interactive effects between environmental factors in captivity and their impact on 

phenotypic traits such as growth, development and survivorship might improve the 

success of threatened species recovery programs (Carey 2005; Muths et al., 2014).  
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6.6 Future research priorities  

There are several future research priorities that have been highlighted within this thesis. 

With respect to phenotypic changes occurring in captivity, it would be valuable to 

determine the ongoing impact of these phenotypic changes on individual fitness, 

particularly if these changes have consequences for the viability of captive populations, 

and/or affect the probability of reintroduction success. To this end, future research 

might benefit from investigating whether phenotypic changes occurring in captivity are 

maladaptive under natural conditions. This could be achieved by comprehensively 

evaluating the fitness of individuals pre- and post-reintroduction (Bremner-Harrison et 

al., 2004; McDougall et al., 2006; Smith and Blumstein 2008; Moseby et al., 2014). In 

particular, there is a need to further explore the effects of captivity on phenotypic traits, 

and to understand mechanisms that might be used to either curb phenotypic change in 

captivity, or direct change to achieve beneficial outcomes. It would also be pertinent to 

substantiate whether phenotypic traits are plastic; are developmentally plastic in 

captivity over the duration of an individual’s lifetime; and are subject to 

transgenerational effects, (i.e. shift away from wild-caught phenotypes over time, and 

with each subsequent generation maintained in captivity). In this regard, studies would 

need to measure phenotypic change throughout an individual’s lifecycle, as well as 

across multiple generations.  

To curb phenotypic change in captivity, further work is necessary to uncover the 

mechanisms of plasticity that cause phenotypic change. One potential approach could 

involve manipulating the developmental environment, either by rearing animals in a 

fluctuating environment, or by providing challenging conditions that simulate the 

challenges experienced in the natural habitat, to determine whether the developmental 

environment can produce an environment-specific phenotype (Norberg et al., 2001). 

Developmental plasticity in behavioural phenotypes, such as boldness, has previously 

been documented in swift foxes (Vulpes velox), with captive-bred adult foxes displaying 

a higher level of boldness compared with juveniles, indicating that behaviours may be 

plastic if exposed to variable conditions in captivity (Norberg et al., 2001; Bremner-

Harrison et al., 2004; Monaghan 2008). Alternatively, animals exposed to natural 

conditions during early development may be able to display phenotypic plasticity, with 

phenotypes produced that match the local conditions (Norberg et al., 2001; Monaghan 
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2008). If a mechanism for phenotypic change can be isolated, it provides a tool to 

manipulate species’ phenotypic traits, and generate phenotypes that are more suitable 

for reintroduction.  

It is also important to determine how phenotypic plasticity influences transgenerational 

effects for populations maintained in captivity over multiple generations (Evans et al., 

2014). Future studies would benefit from examining trait change across multiple 

generations, starting at introduction to captivity and across multiple generations to 

investigate the mechanisms of transgenerational effects in captivity. Ultimately, 

quantitative genetic and epigenetic techniques are required to elucidate the source of 

transgenerational effects in captivity. This could include common garden experiments 

and/or cross-fostering experiments coupled with an assessment of genetic and 

epigenetic variation and changes (Dor and Lotem 2009). Laboratory experiments or 

captive breeding experiments can be used to control and manipulate environmental 

conditions to enable transgenerational effects to occur, but also allow the identification 

of the specific mechanisms that are driving transgenerational effects (Chakravarti et al., 

2016).  

Further investigation is required to determine whether captivity can result in losses of 

sex-specific behaviours and changes to sexual dimorphism. It would be valuable to test 

for sex-specific differences in various morphological traits across a diversity of 

taxonomic groups.  Such studies could focus on examining and comparing the 

behaviour and morphology of females and males in intra- and inter-sexual selection 

experiments, not only between captive-reared individuals, but also between wild 

individuals (Chargé et al., 2014; Slade et al., 2014). If differences between the sexes 

can be consistently demonstrated, sex-specific management strategies may be required 

to improve the efficiency of CBPs.  

Finally, future studies investigating the effect of captivity on phenotypic traits would 

benefit from examining an array of individual and interactive effects of environmental 

conditions experienced in captivity on species that provide models for endangered 

species (Fischer and Lindenmayer 2000). This approach will enable generalisations to 

be made about the impacts of environmental conditions across a diversity of taxa, and 

provide a deeper understanding of the specific mechanisms driving phenotypic change. 
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By identifying how environmental conditions in captivity influence phenotypic traits, 

we have the potential to improve the output of CBPs, the overall long-term productivity 

of captive populations and maximise the ability of animals to respond to environmental 

change upon release. For example, by refining methodologies to minimise unfavourable 

phenotypic changes in captivity, phenotypic traits may be able to be altered to suit the 

wild environment prior to release.  

6.7 Conclusions 

My thesis has shown that captivity can have significant impacts on an animal’s 

phenotype. These findings have implications for conservation because rapid plastic 

changes in captivity are likely to have direct impacts on the success or failure of captive 

breeding and reintroduction programmes. For example, captive-reared mice were found 

to differ in behaviour and morphology compared to wild-caught mice. However, 

phenotypic changes were also evident within the acclimation period, suggesting that 

some traits may be plastic. Further, while sexual dimorphism was maintained, there was 

a loss of sex-specific behaviours in captivity. Animals maintained in captivity for 

multiple generations displayed a consistent directional shift in phenotypic traits, away 

from the wild phenotype, towards an optimal mean trait value for captivity through 

transgenerational effects. Of these transgenerational changes, some but not all appeared 

to display some degree of heritability, which may allow for rapid adaptation to captive 

conditions. Other traits are likely to display a high degree of plasticity. Further, I have 

demonstrated that manipulating the independent and interactive effects of 

environmental conditions in captivity can influence phenotypic traits such as growth, 

development and survivorship.  

By identifying how environmental conditions in captivity influence phenotypic traits, 

we have the potential to improve the output of CBPs, gain valuable knowledge for 

developing and refining methodologies to minimise unfavourable phenotypic changes in 

captivity and contribute to the success of captive-based reintroduction programmes 

globally (Mathews et al., 2005; Smith and Blumstein 2008; Evans et al., 2014). 
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Table A.1 Behavioural traits that contributed most to similarity in behavioural type 

composition between rearing environment (captive-reared F4, captive-reared F5 and 

wild-caught individuals) and sex (female and male; based on the SIMPER procedure 

using normalised data of least squares regression for each behavioural trait on body 

mass)
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Table A.1 Behavioural traits that contributed most to similarity in behavioural type composition between rearing environment (captive-reared F4, 

captive-reared F5 and wild-caught individuals) and sex (female and male; based on the SIMPER procedure using normalised data of least squares 

regression for each behavioural trait on body mass). 

Wild-caught Male - Average squared distance = 17.87 

    Behavioural trait Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

 Mean speed -0.628 0.207 0.46 1.16 1.16 

 Distance -0.627 0.207 0.46 1.16 2.32 

 Perimeter: mean speed -0.63 0.255 0.45 1.42 3.74 

 Centre: mean speed -0.538 0.306 0.5 1.71 5.45 

 Meandering 0.506 0.335 0.59 1.87 7.32 

 In tunnel: time pressed 0.0649 0.637 0.39 3.56 10.89 

 Perimeter: maximum speed 0.153 0.735 0.4 4.11 15 

 % Time freezing 1.25 0.952 0.46 5.33 20.33 

 Jump: number of presses 0.24 1.24 0.49 6.96 27.29 

 % Centre: total time spent -0.48 1.85 0.58 10.33 37.62 

 % Time active -1.59 1.93 0.53 10.82 48.43 

 % Time mobile -1.47 2.23 0.49 12.5 60.93 

 Maximum speed 0.595 2.61 0.43 14.6 75.53 

 Captive-reared F4 Male - Average squared distance = 6.03 

     Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

 Perimeter: maximum speed -0.117 0.0574 0.48 0.95 0.95 

 In tunnel: time pressed -0.276 0.0695 0.51 1.15 2.11 

 % Time mobile 0.507 0.257 0.54 4.27 6.37 

 % Time active 0.503 0.332 0.54 5.51 11.88 

 Centre: maximum speed -0.261 0.34 0.46 5.64 17.52 

 Jump: number of presses -0.191 0.35 0.42 5.81 23.33 
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Maximum speed -0.219 0.388 0.38 6.44 29.77 

 % Time freezing -0.575 0.446 0.57 7.4 37.17 

 Perimeter: mean speed 0.359 0.465 0.42 7.71 44.88 

 % Centre: total time spent -0.0656 0.511 0.55 8.49 53.36 

 Meandering -0.48 0.572 0.47 9.49 62.86 

 Mean speed 0.385 0.645 0.41 10.7 73.55 

 Captive-reared F5 Male - Average squared distance = 7.79 

     Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

 Perimeter: maximum speed -0.273 0.0647 0.47 0.83 0.83 

 Centre: mean speed -0.325 0.181 0.45 2.33 3.16 

 Mean speed -0.255 0.199 0.51 2.56 5.71 

 Distance -0.256 0.2 0.51 2.56 8.28 

 Perimeter: mean speed -0.217 0.275 0.5 3.53 11.81 

 Meandering 0.104 0.34 0.52 4.36 16.17 

 Maximum speed -0.35 0.353 0.36 4.52 20.7 

 Centre: max speed -0.116 0.489 0.5 6.28 26.98 

 % Centre: total time spent 0.134 0.658 0.46 8.44 35.41 

 Jump: number of presses -0.158 0.669 0.52 8.59 44 

 % Time freezing 0.143 0.703 0.51 9.02 53.02 

 % Time mobile 0.191 0.793 0.39 10.17 63.2 

 % Time active 0.211 0.89 0.4 11.42 74.61 

 Wild-caught Female - Average squared distance = 12.12 

     Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

 Perimeter: maximum speed 0.0261 0.126 0.43 1.04 1.04 

 Maximum speed 0.186 0.167 0.43 1.37 2.41 

 Centre: maximum speed 0.462 0.275 0.5 2.27 4.69 

 % Time active 0.0255 0.311 0.42 2.57 7.25 

 Perimeter: mean speed -0.126 0.49 0.33 4.04 11.3 
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Mean speed 0.0506 0.678 0.36 5.6 16.89 

 Distance 0.0504 0.679 0.36 5.6 22.49 

 Meandering -0.282 0.745 0.49 6.15 28.64 

 % Time mobile -0.0831 0.761 0.35 6.28 34.92 

 % Time freezing 0.206 0.829 0.46 6.83 41.75 

 Centre: mean speed 0.269 1.07 0.42 8.81 50.57 

 % Centre: total time spent -0.337 1.77 0.49 14.64 65.2 

 Jump: number of presses 0.618 1.82 0.45 14.99 80.2 

 Captive-reared F4 Female - Average squared distance = 26.07 

     Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

 In tunnel: time pressed -0.186 0.225 0.46 0.86 0.86 

 % Centre: total time spent -0.0694 0.516 0.49 1.98 2.84 

 Centre: maximum speed -0.472 0.557 0.5 2.14 4.98 

 % Time mobile 0.322 0.621 0.39 2.38 7.36 

 % Time active 0.311 0.778 0.38 2.98 10.34 

 Jump: number of presses -0.255 1.1 0.49 4.23 14.57 

 % Time freezing -0.555 1.17 0.5 4.47 19.04 

 Maximum speed 0.421 2.29 0.35 8.8 27.84 

 Centre: mean speed 0.381 2.43 0.44 9.33 37.18 

 Meandering 0.0543 2.98 0.48 11.44 48.62 

 Distance 0.535 3.01 0.43 11.54 60.16 

 Mean speed 0.535 3.01 0.43 11.55 71.72 

 Captive-reared F5 Female - Average squared distance = 5.07 

     Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

 Mean speed -0.335 0.117 0.42 2.3 2.3 

 Distance -0.333 0.117 0.42 2.32 4.62 

 Centre: mean speed -0.386 0.122 0.41 2.4 7.02 

 Perimeter: maximum speed -0.268 0.171 0.32 3.37 10.38 
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Maximum speed -0.494 0.202 0.48 3.98 14.36 

 Perimeter: mean speed -0.197 0.249 0.51 4.91 19.27 

 Meandering 0.236 0.301 0.46 5.94 25.21 

 Jump: number of presses -0.23 0.404 0.54 7.96 33.17 

 % Time mobile 0.0082 0.433 0.41 8.53 41.71 

 In tunnel: time pressed 0.0782 0.454 0.51 8.96 50.67 

 % Time freezing -0.0181 0.457 0.52 9.01 59.68 

 % Time active -0.0426 0.545 0.4 10.74 70.42 

 Wild-caught Male and Captive-reared  F4 Male - Average squared distance = 39.71 

    

 

Wild-caught Male Captive-reared  F4 Male                                      

   Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

% Time active -1.59 0.503 6.38 1.04 16.08 16.08 

% Time mobile -1.47 0.507 6.1 0.83 15.37 31.45 

Centre: maximum speed 0.695 -0.261 5.05 0.53 12.72 44.17 

% Time freezing 1.25 -0.575 4.56 1.1 11.48 55.64 

Maximum speed 0.595 -0.219 3.3 0.49 8.31 63.95 

% Centre: total time spent -0.48 -0.0656 2.25 1.07 5.67 69.62 

Centre: mean speed -0.538 0.379 1.97 0.59 4.96 74.58 

Wild-caught Male and Captive-reared F5 Male - Average squared distance = 33.09 

   

 

Wild-caught Male Captive-reared F5 Male                                      

 

       Av. Value      Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution  Cum.% 

% Time active -1.59 0.211 5.77 1 17.43 17.43 

% Time mobile -1.47 0.191 5.45 0.79 16.48 33.9 

Centre: maximum speed 0.695 -0.116 4.93 0.54 14.91 48.81 

Maximum speed 0.595 -0.35 3.5 0.49 10.58 59.39 

% Time freezing 1.25 0.143 2.7 0.89 8.16 67.55 

% Centre: total time spent -0.48 0.134 2.6 0.97 7.85 75.41 
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Captive-reared  F4 Male and Captive-reared F5 Male - Average squared distance = 15.90 

 

Captive-reared  F4 Male Captive-reared F5 Male                                      

   Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

In tunnel: time pressed -0.276 0.385 2.33 0.39 14.63 14.63 

% Time freezing -0.575 0.143 1.57 0.74 9.87 24.5 

Centre: mean speed 0.379 -0.325 1.52 0.54 9.57 34.07 

% Time active 0.503 0.211 1.21 0.52 7.6 41.67 

Distance 0.385 -0.256 1.18 0.55 7.45 49.12 

Mean speed 0.385 -0.255 1.18 0.55 7.42 56.54 

Meandering -0.48 0.104 1.17 0.7 7.39 63.93 

% Centre: total time spent -0.0656 0.134 1.11 0.75 6.99 70.92 

       Wild-caught Male and Wild-caught Female - Average squared distance = 35.44 

   

 

Wild-caught Male Wild-caught Female                                      

   Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

% Time active -1.59 0.0255 4.6 0.95 12.98 12.98 

% Time mobile -1.47 -0.0831 4.59 0.75 12.96 25.94 

Centre: maximum speed 0.695 0.462 4.14 0.59 11.67 37.61 

% Centre: total time spent -0.48 -0.337 3.29 0.82 9.29 46.9 

Jump: number of presses 0.24 0.618 2.93 0.64 8.26 55.16 

In tunnel: time pressed 0.0649 -0.0527 2.81 0.37 7.93 63.09 

% Time freezing 1.25 0.206 2.69 0.79 7.59 70.68 

       Captive-reared F4 Male and Captive-reared F4 Female - Average squared distance = 31.07 

   

 

Captive-reared F4 Male Captive-reared F4 Female                                      

Behavioural trait   Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

Perimeter: maximum speed -0.117 0.465 4.32 0.28 13.91 13.91 

Meandering -0.48 0.0543 3.59 0.73 11.56 25.47 
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Distance 0.385 0.535 3.42 0.57 11.01 36.48 

Mean speed 0.385 0.535 3.42 0.57 11.01 47.49 

Perimeter: mean speed 0.359 0.572 3.42 0.55 11.01 58.5 

Centre: mean speed 0.379 0.381 3.13 0.65 10.08 68.57 

 Maximum speed -0.219 0.421 2.9 0.42 9.35 77.92 

Wild-caught Female and Captive-reared F4 Female - Average squared distance = 39.53 

   

 

Wild-caught Female Captive-reared F4 Female                                      

   Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

Perimeter: maximum speed 0.0261 0.465 4.24 0.29 10.73 10.73 

Perimeter: mean speed -0.126 0.572 3.9 0.5 9.86 20.59 

Mean speed 0.0506 0.535 3.68 0.53 9.31 29.9 

Distance 0.0504 0.535 3.68 0.53 9.3 39.2 

Meandering -0.282 0.0543 3.59 0.74 9.09 48.29 

Jump: number of presses 0.618 -0.255 3.49 0.65 8.82 57.11 

Centre: mean speed 0.269 0.381 3.28 0.63 8.3 65.41 

In tunnel: time pressed -0.0527 -0.186 2.47 0.31 6.24 71.66 

       

Captive-reared F5 Male and Captive-reared F5 Female - Average squared distance = 12.43 

  

 

Captive-reared F5 Male Captive-reared F5 Female                                      

   Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

In tunnel: time pressed 0.385 0.0782 2.34 0.44 18.84 18.84 

% Time active 0.211 -0.0426 1.39 0.63 11.19 30.03 

% Centre: total time spent 0.134 0.637 1.39 0.74 11.18 41.21 

Centre: maximum speed -0.116 -0.0734 1.32 0.73 10.58 51.79 

% Time mobile 0.191 0.0082 1.17 0.61 9.39 61.18 

% Time freezing 0.143 -0.0181 1.1 0.76 8.84 70.02 
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Wild-caught Female and Captive-reared F5 Female - Average squared distance = 19.60 

  

 

Wild-caught Female Captive-reared F5 Female                                      

 

  Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

% Centre: total time spent -0.337 0.637 3.14 0.81 16 16 

Jump: number of presses 0.618 -0.23 2.79 0.57 14.23 30.23 

In tunnel: time pressed -0.0527 0.0782 2.68 0.36 13.67 43.9 

Centre: mean speed 0.269 -0.386 1.54 0.53 7.85 51.75 

Centre: maximum speed 0.462 -0.0734 1.41 0.96 7.17 58.92 

% Time freezing 0.206 -0.0181 1.25 0.74 6.36 65.29 

Meandering -0.282 0.236 1.24 0.77 6.34 71.63 

Captive-reared F4 Female and Captive-reared F5 Female - Average squared distance = 34.38 

  

 

Captive-reared F4 Female Captive-reared F5 Female                                      

   Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist Sq. Dist/SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

Perimeter: maximum speed 0.465 -0.268 4.63 0.29 13.46 13.46 

Perimeter: mean speed 0.572 -0.197 3.77 0.48 10.98 24.43 

Mean speed 0.535 -0.335 3.68 0.48 10.69 35.13 

Distance 0.535 -0.333 3.67 0.48 10.68 45.8 

Maximum speed 0.421 -0.494 3.17 0.42 9.21 55.01 

Meandering 0.0543 0.236 3.1 0.77 9.01 64.02 

Centre: mean speed 0.381 -0.386 2.97 0.5 8.65 72.67 
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APPENDIX B: CHAPTER 3. ASSOCIATED SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

 

 

 

 

Table B.1 External morphological traits that contributed most to similarity in external 

morphology between sexes (female and male; based on the SIMPER procedure using 

normalised data of least squares regression for each behavioural trait on body mass). 

 

Table B.2 Internal morphological traits that contributed most to similarity in internal 

morphology between rearing environment (captive-reared F4, captive-reared F5 and 

wild-caught individuals) and sex (female and male; based on the SIMPER procedure 

using normalised data of least squares regression for each behavioural trait on body 

mass).
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Table B.1 External morphological traits that contributed most to similarity in external morphology between sexes (female and male; based on the 

SIMPER procedure using normalised data of least squares regression for each behavioural trait on body mass). 

Female – Average squared distance= 5.45 

Morphological trait Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist. /SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

 Body mass -0.309 0.555 0.48 10.17 10.17 

 Skull length 0.0873 0.88 0.48 16.13 26.3 

 Snout to vent length 0.166 0.926 0.46 16.98 43.29 

 Tail length -0.0918 1.35 0.19 24.73 68.01 

 Foot length (right hind) 0.105 1.74 0.16 31.99 100 

 

        Male – Average squared distance= 4.07 

Morphological trait Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist. /SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

 Foot length (right hind) -0.132 0.0197 0.43 0.48 0.48 

 Tail length 0.123 0.533 0.36 13.08 13.56 

 Snout to vent length -0.242 1.05 0.47 25.88 39.44 

 Skull length -0.0727 1.15 0.39 28.13 67.57 

 Body mass 0.438 1.32 0.43 32.43 100 

  Female and Male – Average squared distance= 10.12 

 

 Female  Male                                      

 

  Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist. /SD % Contribution Cumulative % 

Body mass -0.309 0.438 2.38 0.64 23.5 23.5 

Snout to vent length 0.166 -0.242 2.09 0.68 20.66 44.15 

Skull length 0.0873 -0.0727 1.99 0.65 19.7 63.86 

Tail length -0.0918 0.123 1.88 0.25 18.57 82.42 
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Table B.2 Internal morphological traits that contributed most to similarity in internal morphology between rearing environment (captive-reared 

F4, captive-reared F5 and wild-caught individuals) and sex (female and male; based on the SIMPER procedure using normalised data of least 

squares regression for each behavioural trait on body mass).   

Captive-reared F4 Female – Average squared distance = 9.74 

Morphological trait Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist./SD Contribution % Cumulative % 

 Lungs -0.28 0.285 0.52 2.93 2.93 

 Spleen  -0.411 0.366 0.49 3.76 6.69 

 Large intestine 0.0486 0.381 0.48 3.91 10.6 

 Heart  0.205 0.525 0.46 5.39 15.99 

 Liver  -0.00285 0.589 0.51 6.05 22.04 

 Kidneys -1.06 0.597 0.48 6.13 28.17 

 Small intestine 0.0747 0.671 0.49 6.9 35.06 

 Small Intestine length -0.746 0.786 0.51 8.08 43.14 

 Caecum  0.671 0.817 0.52 8.39 51.53 

 Large Intestine length -0.405 0.939 0.52 9.64 61.17 

 Brain  0.45 1.01 0.42 10.37 71.54 

 Captive-reared F5 Female – Average squared distance = 5.43 

Morphological trait Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist./SD Contribution % Cumulative % 

 Spleen -0.0906 0.078 0.51 1.43 1.43 

 Liver 0.163 0.0886 0.46 1.63 3.07 

 Large intestine -0.0211 0.0986 0.52 1.81 4.88 

 Small Intestine length -0.203 0.122 0.49 2.25 7.13 

 Kidneys 0.0955 0.14 0.53 2.58 9.72 

 Small intestine -0.0922 0.278 0.43 5.12 14.83 

 Ovaries/testes -0.0772 0.321 0.45 5.91 20.74 

  Lungs 0.045 0.332 0.46 6.1 26.84 

  Large Intestine length -0.253 0.601 0.46 11.05 37.9 
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 Caecum -0.03 0.632 0.46 11.62 49.52 

  Stomach 0.241 0.781 0.53 14.38 63.9 

  Heart 0.0158 0.847 0.47 15.58 79.48 

 Wild-caught Female – Average squared distance = 11.85 

Morphological trait Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist./SD Contribution % Cumulative % 

 Caecum -0.596 0.286 0.4 2.42 2.42 

 Ovaries/testes -0.996 0.288 0.5 2.43 4.84 

 Kidneys -0.505 0.335 0.33 2.83 7.67 

 Small Intestine length 0.864 0.572 0.43 4.83 12.5 

 Brain 0.35 0.617 0.52 5.21 17.71 

 Heart 0.188 0.669 0.51 5.65 23.36 

 Spleen 0.623 0.934 0.33 7.88 31.24 

 Stomach -0.13 1.09 0.49 9.24 40.48 

 Lungs 0.383 1.1 0.48 9.25 49.73 

 Large Intestine length -0.123 1.19 0.44 10 59.73 

 Small intestine 0.549 1.33 0.35 11.25 70.99 

 Captive-reared F4 Male – Average squared distance = 14.66 

Morphological trait Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist./SD Contribution % Cumulative % 

 Spleen -0.887 0.292 0.49 1.99 1.99 

 Ovaries/testes -0.216 0.339 0.43 2.31 4.3 

 Liver -0.496 0.349 0.48 2.38 6.69 

 Small intestine -1.25 0.505 0.52 3.45 10.13 

 Stomach -0.3 0.577 0.59 3.94 14.07 

 Kidneys 0.508 0.644 0.44 4.4 18.47 

 Brain -0.524 0.702 0.48 4.79 23.26 

 Small Intestine length -0.422 0.709 0.5 4.83 28.09 

 Large Intestine length 1.06 0.907 0.48 6.19 34.28 

 Caecum 0.485 1.33 0.46 9.1 43.38 
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Heart -0.354 2.4 0.4 16.38 59.77 

 Lungs -0.131 2.79 0.38 19.06 78.83 

 Captive-reared F5 Male – Average squared distance = 7.25 

Morphological trait Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist./SD Contribution % Cumulative % 

 Spleen -0.111 0.217 0.48 2.99 2.99 

 Small Intestine length -0.263 0.223 0.44 3.08 6.07 

 Kidneys 0.758 0.373 0.54 5.15 11.22 

 Liver -0.462 0.382 0.41 5.28 16.5 

 Heart -0.316 0.399 0.57 5.51 22.01 

 Lungs -0.476 0.416 0.49 5.74 27.75 

 Small intestine -0.179 0.434 0.54 5.98 33.73 

 Large intestine -0.257 0.521 0.53 7.19 40.92 

 Ovaries/testes 0.865 0.685 0.46 9.46 50.37 

 Stomach -0.144 0.815 0.5 11.24 61.62 

 Brain -0.649 0.833 0.51 11.5 73.11 

 Wild-caught Male – Average squared distance = 19.87 

Morphological trait Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist./SD Contribution % Cumulative % 

 Large Intestine length 0.293 0.362 0.49 1.82 1.82 

 Large intestine -0.717 0.465 0.45 2.34 4.16 

 Ovaries/testes 0.653 0.74 0.49 3.73 7.89 

 Small intestine 0.846 0.864 0.52 4.35 12.24 

 Brain -0.132 0.948 0.53 4.77 17.01 

 Caecum -0.36 1.28 0.55 6.45 23.46 

 Lungs 0.666 1.45 0.58 7.3 30.77 

 Kidneys 0.903 1.63 0.48 8.2 38.96 

 Small Intestine length 1.09 1.72 0.51 8.63 47.6 

 Stomach 0.115 1.8 0.45 9.04 56.63 

 Heart 0.193 2.27 0.56 11.41 68.04 
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Liver 0.399 2.89 0.5 14.55 82.59 

 Captive-reared F4 Female and Captive-reared F5 Female – Average squared distance = 16.69 

 

Captive-reared F4 Female Captive-reared F5 Female                                      

 

Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist./SD Contribution % Cumulative % 

Brain 0.45 0.195 2.04 0.75 12.24 12.24 

Kidneys -1.06 0.0955 2.03 1 12.14 24.38 

Stomach 0.168 0.241 1.95 0.72 11.65 36.03 

Caecum 0.671 -0.03 1.84 0.77 11.02 47.06 

Ovaries/testes 0.115 -0.0772 1.71 0.58 10.22 57.28 

Large Intestine length -0.405 -0.253 1.46 0.74 8.73 66.01 

Heart 0.205 0.0158 1.31 0.77 7.86 73.86 

Captive-reared F4 Female and Wild-caught Female - Average squared distance = 27.95 

 

Captive-reared F4 Female Wild-caught Female                                      

 

Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist./SD Contribution % Cumulative % 

Small Intestine length -0.746 0.864 3.86 0.93 13.82 13.82 

Ovaries/testes 0.115 -0.996 2.87 0.61 10.29 24.1 

Caecum 0.671 -0.596 2.63 0.79 9.43 33.53 

Liver -0.00285 0.369 2.54 0.6 9.07 42.6 

Stomach 0.168 -0.13 2.32 0.73 8.32 50.92 

Spleen -0.411 0.623 2.28 0.52 8.17 59.09 

Small intestine 0.0747 0.549 2.1 0.48 7.5 66.59 

 Large Intestine length -0.405 -0.123 2.06 0.71 7.38 73.97 

Captive-reared F4 Female and Captive-reared F4 Male – Average squared distance = 31.23 

 

Captive-reared F4 Female Captive-reared F4 Male                                      

 

Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist./SD Contribution % Cumulative % 

Large Intestine length -0.405 1.06 3.84 0.96 12.3 12.3 

Kidneys -1.06 0.508 3.6 1.04 11.53 23.83 

Large intestine 0.0486 0.649 3.51 0.41 11.24 35.07 
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Heart 0.205 -0.354 2.96 0.77 9.49 44.56 

Small intestine 0.0747 -1.25 2.84 0.93 9.09 53.65 

Lungs -0.28 -0.131 2.8 0.45 8.97 62.62 

Brain 0.45 -0.524 2.52 0.81 8.08 70.7 

Captive-reared F5 Female and Captive-reared F5 Male – Average squared distance = 14.81 

 

Captive-reared F5 Female  Captive-reared F5 Male                                      

 

Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist./SD Contribution % Cumulative % 

Brain 0.195 -0.649 2.52 0.81 17 17 

Ovaries/testes -0.0772 0.865 1.82 1.16 12.27 29.27 

Caecum -0.03 -0.206 1.64 0.66 11.08 40.35 

Stomach 0.241 -0.144 1.63 0.72 10.98 51.33 

Large Intestine length -0.253 -0.116 1.35 0.7 9.12 60.44 

Heart 0.0158 -0.316 1.27 0.65 8.54 68.99 

Lungs 0.045 -0.476 0.963 0.74 6.5 75.49 

Captive-reared F4 Male and Captive-reared F5 Male – Average squared distance = 25.73 

 

 Captive-reared F4 Male Captive-reared F5 Male                                      

 

Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist./SD Contribution % Cumulative % 

Large intestine 0.649 -0.257 4.1 0.43 15.91 15.91 

Lungs -0.131 -0.476 3.02 0.44 11.72 27.64 

Large Intestine length 1.06 -0.116 2.98 0.89 11.57 39.2 

Caecum 0.485 -0.206 2.7 0.78 10.5 49.71 

Heart -0.354 -0.316 2.53 0.54 9.84 59.54 

Ovaries/testes -0.216 0.865 2.11 0.97 8.18 67.73 

Small intestine -1.25 -0.179 2 0.93 7.79 75.52 

Wild-caught Female & Wild-caught Male – Average squared distance = 34.82 

 

Wild-caught Female Wild-caught Male                                      

 

Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist./SD Contribution % Cumulative % 

Liver 0.369 0.399 4.38 0.71 12.58 12.58 
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Spleen 0.623 1.05 4.08 0.79 11.73 24.3 

Kidneys -0.505 0.903 3.72 0.75 10.69 34.99 

Ovaries/testes -0.996 0.653 3.64 0.94 10.45 45.44 

Stomach -0.13 0.115 2.65 0.69 7.62 53.06 

Heart 0.188 0.193 2.61 0.91 7.49 60.55 

Large intestine 0.143 -0.717 2.51 0.51 7.21 67.75 

Lungs 0.383 0.666 2.37 0.84 6.82 74.57 

Captive-reared F4 Male and Wild-caught Male - Average squared distance = 47.16 

 

Captive-reared F4 Male Wild-caught Male                                      

 

Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist./SD Contribution % Cumulative % 

Spleen -0.887 1.05 7.05 0.81 14.94 14.94 

Small intestine -1.25 0.846 5.61 1.08 11.89 26.83 

Large intestine 0.649 -0.717 5.07 0.46 10.75 37.58 

Heart -0.354 0.193 4.44 0.75 9.42 47 

Small Intestine length -0.422 1.09 4.43 0.8 9.38 56.38 

Lungs -0.131 0.666 4.42 0.8 9.37 65.75 

Liver -0.496 0.399 3.64 1.07 7.73 73.48 

Captive-reared F5 Male & Wild-caught Male – Average squared distance = 31.42 

 

 Captive-reared F5 Male Wild-caught Male                                      

 

Av. Value Av. Value Av. Sq. Dist. Sq. Dist./SD Contribution % Cumulative % 

Spleen -0.111 1.05 4.58 0.75 14.58 14.58 

Liver -0.462 0.399 3.62 1.01 11.53 26.11 

Small Intestine length -0.263 1.09 3.54 0.79 11.26 37.38 

Lungs -0.476 0.666 2.96 0.81 9.41 46.79 

Heart -0.316 0.193 2.61 0.79 8.31 55.1 

Stomach -0.144 0.115 2.39 0.69 7.61 62.71 

Small intestine -0.179 0.846 2.21 0.75 7.02 69.73 

Caecum -0.206 -0.36 2.17 0.69 6.91 76.64 
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